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SEN NA , SW IF T, R S, A110, ST, URUS…
all six came along to drive at once this month and,
in the case of Alpine’s new A110 coupe, to test

against key rivals for the first time.
Starting months go, deputy editor Adam Towler and road test

editor James Disdale have been pooling their logistical skills to pull
together six of the key drives of 2018. They even sent Dickie Meaden
to the Isle of Man and the Nürburgring to make sure he had a proper
drive of Porsche’s 911 GT3 RS. His verdict? ‘Yeah, it’s OK, but it’s no
964 RS…’ You can read his genuine reply on page 58.

In a world that is constantly telling us that the car enthusiast
is doomed, that the fine art of driving and the thrill that only a
great drive in our favourite car can provide will soon be confined
to memories, this month’s array of new metal provides a great
deal of hope. Yes, along the way we have lost some of the magic of
yesteryear. With no manual gearbox option, Alpine may be missing
a sizeable trick, but if it was a case of the car being built if the
engineers agreed not to have one, or the car never seeing the light of
day if they insisted upon it, I’m relieved a compromise was found.

At the other end of the scale, it certainly sounds like Lamborghini
acknowledged the wishes of its customers in designing an SUV,
before heading off to build a Lamborghini that just so happens
to have four doors, a raised ride height and the option of 23-inch
wheels. Each to their own and all that, but you’ve got to love the
variety this industry can turn out at times.

But it was two of the smaller and more affordable new cars we
drove this month that had the majority of us hanging on to hear the
verdict: Ford’s Fiesta ST and Suzuki’s Swift Sport. Both evo heroes in
previous guises and both thoroughly updated to meet today’s ever-
changing requirements. Both equally as important to our world as
Porsche’s new 911 GT3 RS and the McLaren Senna, too.

Enjoy the issue.

Stuart Gallagher, Editor
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With 70 years of racing heritage behind it,
Brabham’s £1mil l ion track-only BT62 is just the

start for the Anglo-Austral ian firm

POLE
POSITION
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ENGINE &
TRANSMISSION

The BT62’s 5.4- l i tre V8 is Brabham-bui lt ,
a lbeit based on unnamed architecture from
elsewhere. Natura l ly aspirated, the quad-
cam, 32-va lve unit breathes through dr ive-
by-wire indiv idua l thrott le bodies and exhales
through a motorsport exhaust system that,
at 98 dB, should just sneak onto some UK
trackdays . Output is 700bhp, with 492lb f t
at 6200rpm. The transmission is a proper
motorsport unit , too, a Hol inger six-speed
pneumatica l ly actuated sequentia l operated
by paddles – capable of fu l l -thrott le upshif ts
and auto-bl ipp ing downshif ts . There are no
sol id per formance f igures: ‘You don’t rea l ly
need to focus on 0-60 times and top speeds
with a track-focused car,’ exp la ins Brabham.

‘SO WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CAR?’
Dav id Brabham’s question catches me

of f-guard . It ’s a l l too easy to become jaded
by the constant inf lux of g l i t zy supercars and
track-focused hypercars these days; most
of them fal l far beyond the reach of mere
morta ls , and more than a fract ion simply
never see the l ight of day.

I ’d been sceptica l about Brabham’s new
BT62, too, but perhaps I shouldn’t have been.
It ’s st i l l ear ly days , but Brabham looks set to
of fer something genuinely unique in the track
car market – not least an env iab le 70 years
of motor rac ing her itage since Dav id’s father,
Jack , star ted bui ld ing Midget racers , before
going on to become the only man to win an F1
t it le in a car bear ing his own name.

If a l l goes wel l , there are plans for a range
of vehic les , and a Le Mans attempt, too. But
for now, here’s every th ing you need to know
about the BT62.

1 BODY

It can’t be an easy task design ing a track-
only supercar that looks unl ike the many
other track-focused supercars on the market ,
but Brabham may just have managed it .
Spend long enough and you might see hints of
others in its carbonf ibre bodywork , but much
of the shape, inc luding the carbon f loorpan,
barge boards , ad justable rear wing and rear
d if fuser, are a result of computational f lu id
dynamics test ing . Exter ior personal isat ion
depends on the car : the f i rst 35 examples
are the Celebrat ion Ser ies , with each chassis
number corresponding to the 35 Brabham
Grand Pr ix wins and featur ing the re levant
l ivery. The second 35 cars are the Signature
Ser ies , with more scope for personal isat ion .

2

2

The first 35 cars are
the Celebration Series,

with each chassis
number corresponding

to the 35 Brabham
Grand Prix wins
and featuring the
relevant livery
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INTERIOR
It ’s ref resh ing ly businessl ike in here, ak in to a
part icu lar ly wel l -tr immed GT car or Le Mans
prototype. So the tube frame is v is ib le , a long
with the carbonf ibre body construct ion , but
the seats and carbon dashboard are tr immed
in Alcantara with contrast ing st itch ing and
there’s a neatly integrated dr iver d isp lay and
switch panel . The inter ior shown depicts one
of the f i rst 35 cars , with a plaque celebrat ing
Jack Brabham’s 1966 French Grand Pr ix win .
The seats (and six-point harnesses) are f ixed
– instead, as in Ford’s GT, the pedal box can
be adjusted to suit d if ferent dr ivers . Owners
wi l l fami l iar ise themselves with the car and
its cabin through an academy programme,
br ing ing them up to speed with the BT62’s
per formance under professional gu idance.

3 CHASSIS

David Brabham descr ibes the chassis
construct ion as ‘ tubular metal l ic
arch itecture’, s imi lar to that used in GT
racing , with combined chassis and ro l lover
protection . The aims are strength , safety and
l ight weight , and with a dry kerb weight of
972kg the latter is in l i t t le doubt. Suspension
is by double wishbones at a l l four corners ,
with pushrods for the Öhl ins TTX coi lover
spr ings and dampers . The anti- ro l l bars are
adjustable . Rol l ing stock comprises 18- inch
Brabham centre- lock rac ing wheels , 11 inches
wide at the front, 13 at the rear. Michel in
competit ion rubber is used. Brakes are
Brembo carbon-carbon units – 380mm at
the front, 355mm at the rear, a l l grabbed by
six-p iston cal ipers .

4

4

SPEC I F ICAT ION

V8, 5387cc
700bhp @ 7400rpm
492lb f t @ 6200rpm
972kg
732bhp/ton
n/a
186mph+ (cla imed)
£1mi l l ion (plus taxes)
Now

Engine
Power
Torque
Weight (dry)
Power-to-weight
0-62mph
Top speed
Basic price
On sale



Above:David Brabham says the BT62will set the
scene for what BrabhamAutomotive does next

BRABHAM BT62
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McLAREN P1 GTR, FERRARI FXX K, ASTON
Mart in Vulcan – just a smal l se lect ion of the
track-only hypercars to have hit the market
in recent years , with severa l more on the
way. To compete is no easy task , but there’s
a lot to be said for an evocative name –
Brabham Automotive, for example. At the
BT62’s of f ic ia l debut, we sat down with Dav id
Brabham to f ind out a l i t t le more, f rom the
car ’s ra ison d’être, to future road cars , and a
crack at Le Mans . . .

What makes now the right time to build a
car such as the BT62?
It ’s a combination of factors . There seems
to be an appetite for cars l ike th is r ight now,
but ult imately it ’s about what I wanted the
car to be l ike, a k ind of unrestr icted GT car,
inf luenced by my exper ience from 35 years
of rac ing .

How does the car compare to some of the
race cars you’ve driven over the years?
It ’s a big step forward from the GT1 cars – I ’d
say it ’s somewhere between a GT1 and a Le
Mans Prototype, that k ind of range.

And was the decision to go with a track-
only supercar the most desirable option?
Similar technology could produce a road
car or a full race car, for example.
It was , because our brand is as a
thoroughbred rac ing company. We’re
celebrat ing 70 years of rac ing history
th is year, which is incredib le – Ferrar i
ce lebrated its 70th last year, Porsche th is
year. . . I f Brabham’s going to come out with

something , i t makes sense for it to have
high per formance, b l ister ing lap times , to be
durable – and that sets the scene for what
you do next.

How far away is the BT62 from being
road-legal?
We’ve cer ta in ly looked into it in some deta i l ,
but our pr imary goal is to produce BT62 as a
track car. But you never know…

Are you looking to become the next big
supercar brand – a McLaren competitor?
We have ambit ions to produce a road car,
but it ’s a bit too far down the road to ta lk
about that yet . We’re not going to be a mass-
production supercar company, though – it ’s
going to be more niche.

You’ve got ambitions to go to Le Mans
with the company. Is that with the BT62?
And is there a timeframe?
It ’s not been designed to race in a part icu lar
championship. Our next model wi l l probably
be designed more with GT racing in mind.
There are a lot of regulat ion discussions
going on with the ACO in terms of GT and
LMP, and it cer ta in ly opens up a window of
opportunity for us . We have to wait unti l
those regulat ions become f i rm – we’re ta lk ing
around 2020 – and we can respond quick ly
once those regulat ions have been revealed .

Where do you see Le Mans regulations
heading? GT cars rather than
prototypes?
That ’s a very good question . GT has always
been pretty strong. LMP1 has always gone in
c i rc les , and I ’ve l ived in that wor ld where one
minute it ’s the hot th ing and the next minute
it ’s not. Manufacturers spend gaz i l l ions
try ing to win Le Mans and then it a l l changes .
There’s a possib i l i ty that there could be
another c lass , or that LMP becomes simpler –
a l it t le l ike IMSA . What’s important is that we
have a business that supports the race team.

Would you race again yourself – aiming
for a win in a car bearing your name?
Obviously there’s a part of me that th inks
that ’s pretty cool! But as a dr iver. . . in 2020
I ’m going to be l ike 54, 55, so wi l l I fee l l ike
I can get in and do the job? I ’m either going
to contr ibute proper ly as a dr iver, and if not ,
then I ’ l l s t ick somebody else in . It ’s a l l about
the per formance.

DAVID AND THE GOLIATHS
David Brabham outlines his company’s ambitions – on track and road
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Upgraded 630bhp V12 helps make 208mph AMR Aston’s fastest road car

DB11 AMR earns its stripes

POLESTAR 1 PITCHED
AGAINST HIGH-END RIVALS
Volvo’s new per formance of fshoot, Polestar,
has announced pr ic ing for its f i rst model , the
carbonf ibre-c lad Polestar 1 . Adding to the
ranks of e lectr i f ied per formance cars on the
market next year, at €155,000 (c£135,000)
it wi l l not be cheap. Pr iced £10k above the
Mercedes-AMG S63 Coupe and only £20k less
than the new Bentley Continenta l GT, it ’s a
h igh pr ice to pay for a new type of GT.

BMW M5 COMPETITION GETS
POWER UPLIFT TO 616BHP
BMW’s M5 wi l l soon rec la im the tit le of
most power fu l supersa loon on sale with a
new Competit ion var iant . Peak power from
the 4.4- l i tre twin-turbo V8 r ises to 616bhp,
24bhp more than the standard M5, and 12bhp
more than the Mercedes-AMG E63 S. The
spr int to 62mph drops by a tenth to 3.3sec .
Rev ised suspension , b lack sty l ing deta i ls and
new forged 20- inch wheels a lso feature.

MERCEDES-AMG E53 SALOON
AND ESTATE GO HYBRID
AMG’s new mild-hybr id ‘EQ Boost ’ 3- l i tre
turbocharged stra ight-six engine has just
found a new home in the E-c lass sa loon and
estate. A l ready avai lab le in the CLS and
E-c lass coupe and cabr io let , the E53 saloon
and estate share the same 429bhp combined
output. The new AMG E53 wi l l rep lace the E43
model , and wi l l cost £61 ,835 and £63,835 for
the saloon and estate respective ly.

Right: newDB11 AMR can
do 0-62mph in 3.7sec on
its way to 208mph
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ASTON MARTIN COULD BE FORGIVEN
for leav ing its DB11 on the back-burner
af ter the launch of the new Vantage, but
instead it has unvei led a new f lagship
var iant ca l led the DB11 AMR. This is the
th ird product under the AMR (Aston Mart in
Racing) banner, af ter the prev ious-
generat ion Vantage AMR and the very
l imited edit ion V12 Vantage AMR Pro.

Uti l is ing a subtly upgraded version
of the 5.2- l i tre twin-turbo V12 from the
standard DB11 , power has been l i f ted by

30bhp to 630bhp. This makes the DB11 AMR
the fastest Aston Mart in on sale , reaching
62mph in 3.7sec (0.2sec quicker than a
standard V12 DB11) and able to hit 208mph
(8mph faster). A more vocal exhaust
system is a lso f itted, emphasis ing the
AMR’s ro le as a sport ing coupe, rather than
a more re laxed GT. The chassis has been
tightened, too, but without, c la ims Aston,
af fect ing the DB11 ’s supple r ide.

The AMR can be picked out from lesser
DB11s by its numerous sty l ing changes .

Gloss black for the roof, gr i l le , s i l ls and
spl it ter are key identi f iers , l ikewise darker
f in ishes for the l ight ing units . There are
a lso 20- inch forged wheels borrowed from
the new Vantage. Pr iced at £174,995 – a
£17,095 premium – the DB11 AMR wi l l reach
customers in the next few months .

For those af ter a l i t t le more exclusiv ity,
Aston Mart in is a lso of fer ing three
‘Designer Specif icat ions’, inc luding just
100 units in AMR’s signature Sti r l ing Green
and Lime l ivery (p ictured), at £201,995.
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Above:bespoke components feature on the
limited-run Elise Sport 220 evo Edition
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LOTUS IS MARKING ITS VICTORY
in the sports car category of
last year’s evo Car of the Year

competition with a limited-run Elise
Sport 220 evo Edition.

Based on the Sport 220 that won said
award, it has a kerb weight of just 904kg
and is powered by a 1.8-litre, 217bhp
supercharged engine. Limited to just 15
examples, the evo Edition is available in
two colours – metallic orange (in homage
to the Series 1 Elise that appeared on the
dummy ‘issue 000’ of evo 20 years ago)
and metallic black.

The Sport 220 won our hearts for
its real-word performance and its
modest dimensions. As Colin Goodwin
concluded: ‘The Lotus Elise Sport 220
shows not only how it used to be done,
but how it should still be done.’

What marks out the £42,000 evo
Edition from a standard Sport 220?
Wisely the mechanical make-up is
untouched; instead Lotus has included

Limited-run
evo Elise

Concours to showcase 100 years of motoring

a number of bespoke fit-and-finish
components while allowing you to cherry-
pick a few optional luxuries (in Lotus
terms) such as a titanium exhaust.

The standard kit includes lightweight
forged wheels, carbonfibre sill covers,
interior and exterior colours packs,
contrasting stitching and seatbelts and
exclusive evo logos for the seats and
bodywork. Add these options to a regular
£39,900 Sport 220 and you’d need to find
an additional £5000.

If it was us ordering an evo Edition,
we’d be nostalgic and go for orange.

evo and its sister titleOctanewill return to the
HonourableArtillery Company’sHQonThursday 7
and Friday 8 June to host the secondCity of London
Concours,where a gathering of coveted road and
race carswill go ondisplay.

In a similar fashion to last year’s event, a
collection of performance cars dating backmore
than 100 yearswill feature, including thePagani
Huayra, theMercedes-Benz 300SLGullwing and

the 135mph 1911 Fiat S76. These cars embody the
exhibition theme ‘ACelebration of Speed’.

Whenall the exotic and raremetal starts to
overwhelm, you can retire to thepavilions or
marquees encircling the five-acre green to find food
anddrink vendors,while elsewhere on site there
will be upmarket retailers selling apparel, art and
watches.

Tickets are on sale nowon the LondonConcours

website (londonconcours.co.uk). Entry for either
day is £35 for an adult, £18 for a child or student, or
£25 for a senior. However, a discounted adult ticket
is available for £23 if you enter our promotional code
‘DENNISVIP’whenprompted.

Hospitality packages, for breakfast or lunch, are
available, too, costing £120 and£216 respectively.
Gateswill open at 10amonbothdays, and close at
8pmon theThursday and5.30pmon the Friday.

Just 15 examples of El ise Sport
220 evo Edition wil l be bui lt ,
marking Lotus’s eCoty victory

The rare and the exotic take pride of place in City of London gathering
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I N S I D E F E R R A R I ’ S
M O S T P O W E R F U L

V 8 E V E R
When the Ferrari 488 Pista arrives in the summer,

50 per cent of the components that make up its 710bhp
twin‑turbo V8 engine wil l be brand new. Here’s why



FERRARI 488 PISTA ENGINE

b y S H A N E O ’ D O N O G H U E

and spark timing results in a 0.3-second
improvement in getting to full air-plenum
pressure and vehicle acceleration when
the driver pushes from 40 per cent throttle
at 3000rpm to wide-open throttle.

3 Increased output
Taking a bigger leap up in power

than previous special series models such
as the 458 Speciale and 430 Scuderia, the
Pista makes 710bhp at 8000rpm, up from
661bhp at 6500rpm in the GTB. Peak
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torque is up 7lb ft to 568lb ft.
Surprisingly, these improvements

are not due to more boost pressure.
Indeed, the only change to the two IHI
turbochargers is the addition of inductive
speed sensors, allowing accurate
optimisation of their speed limit rather
than relying on model data. Instead, it’s
the air temperature and spark changes
(see point 1) that bring the bulk of the
extra power. Meanwhile, new Inconel
exhaust manifolds with longer runners
and a larger pipe diameter mean reduced
back pressure and pumping losses.

4 Reduced mass
Of the 488 Pista’s total 90kg weight

reduction over the 1475kg GTB, the
engine accounts for a significant 18kg.
That’s despite the higher loads on the
components due to ten per cent higher
peak firing pressures.

The Inconel exhaust manifolds save
9.7kg, ancillaries including the air con
compressor’s pulley account for 2.3kg,
titanium connecting rods save 1.7kg, the
flywheel is 1.5kg lighter, thinner cylinder
liners save a further 1.3kg, the new
crankshaft is 1.2kg lighter thanks to the
elimination of the central balancing webs,
and the hollow inlet valves and their
lighter springs account for another 300g.

How big a difference this all makes
we’ll find out when we drive the car in a
few months’ time.

1 Reduced charge air temperature
The temperature of the air entering

the engine was a major focus for Ferrari’s
engineers. A reduced temperature is
desirable as it allows more spark advance
before ‘knock’ sets in. This, in conjunction
with higher valve lift for more turbulence,
means faster combustion, improved
efficiency and, ultimately, more power.

Repositioned engine air inlets
compared with those on the 488 GTB
allow for larger intercoolers ahead of
the rear wheels, and the radiators in the
nose are tilted so the hot air exiting them
doesn’t find its way to those intercoolers.
All that accounts for a six-degree drop in
intercooler outlet temperature.

Next, a new, smaller carbonfibre air
plenum and shorter runners feature
‘intake detuning’ at full load, making the
air in the cylinders some eight degrees
cooler at 8000rpm.

2 Improved throttle response
Ferrari claims that the 488 GTB

already had best-in-class responsiveness
and the Pista’s data reveals further
improvements. A big part of this is down
to the 17 per cent reduction in the weight
of moving masses, achieved by measures
including hollow inlet valves and new
springs, titanium connecting rods and
a lightened flywheel. This, in turn, has
allowed for a lighter crankshaft.

The sharpest response is reserved for
Race mode, where the closely integrated
control of the wastegates, throttle bodies
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Above: how the 488
Pista compareswith its
naturally aspirated 458
Speciale predecessor

FERRAR I 458 SPEC IALE FERRAR I 488 P IS TA

V8, 4497cc
597bhp @ 9000rpm
398lb f t @ 6000rpm
1395kg
435bhp/ton
3.0sec (c la imed)
202mph+ (cla imed)
£208,000 (2014)
2014-2015

V8, 3902cc , twin-turbo
7 10bhp @ 8000rpm
568lb f t @ 3000rpm
1385kg
521bhp/ton
2.9sec (c la imed)
211mph+ (cla imed)
£230,000 (est)
Summer 2018

Engine
Power
Torque
Weight
Power-to-weight
0-62mph
Top speed
Basic price
On sale
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20 YEARS OF EVO

Tell us your earliest evo memory
I was 16 years old and Bruce, my best
friend at school, brought in a copy of this
new car magazine with a silver Maserati
3200 GT on the front. It might sound
fanciful, but it was after reading issue 001
cover to cover that I knew exactly what I
was going to say to the careers advisor.

What was the first car you drove for
evo?
A black Mini Cooper S. The second car I
drove for evo was a white Mini Cooper S.

What was your first car launch for evo?
The Smart Forfour Brabus (issue 079).
Not a very memorable (or good) car, but
I do have memories of the wonderful
hairpin roads around Sospel in the south
of France and the smell of hot brakes.
It wasn’t a big launch, but I remember
thinking how glamorous it all was.

What’s the most memorable evo test
you’ve been part of?
The drive stories are what I’ve always
enjoyed doing the most. Finding a jaw-

This year evo celebrates its
20th birthday. To mark the
occasion, in this series we’re
asking key members of the
team to recall their most
memorable evo moments

dropping piece of road and then working
with a photographer to get a shot of an
amazing car doing something cool is very
rewarding. I’ve also been very lucky to do
the trips with people I consider friends.
I think my most memorable journey was
with Dean Smith when we took an MP4-
12C to Morocco and drove over the Atlas
Mountains and back (issue 173). Never
did see goats climbing trees, though.

And your most memorable evo drive?
My best drive was probably in a WRC
car… or a Caterham… or an R26.R, but
undoubtedly my most memorable was in
XP5, the dark green prototype McLaren
F1 we had in our analogue supercars
test (issue 186). It was at night and I was
chasing Jethro Bovingdon through a
patchily damp Wales. He was in an F40,
so it was like an early ’90s schoolboy
dream come to life. The F1’s headlights
were pretty terrible and I can vividly
remember seeing the sparks from under
the Ferrari as it encountered some of the
more vicious bumps. It was intense, to say
the least, as I think the insurance excess
on the McLaren would have bankrupted
evo. The addictive sound of the V12 was
just incredible, though. Indelible even.

Your worst evo moment is…?
My worst moment was actually at the
start of one of the greatest things I’ve ever
done for evo. In fact, it was more like a

worst evening. Several months and quite
a bit of my own meagre funds had led to
the moment when I finally got behind
the wheel of a little Suzuki rally car. It
was the Pirelli Rally, the first round of
the British Rally Championship, and we
were in Kielder Forest for three special
stages (evo 119). The darkness felt all
encompassing, the ruts big enough to
swallow the car whole, and it seemed
like we were permanently on the verge of
having a massive accident. I was terrified.
So terrified that between stages two
and three I wanted to get out of the car
and never get back in. I felt like a fearful
failure and it was horrible. Thankfully,
the rest of the season was rather better!

Tell us about the most disappointing
car you’ve driven for evo
A small yellow thing called an Elfin
MS8 Clubman. It was Australia’s answer
to a Caterham, with a V8 under its
protuberant snout. The recipe sounds fun,
but the reality was rather unpalatable.
The steering was slow yet had almost no
lock. Try to slide the car and a spin was
almost inevitable. It was christened the
Elfin safety hazard.

What’s the one car you wish you had
driven during the last 20 years?
I’ve never driven a Ferrari 550 Maranello
(or a 575, for that matter). As it was
proclaimed evo’s greatest driver’s car in
2004 (just before I joined), it feels like a
small piece is missing from my own evo
jigsaw. One day…

H E N R Y
C A T C H P O L E

C O N T R I B U T I N G
W R I T E R

Below: going rallying in Kielder Forest fulfilled a
Catchpole dream, but it wasn’t entirely plain sailing
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£ 3 8 playforever.co.uk

Do you have delusions of dressing your children
in rolled-up capris and bright Mary Janes? Even
if you don’t, this circa-1950s 502 Clyde Midnight
racer might just be all the period glamour they

need. It’s even available in a fetching purple and
copper combo.

B O O K
How to b e a Mo t o r i n g J o u r n a l i s t

£ 7 . 9 9 amazon.co.uk

evo columnist Richard Porter has been scribbling
into a book again, this time as his alter ego Roy
Lanchester. A motoring journalist from another
era, Roy’s memoirs contain stories that would

make an influencer cry over their freshly wrapped
supercar. Read it and weep (with joy, hopefully).

F O O T W E A R
Gandys MCL33 Ha lo Ed i t i on f l i p -f l ops

£ 24 gandyslondon.com

Clothing brand Gandys donates ten per cent
of its profits towards building homes for

underprivileged children in countries such as Sri
Lanka, Malawi and Nepal. The company launched
by selling flip-flops, and has just teamed up with

McLaren for this new Halo Edition design.

P R I N T
G u y A l l e n C o u n t a c h p r i n t

£ 6 5 guyallen.co.uk

Arguably the iconic supercar, this Lamborghini
Countach has been captured in a sleek Guy Allen
print in desirable LP400 form. The green colour

scheme is a pleasing contrast to the usual pomp
surrounding a Lamborghini and makes for a

surprisingly subtle piece of automotive artwork.

T O O L
PC L DTPG 7 t y r e p r e s s u r e g a u g e

£ 3 5 . 0 6 pcl-online.com

Tyre pressure monitoring is an increasingly
common feature in cars, but it’s not always as
reliable as you might like. To figure out whether

that annoying bong from the dash is fact or
fiction, PCL’s compact digital gauge is a perfect

glovebox accessory.

A U D I O
P u r e H i g hw a y 400 DAB a d a p t o r

£ 1 2 9 .9 9 pure.com

If you drive anything more than a few years old
you might be frustrated that your favourite DAB
station is not easily accessible on the move. The
Pure Highway 400 DAB adaptor is an easy way

to get that access on the run, patching in to your
existing stereo through a normal aux input.

surprisingly subtle piece of automotive artwork.

T O O L 

Gauge Timeline

From £300, gauge.watch

Available in six different instrument-inspired
designs, each limited to 999 pieces, the

Timeline has a 42mm case and an automatic
movement. Quote EVO30 to get 30 per cent off.

TAGHeuer
Carrera Calibre 16 Chronograph

From £3400, tagheuer.com

Two new Carreras, each sporting vintage-
style red accents, mark the model’s 55th

anniversary. The blue-dial version gets a steel
bracelet, the black dial a leather strap.

Nomos Autobahn

£3800, nomos-glashuette.com

Combining a simple 41mm case with an unusual
dished dial, the Autobahn is available in three
colour schemes, two of which take their hues

from the signs of Germany’s fastest roads.

WAT CH E S

A U D I O

Essentials
Our p ick of the best new motor ing products
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AUDI SPORT R8 V8 R8 V10 R8 GT R8 V10 Plus RS4 RS5 RS6 RS7

AUDI SPORT, LAMBORGHINI, BENTLEY, ASTON MARTIN, MCLAREN
sound performance

AUDI R8 V10
LARINI CLUB SPORT SYSTEM

The finest high performance engine

component systems for Audi Sport and

elite supercars – crafted to optimise

performance, weight, acoustics

and aesthetics.

AUDI R8 V10

D r i v e n t o P e r f e c t i o n

Distributors for: LARINI, BMC

Larini ‘Valve Control’ Remote Kit

Larini ‘Club Sport’ System

Carbon Fibre
Air Filters

Carbon Fibre Induction kit

T +44 (0) 800 953 1747 E info@larinisystems.com W www.larinisystems.com

The finest high performance engine 

component systems for Audi Sport and 

elite supercars – crafted to optimise 

AUDI R8 V10

sound performance

AUDI R8 V10
LARINI CLUB SPORT SYSTEM

Larini ‘Club Sport’ System

Featured in:
®

®

Recalibrated ECU
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Rob tutors aspiring racing drivers and
current professional racers

A FTER LOOKING AT BRAKING
technique last month, it’s now
time to get into the substance

of the turn. Here we often want the car
to rotate slightly more than you might
think, not for the benefit of the corner
itself, but for what follows afterwards –
often a straight.

This technique is not applicable for
every corner – at Copse at Silverstone,
for example, you just want to get round

‘The shortest
corner reduces tyre
wear and improves

exit speed’

ROB
WILSON
D R I V I N G M A S T E R C L A S S
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The editors and publishers of this magazine give no warranties, guarantees or assurances and make no representations regarding any goods or services advertised in this edition.

ON S A L E W EDN E S D AY 1 3 J UN E
NEXT MONTH

in a harmonised way taking a geometric
line. However, in many corners, creating
the shortest possible corner with this
extra rotation reduces tyre wear and
improves exit speed.

To do this, we need to put on another
couple of degrees of steering angle in the
middle of the corner near what we call
the apex – it may not be the geometric
apex of the corner, but it’s our apex
on our line – so that we can then take
a couple of degrees out immediately
afterwards, and then do a subtly diagonal
line towards the outside of the track.
This means your wheels are pointing
straighter on the exit, taking an awful lot
of kilos (remember our weight transfer
lesson) out of the loaded side of the car,
and it therefore accelerates faster.

It’s very subtle – not that visible to the
naked eye – but like the edge of a 50p
piece. Introducing that extra steering
angle does give us a slightly higher peak
load at the tyre momentarily during the
middle of the curve, but the payback is
less load over the next eight car lengths

to the exit. Think of it like placing your
hand on a red-hot stove for a split second,
compared with holding it on a cooler, but
still hot, stove for ten seconds – the latter
will always do more damage.

ASTON MARTIN VANTAGE
VERSUS ITS RIVALS

The shortest
possible corner
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HE FIRST SERIOUSMOTOR RACE I
went to at Silverstone, ‘our’ track
when growing up, was the thenWEC

equivalentWorld Sportscar Championship
round of 1988. The era of Group C. Big cars,
He-Man aero, even bigger power. Given I was a
car-mad youngster, my life was never the same
again after that day.

Today, as the McLaren Senna’s butterfly
door clicks shut abovemy head, and the thud
of the V8’s baritone exhaust blare instantly
switches to a deep hum down the ear canals
and a tingle in the back, that bitterly cold
spring day in 1988 flashes across mymind:
here I am, in a brutish, mid-enginedmachine,
wraparound screen and pared-back pod of a
cockpit, 789bhp undermy right foot, bespoke
Trofeo R tyres that, in spite of tread,must
surely give a 30-year-old design of slick a run
for its money, and an almost weightless carbon
rear wing to rival the one on an AEG-sponsored
Sauber-Mercedes C9. Gulp.

You’ve probably already read plenty about
the Senna – McLaren’s ultimate road-legal
track car. Like most of us, youmay have gasped,

perhaps in horror, at the initial pictures, and
shared a collective scepticismwhen those
who had seen the car in the carbon seemed
infatuated by it. I am of that camp: bemused
on first acquaintance, but besotted having
walked around it, understood the crazy shapes,
and felt its presence. The Senna has stellar
presence, just like its namesake had when he
walked into a room.

We’re at Silverstone – the International
circuit to be precise – to have a first ‘go’ in
the Senna. This is not the main launch event,
simply half a dozen laps in the car, but there are
no cone chicanes, and while I haveWEC GTE
pro Euan Hankey sitting beside me, he’s there
to advise, not to limit rev usage or top speed.

Having suspendedmyself in mid-air across
the sill and then fallen with as much grace as I
canmuster into the 8kgmoulded carbonfibre
seat – with cushioned pads in strategic places
– I’m clamped in place, notably across the
shoulders, and I clip in the four-point harness
that the McLaren tech then pulls tight over the
HANS device.

We’re in Racemode, with ESP off but some

McLAREN SENNA // BMW i8 ROADSTER //
ALPINA B5 // SUZUKI SWIFT SPORT

T

McLaren Senna
Strap yourself in for six intense, brain-scrambling laps of Silverstone in
a production-spec prototype of McLaren’s ultimate road-legal track car

Driven
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of the Senna’s traction-enhancing software on.
I click in first gear with the smooth, engineered
action of the right-hand paddle and brush the
throttle to tentatively edge us away from the
pit garage.

You don’t faff about when driving the
Senna. Hankey has already briefedme about
the brakes; that they don’t respond to being
finessed – they’re about muscle power,
confidence and, to some extent, aggression.
The idea behind the Senna is that it, and you,
are totally focused on the driving experience.
This it achieves because there really isn’t much
to look at inside, andmore than that, there
isn’t time to look around, nor to admire the
scenery. As I squeeze the throttle to the stop
in third gear the car sucks the road’s surface
towards us and Village corner immediately
beckons. Yep, that brake pedal is solid, but
wonderfully reassuring at the same time, as if
wilt and inadequacy are abhorrent.

Across the Link section, feel the car go light
over the awkward bump and the rears get
slightly agitated. Now guide the nose early into
the right-hander, letting it then run wide as

there’s room on the exit. Time, then, to unleash
the full straight-line fury of the Senna. There is
no pause, it’s already in the zone, and angry –
angrier than virtually any internal combustion
engine I can recall. I’m operating entirely by
feel and sound: sensing the engine increasing
in revolutions by the shift in harmonics, how
at a certain rpm the V8 induces a fizzy twitch
in my spinal cord, how the dorsal intake really
sucks and screams as the red line approaches.
Colours flash in my lower peripheral vision,
which I take to mean ‘change up now, you
fool’. I register a glimpse of 8000rpm, I think,
possibly, and so it goes on, each gear taking
less than you’re requiring to read a line of this
story, the Hangar Straight a bitstream of grey
and green. And Stowe is approaching.

Ah Stowe. A hero’s corner. Mansell’s corner.
I don’t know how quickly we’re travelling,
but fifth gear, that must be really fast, right?
Resisting every last urge to brake, I leave it
until what seems ludicrously late and then
stamp on that left pedal.What follows is what
separates the Senna from any other road car
I’ve driven. The Senna just stops; digs into the

Above:evo’s Towler is briefed
byHankey before heading out.
Belowand right: the Senna
has themeasure of F1-grade
circuits such as Silverstone,
yet it can be legally driven on
the road, too

Driven

‘The Senna digs into
the asphalt like it has
drilled down to the
hardcore and moored
itself on giant chains’
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McLAREN 570S SP I D ER
Kia Stinger GT-S

asphalt like it’s drilled down to the hardcore
beneath that old RAF runway andmoored
itself on giant iron chains.

I was too early. Far too early. Never mind.
Guide the nose into Stowe. Don’t apex too
early. Those attributes that we look for in
a road car – the response, weighting and
accuracy of the steering, the sense of balance
to the chassis – all seem spot-on. I don’t once
question their authenticity. It’s another big
stop for Club Corner, where a trailing-in on the
brakes reveals a wonderfully predictable sense
of rotation, then out past theWing building
and the finishing line.

The Abbey to Farm Curve complex
highlights the Senna’s other key attribute:
aero – all 800kg of the stuff at 155mph.
Dammit, with each lap I try to leave the gas
onmore, just breathing on the brakes and
turning in earlier, even when that seems like
a ticket to understeer oblivion, only to hear
Hankey’s encouragement to push harder still

on the entry. It’s the same at Stowe, which
my left shoulder can attest to as it’s crushed
repeatedly against the seat.

I’m leaving the braking that bit later,
squeezing that cornering speed a bit higher.
I know I’m nowhere near the limit yet, but oh
man does it feel fast. Yet there’s something
else: by the last lap I am getting tired. Or
more specifically, the Mk1 eight-bit device
atopmy shoulders is starting, just slightly, to
lose its grip. Amissed apex here, an incorrect
gear choice there. I am glad to pit – I need to
digest everything, ruminate, then head out
again. If only.

Yes, the Senna is mind-fryingly quick, but it’s
the braking and cornering speed that astound.
That, and the intensity of the experience. This
validation prototype – VP736 – is ‘currently
what we think will be production spec’.We’ll
drive the finished article this summer. I may
have just about calmed down by then.
Adam Towler (@AdamTowler)

+ Astounding braking and cornering speed, stellar presence - All 500 examples are spoken for evo rating ;;;;;

Engine
V8, 3999cc, twin-turbo

Power
789bhp @ 7250rpm

Torque
590lb ft@ 5500-6700rpm

0-62mph
2.8sec (claimed)

Top speed
211mph (claimed)

Weight (dry)
1198kg (669bhp/ton)

Basic price
£750,000

Specification



MWHAD NO INTENTION OF
offering its i8 as a roadster, but
such was customer demand that

the company’s engineers literally took a saw
to the carbonfibre roof of an i8 coupe to see
what would happen when they cut it off.
Unsurprisingly, the carbon tub didn’t fold in
on itself like a ’70s British sports car at its first
MOT, and so the i8 Roadster was born.

What followed was a development process
never envisaged when BMW launched its
plug-in hybrid coupe four years and 13,000
examples ago.While removing the roof was
relatively straightforward, it did present a
handful of new issues to overcome. Chief
amongst these was airflow. The i8 coupe
expels the hot air from its front-mounted
radiators through a vent in the front bonnet,
the air then flowing over and along the roof of
the car and across the rear deck.Without a
roof, that 70deg C air now headed straight over
the header rail and into the passengers’ laps;
great in the winter, less so in sunny California.
So, the vent was plugged and the warm air
redirected to exit through the wheelarches and

B

BMW i8 RoadsterBMW i8 Roadster
BMW has taken its cutting gear to the roof of the i8 coupe to create a car even
more striking than the original. But is it as electrifying to drive as it looks?

Above:butterfly doors, now frameless tomatch
the open top, required redesigning for the roadster

behind the front bumper, a new spoiler, which
combine to solve the problem.

Very little additional bracing was required
for the tub, bar a few additional layers of
carbon in the A-pillars and the windscreen
header, while a plate was secured to the
outer corners of the underside of the i8 to
guarantee stiffness. The butterfly doors are
also new, despite looking pretty much identical
to the coupe’s originals minus the window
frames. Yet this alteration brought a need for
new hinges and amended weight distribution
in order for the doors to stay open.

Then there is the roof.
Neither BMWnor its customers wanted

ametal folding roof or a lift-out targa-style
panel. The former was vetoed because it
would remove all luggage space (not that
there’s a great deal to start with), the latter
because storing it in the car would be an issue
and leaving it at home not an option. Naturally,
the soft-top that was settled upon is electric.
It can open or close in 15 seconds and be
operated at road speeds of up to 31mph, but
it does mean the small, 911-style rear seats of

under the car, providing a solution, but creating
a new problem at the same time.

The combination of the redirected air under
the car and the removal of the fixed roof
played havoc with the airflow. The aero team
suggested a fixed rear wing, but the designers
sent them back to their drawing boards to
think again. They returned with a revised
rear diffuser and, at the front, positioned low
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Driven



Above: there’s little buffetingwith the roof open
and only a slight increase in wind noise when it’s
closed. Leftandbelow: E-Coppermetallic and
Donington Greymetallic are new colour options

‘With the roof
open, sensations
are heightened
as a new wave
of sounds wash
over you’

+ Looks; uniqueness; powertrain makes more sense with more range and performance - Dynamics; still more GT than sports car evo rating ;;;;4

Engine
In-line 3-cyl, 1499cc, turbo; 105kW electric motor

Power
369bhp@ 5800rpm

Torque
420lb ft @ 3700rpm

0-62mph
4.6sec (claimed)

Top speed
155mph (limited)

Weight
1595kg (235bhp/ton)

Price
£124,735

Specification

the coupe have gone, replaced with a further
100 litres of luggage space.

Visually the i8 Roadster is arguably more
striking than the coupe, upping the kerbside
appeal as it delivers a hit of genuine design
freshness, with the integration of the open
roof harming not a single line on the car.

Coinciding with the Roadster’s arrival is
BMW’s latest eDrive technology, which will
be fitted to the i8 coupe, too. The significant
change is to the battery pack, which remains
the same physical size but with cell capacity
increased and its energy capacity up from 7.1
to 11.6kWh. Primarily this is to improve the
i8’s electric-only driving range (now up to 33
miles, from 20) and the speeds at which you
can drive without the help of the (unchanged)
1.5-litre three-cylinder turbo petrol engine. But

there’s also a mild, 12bhp power increase to
141bhp for the electric motor, which combines
with the three-pot’s 228bhp to give a total of
369bhp. Torque remains at a strong 420lb ft.

Despite an additional 60kg tomove along
compared with the coupe’s 1535kg, there’s
little noticeable performance disadvantage.
The ability to drive for longer and faster – up
to 70mph – under electric power is welcome,
and with the roof open the sensations are
heightened as a newwave of sounds that
would normally be drowned out by an engine,
exhaust note and tyre noise (the i8 still runs
a narrow front and rear tyre) nowwash over
you. There’s a hint of Formula E about it, which
petrol-power purists will most likely hate.

Select Sport mode, awaken the internal
combustion engine, and it and the exhaust

note add a layer of character that brings the
sports car out of the i8. The gruffness of the
engine is more small-capacity ’60s sports car
than large-lunged ’90s behemoth, but add in
the turbocharger’s chuff and puff and the i8
audibly encourages you to push harder than
the coupe ever does.

With new spring and damper rates the
Roadster grips, steers and changes direction
better than the original coupe, too. There’s
still little feel from the steering, but the front
tyres workmuch harder before falling into
understeer, and with the traction systems off,
all four corners flow as one.

It’s no M-car, and it’s certainly no 911, but
it is a fine roadster that delivers a unique and
engaging thrill that few, if any, canmatch.
Stuart Gallagher (@stuartg917)
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OESTHEWORLDREALLYNEED
another 600bhp, four-wheel-drive
BMWsupersaloon?Timewaswhen

Alpina’s take on the Fast Five recipe used a
different engine, and gearbox for thatmatter,
and its character differentiationwasblatantly
obvious. Not anymore. Look at the spec sheet
of the newG30-basedB5 and you’ll see the
familiar 4.4-litre biturboV8engine, and an
eight-speedZF auto ’box aswell. Those are the
samecore ingredients found in the newM5.

Yet the answer to the above-posedquestion
is emphatically ‘yes’. It’s no coincidence that the
B5’s tailpipes poke out discreetly fromunder
the rear valance, unlike theM’s four bazookas;
it speaks volumes about how these cars go

The 20-inch ‘Classic’ rimsmayhave a familiar
design, but they are now forged for a significant
weight saving. They’re also shodwith a bespoke
Pirelli P Zero tyre – thefirst time the Italian
manufacturer has featured on anAlpina
since 1985–and to gobehind themthere’s
an optional (£1400) high-performancebrake
set-up, as fitted to our test car and comprising
drilledmetal discs andharder pads.

All ofwhich is enticing, but the first thing
that registers about theB5 is howsubtle it
looks, especiallywhen youpark it next to an
M5.Without the carbonfibre roof, two-tone
alloys and gaping vents of theM, theBneeds an
educated eye to differentiate it fromanMSport
540i. This is, of course, all part of its appeal,

about their respective tasks in life.
However, don’t go thinking it illustrates a

lack of firepower on theB5’s part, because at
600bhpand590lbftof torque it significantly
betters its factory relation’s 592bhpand
553lbft. Alpina goes its ownwaywith engine
development on theN63 lump,with a unique air
intake and its ownextensive coolingmeasures,
the latter in part becauseAlpinas aren’t speed-
limited like their factory counterparts. This one
hits a thundering 205mph.

As for the chassis, Alpina fits its own front
wishbones for increasednegative camber,
runs a bespoke set-uponBilstein adaptive
dampers andmakes use of BMW’s Integral
Active Steering andDynamicDrive systems.

‘While there’s no
everything-off drift

mode, it will oversteer
wildly given the space’

Alpina B5
M5 and E63 S too vulgar? Then Alpina’s ‘reserved’ 600bhp B5 just may fit the bill

DD

Driven



Left: cabin is classy,
and the opportunity for
customisation is vast.
Below: 20-inch alloys are
now forged to saveweight;
this car features optional
performance brakes

+ Huge performance hidden under a subtle exterior; exclusivity - The price of exclusivity; low-speed ride on some surfaces evo rating

Engine
V8, 4395cc, twin-turbo

Power
600bhp @ 5750-6250rpm

Torque
590lb ft@ 3000-5000rpm

0-62mph
3.5sec (claimed)

Top speed
205mph (claimed)

Weight
1940kg (314bhp/ton)

Basic price
£89,000

Specification

and something reinforcedwhen youopen the
door and register theAlpina customisation. As
everwith theproducts fromBuchloe, if you’re
prepared topay for it, you can specify pretty
much anything you like, but the leather on the
steeringwheel alone has a rich softness that
has to be felt to bebelieved. It’s this reserved,
deep-rootedquality, combinedwith extreme
exclusivity, that attractsAlpina’s dedicated
andwell-heeled clientele. For them, one
suspects aBMWM, or anAMG, is far toobrash,
too obvious.

Forwhatever reason, theBMWV8has never
got close toAMG’s ‘hot V’ enginewhen it comes
to a soundtrack, yetwhile theB5 can’tmatch
anAffalterbach car for volumeor aggression,
it has a deliciously creamygrowl that’s entirely
natural. TheB5builds on thebrilliance of the
G30– its refinement across all areas –with an
added feeling of luxurious consumption and
utterly effortless power. Only a touchof throttle
is required to surge from30mph limit to 60mph
cruise; amore committed yet stillmeasured
depression of the pedal is enough for a swift
overtake. The ’box is predictablywell behaved,
but a switch into the car’s overall Sport setting
and a knock of the lever across intomanual
mode givesmore control, and also sharpens
thewhole experience, firming thedamping and
energising the engine’s responses.

As youmight expect, the B5’s all-out shove is
colossal, andmomentswhere you can keep the
throttle pinned for any amount of timeare slim.
Butwhile turbo lag is non-existent, there is still
a sense that basic physics requires the inertia

of almost two tons to beovercomebefore
acceleration can really begin.

Dynamically, the differencebetween theB5
and itsmainstream rivals ismore apparent. The
Alpina lacks the ability to disguise itsweight like
an E63SorM5 in theirmore sportive settings,
its rate of turn and theweighting at thewheel
feelingmore natural for a big car, but a little less
aggressive. Traction is superb, andwhile there’s
no everything-offdriftmode, itwill oversteer
wildly given the space and commitment.Where
it really excels is on fast A-roads, feeling so
sure-footed in high-speed sweepers andwith
powerful brakes available ondemand.Only

the ride quality onpoor urban surfacesmildly
disappoints,with eachof those giantwheels
thumping throughpotholes. Ironically, a switch
to Sport improveswheel control, even if the
rebound is a littlemore abrupt, but it’s theM5
that adapts better to this particular challenge,
not themore comfort-focusedAlpina.

While theB5might not offer the samedriver
appeal as anM5, itsmore reserved character,
combinedwithmassive performance and
exclusivity,means it annexes its own territory
against the odds. If nothing else, at £89,000 it’s
the cheapest 200mphcar on sale in theUK.
Adam Towler (@AdamTowler)
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LICHÉ ALERT, BUT SOMETIMES
small really is beautiful – and
few cars better adhere to this

minimalist maxim than the Suzuki Swift
Sport. Introduced in 2006, the original was
an instant hit here at evo, its combination of
pint-sized dimensions, a voracious appetite
for fun and bargain-basement price tag easily
offsetting its modest straight-line pace, even
if its frenzied character did result in most
two-hourmotorway journeys leaving you with
a four-hour headache. The second-generation
car arrived in 2012 and brought a welcome
injection of refinement and dynamic polish,
but not at the expense of the original’s
infectious appetite for a good time.

So, we’re understandably excited about

the all-new version. It certainly looks good on
paper, its 975kg kerb weight making it a full
70kg lighter than the old car, while under the
bonnet is a new downsized turbomotor that
delivers greater muscle. The 1.4-litre Boosterjet
unit first saw the light of day in the Vitara S
SUV, but here it gets a new intercooler and
turbo wastegate to deliver 138bhp at 5500rpm
and 170lb ft of torque at 2500-3500rpm – the
old car managed 134bhp and 118lbft. Power
goes to the front wheels via the familiar six-
speedmanual transmission, now tweaked for
greater precision and a shorter throw.

The Sport sits on a track that’s 40mm
wider than the standard Swift’s, while the ride
height is 15mm lower and Monroe dampers
are used all round. The strut front suspension

C

Suzuki Swift Sport
Now below a ton, and with turbo power, does the third-generation Swift Sport still captivate?

gets heavier-duty anti-roll bar mounts, plus
each wheel hub and its bearings have been
combined into a single unit, with a greater
width between the bearings for a 15 per cent
increase in camber rigidity. At the rear there’s
the basic model’s torsion beam set-up but
with bespoke trailing arms.

It looks pretty good in themetal, the new
Swift Sport, with just enough visual aggression
to mark it out from the standard car. The
changes are neatly integrated and the revised
front bumper and grille, side skirts and rear
diffuser with dual-exit exhausts add sporting
intent, while the 17-inch alloys help deliver a
more muscular stance. If you want to attract
evenmore attention, the new Championship
Yellow paint option should do the trick.

Driven
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Inside, you’ll find a pair of heavily bolstered
front seats and a flat-bottomed steering
wheel, plus a generous helping of red trim
accents. There’s red paint splashed over the
dials, too, which are joined by an uprated trip
computer that features various boost gauges
and a G-meter. There’s also a stack of kit, from
a 7-inch infotainment touchscreen to radar
cruise control and autonomous emergency
braking. Only the cheap-feeling plastics and
rubber gearlever knob let the side down.

Thumb the starter button and the
turbochargedmotor fires near silently into
life. The exhaust is claimed to be a sports
system tuned for optimum gas flow and
characterful noise, but there’s precious little
aural indication that this is something a bit
special. It’s a theme that continues as you
work the unit harder, when it soundsmuted
and anodyne, eliciting nothing more than a
distant growl. It makes the Swift a far more
hushed and capable cruiser, but surely that’s
missing the point in a machine like this?

As you’d expect from a lightweight car with
a torqueymotor, the Swift Sport accelerates
with a glorious lack of inertia. There’s almost
no lag and the car responds, ahem, swiftly
to the throttle, gathering speed with an
impressive effortlessness. It feels fast, too,
pulling strongly and uncomplainingly from as
little as 1500rpm. Yet while the outright urge
is strong, the new carmisses the top-end
vivacity of the old, naturally aspiratedmodel,
which felt a bit flaccid low down but came
alive as the rev counter’s needle homed
in on the 7000rpm red line. There’s more

performance everywhere in the new car, but
as with many forced-induction motors, there’s
no real incentive to wring its neck, especially
as the rev limiter kicks in abruptly at just over
6000rpm.Whereas in the old car acceleration
on a twisting B-road was hard won with plenty
of stirring of the gearlever, in this latest version
you often never need to leave third, which
is a shame because the ’box has a light and
accurate throw that would encourage cog-
swapping whenmated to a peakier motor.

As with the engine, it’s clear the Suzuki’s
chassis has been tuned to deliver a more

cultured andmature feel, but make no
mistake, with so little mass to control and
such wieldy dimensions, the Swift Sport still
feels light on its feet. Down some of the tighter
and twistier roads of our Spanish test route
it is surprisingly compliant, the suspension
soaking up the few bumps we could find with
admirable suppleness. There’s some firmness
in the vertical movements, but it feels plushly
damped, rounding off the worst of the
imperfections. Yet bodymovements are well
checked, with only really big bumps upsetting
the car’s composure – and even then it only
suffers from the tiniest hint of float.

The electrically assisted steering is
decently weighted and positive enough off the
straight-ahead, and while the variable-ratio

Top:Sport now comes only as a five-door (with
‘hidden’ rear handles), making the 70kgweight loss
over the old three-door car all themore impressive



system doesn’t deliver the last word in feel,
there’s enough communication to give a good
indication of grip, plus it’s precise, allowing
you to place the Swift accurately and with
confidence. Turn-in bite from the 195-section
Continentals is fairly tenacious, too, the Suzuki
clinging on gamely when driving briskly.

However, some of the old car’s sparkle
is missing. Start to push hard and the nose
begins to wash wide a little as the outside-
front wheel bears the brunt of the cornering
forces. Lifting the throttle tucks the nose in
and gets you back on line, but that’s about as
throttle adjustable as the car gets. Unlike the
similarly powerful Ford Fiesta ST-Line, or even
the previous Swift Sport, the new car’s chassis
doesn’t feel like the front and rear axles are
sharing the loads equally. The whole car feels
nose-led, as if it’s pivoting around a point just
ahead of the gearlever rather than by your hips.
Where the old car revelled in being taken by
the scruff of the neck, this is a more measured
machine, favouring a less energetic and
engaging approach.

Still, get into a rhythm and you can cover
ground at a surprising lick. The well-weighted
controls, progressive brakes and perfectly
placed pedals all help deliver effortless pace
over switchback secondaries. And that

muscular motor plays its part, too, zapping
you along the straights. The Sport has the sort
of slick, polished and poised demeanour of a
Volkswagen GTI in this respect. Yet while it’s
clearly technically more accomplished than
ever before, it raises fewer smiles per mile.

The VW comparison doesn’t end with
the driving experience, because at £17,999
the Swift clearly has similarly upmarket
aspirations. To put that price in perspective,
the only slightly slower and barely any less
spacious Up GTI will set you back £14,155 in
five-door form, while the 197bhp Polo GTI is
£21,145 – and the old Swift Sport weighed in at

£15,349 when it was pulled last year. Value is
no longer one of the Suzuki’s calling cards.

Still, it’s extremely well equipped, plus it’s
more spacious than before. Factor in the
improved refinement and you have amuch
more mature proposition for daily driving
duties. However, in the push for premium the
Swift has lost some raw charm and appeal. It’s
faster in a straight line and through corners,
but the fun factor has been diminished. It’s a
more accomplishedmachine with a broader
spread of talents, but we’d happily trade some
of the polish for a dash of the old car’s magic.
James Disdale

‘While it’s more
accomplished than
ever, it raises fewer
smiles per mile’

Above: lag-free turbocharged 1.4 pulls
strongly from 1500rpm.Right: 17-inch
wheels contribute tomuscular stance
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+ Composed chassis, brisk performance, refinement, lots of kit - Adjustability and character of old car have been diluted; price evo rating

Engine
In-line 4-cyl, 1373cc, turbo

Power
138bhp @ 5500rpm

Torque
170lb ft @ 2500-3500rpm

0-62mph
8.1sec (claimed)

Top speed
130mph (claimed)

Weight
975kg (144bhp/ton)

Basic price
£17,999

Specification

Driven



JOIN
ONTRACK

Test your car’s limits at
an evo Track Evening.
11th May – Bedford Autodrome

22nd June – Rockingham Motor Speedway
27th July – Bedford Autodrome

24th August – Rockingham Motor Speedway

7th September – Bedford Autodrome
evo track evenings will run from 16:30 - 20:00.

*£125 per car with up to two drivers.
£30 for an additional driver.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

BOOKNOW
evotrackdays.co.uk
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personal tailored quote
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Bespoke funding solutions
from £15,000 to £1M+

Make that dream...
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OR SEVEN YEARS NOW, EACH APRIL
and October, BMWengineers and
their prototypes have been coming

to northWales, drawn by the roads, their
unique and varied surfaces and the challenges
they present for a chassis, and because the
area is never too busy.

Today, evo is here as well.We’ve been
invited to sample a pre-production version of
the 523bhp, four-wheel-drive M850i, which
is in the final throws of development ahead
of its June launch. Beneath the camouflage
wrap is a virtually off-tool car, with just a few
prototype body and trim parts. Its chassis is
evolved from that of the 7-series xDrive (not
the newM5with its two-wheel-drive mode)
and it features adaptive dampers, rear-wheel
steering, a new e-diff and, on this particular
example, active anti-roll bars.

It’s a big car, chunky-looking, with hints of
BMW’s past big coupes in the rear side-window
profile. Inside, the seats look sporty, but feel
generous and comfortable. Only small children
would say the same of the rear seats. Ahead
of the driver are TFT instruments, shared with
the new X5, and a head-up display.

The engine gives a good indication as to
what sort of car the M850i is intended to

F

be. Press the starter button and the V8 fires
up with a sweet rumble that lets you know
it’s a traditional V8 rather than a flat-plane
crank V8 like the M5motor: it’s based on the
established twin-turbo 4.4-litre, but is much-
revised, andmore potent, too. In its default
Comfort mode, the V8 burble soonmelts away
to nothing, though the amount of urge on
tap with just a light squeeze of the throttle is
substantial; the engine develops its 553lb ft
peak torque from just 1800rpm.

Another clue to the intended nature of
the car is the steering. For me, it’s overly light
below 20mph and lacking a bit of feel. The
efforts improve from around 20mph and
by this time the ride already impresses. The
M850i is traverses the challenging test route

with an ease that is both uncanny yet natural
in feel, taking the sting out of sharp wheel
inputs without feeling stiff, yet effortlessly
controlling big bumps without feeling soft
and loose. The active anti-roll bars limit roll
– but don’t eliminate it – and disconnect in
a straight line so the dampers are free to get
on with their job. Meanwhile, the rear-wheel
steering counter-steers so the car feels
agile into corners and then parallel steers to
stabilise it once the car has turned.

Traction is pretty much total, with just an
occasional subtle slip-catch at the inside rear
when pulling quickly out of a wet junction.
Such is the poise of the chassis that there’s
never any strong sense that the car is powered
from the rear, although it is until there’s not
enough grip there and the system sends drive
forward. Despite all of this, the M850i doesn’t
feel like a car you want to turn loose.

Overall, the M850i feels more like a very
good GT than a sports coupe.Within a year
there will be more variants: a convertible and
the production version of the four-door Gran
Coupe. And there will be a 600bhpM8, too,
underpinned by the M5’s running gear. Maybe
BMW is keeping its powder dry for that model.
John Barker (@evoJB)

BMW M850i xDrive
Prototype drive gives early taste of new 523bhp 6-series replacement

+ Impressive chassis and great refinement - It’s a big car, and its steering could be sportier evo rating

Engine
V8, 4395cc, twin-turbo

Power
523bhp

Torque
553lb ft@ 1800rpm

0-62mph
Sub-4.0sec (est)

Top speed
155mph (limited)

Weight
c1900kg (est)

Basic price
c£100,000

Specification
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AN EVENINGWITH
ASTONMARTIN

In associationwith

Join evo for an int imate evening with the senior
management team of Aston Mart in Lagonda, plus industry leaders ,

motorspor t legends and some very special guests .
The evening wi l l include a champagne reception and three-course
meal with wine, fol lowed by interv iews and questions from the

f loor for the leadership team on al l th ings Aston Mart in , f rom the
past , present and future, on the road, track and everywhere else!

Tuesday 17 July 2018
Sheraton Grand Park Lane Hotel , London

£175 per head, £1600 per table of 10*

Book now at evo.co.uk/evening-with
* Early bird discount. Standard prices £200 per seat, £1900 per table.
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LETTER OF THE MONTH

City lights
THE FIRST CAR I WANTED TO READ ABOUT IN
the latest issue of evo (248) was… the Volkswagen Up
GTI [above]. You see, I live in a city where superminis
such as the Toyota Yaris dominate and a small GTI is
often considered to be not only more efficient but also
more fun than a typical 2-litre hot hatchback.

I spent my early driving years behind the wheel of
a Peugeot 106 XSi, so you can imagine my excitement
every time a new small GTI is presented. Nowadays,
of course, cars like the Abarth 595, the Vauxhall/
Opel Adam S and the VW Up GTI are larger, safer
and even faster than that Peugeot, but they somehow
slightly lack the vital ingredient of pure and simple
driving satisfaction.

Hopefully, this segment will continue to develop and
perhaps someday soon I will find myself driving a new
Peugeot, Suzuki or even Fiat and be really glad about it.
George Tsapogas, Athens, Greece

TheLetteroftheMonth
winsanMHDwatch

The writer of this month’s star letter receives
an MHD AGT watch worth £550. Sharing design
values and its designer, Matthew Humphries,

with the Alcraft GT electric performance car, it
has an automatic movement and is limited to

an edition of just 100 pieces.

M2 little
As an M2 owner, I read with
interest the launch information on
the newM2 Competition [above]
(evo 248). M4 seats, mirrors and
engine all sound good, but a 7 per
cent gain in bhp per ton doesn’t
really set my heart racing. The
biggest surprise is that there are
no changes to the springs and
dampers – this is where I will be
spendingmymoney.
Siôn Price

Vantage lament
Though I’m pleased for Aston
Martin that its new Vantage
[above right] seems to have been
well received by the press, I am
disappointed that it doesn’t
appear to be a replacement
for my much-loved N430
Vantage manual.

Firstly, it’s now priced in a
completely new segment. At
£120,900 it’s no longer a rival for
the £87k 911 Carrera S. In fact
it’s priced beyond the £112k 911
GT3, for which it clearly isn’t a
competitor. And no Vantage
will leave the factory at the
list price, either. It’s a £135k
purchase, minimum.

But what really disappoints
me is that no manual gearbox is
being offered currently. So I have
a deposit on the upcoming TVR,
which I sadly now see as a closer
replacement for the old Vantage.

I’m probably wrong and the
new Vantage will sell like hot
cakes, so I wish you luck, Aston. I
love the brand, but please don’t
alienate your old customer base
like Land Rover is now doing. But
that’s another story…
Jonny Horsfield

Grinded by gears
Why is it that car manufacturers
feel the need to include ever
more gears in every iteration
of their gearboxes? There are
seven-speed, eight-speed, nine-
speed and now, in the updated V8
Mustang (Driven, evo 248), ten-
speed gearboxes.

Modern turbocharged engines
(OK, the Mustang’s V8 isn’t
turbocharged, but it hardly lacks
twist) are now giving fantastic
spreads of torque – flat plateaus
of 3000rpm or more, or in the
case of Ferraris and others a
slightly increasing uplift in torque
as the revs increase. For me, one
of the joys of driving is to enjoy
amodern engine’s flexibility by
staying in one gear and enjoying
the torque and increasing
power rather than having a ’box
constantly trying to shift through
multiple gears for optimum
acceleration.

Well-spaced ratios and flat
torque curves do not require
multiple gears. Why with 450-plus
lb ft of torque do AMGmodels,
for instance, need nine-speed
gearboxes? They don’t is the
answer. Rather there is a pressure
to further trim 0-62 times and
also reduce emissions on some
test rig that does not reflect real-
world driving.

Personally I would rather just
have amaximum of six gears,
so that you knowwhich one you
are in at any given time and can
enjoy the engine’s performance
more thoroughly. But would that
be enough in a world seemingly
obsessed with statistics?
Douglas Henderson,
Aberdeen
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Missed opportunity
I read your review of the Audi R8
RWS [above] (evo 247) with a
heavy heart. Finally, I thought, the
good people at Audi Sport had
built the rear-wheel-drive driver’s
car that everyone has been pining
for since the R8’s conception.

A quick sortie of the
motorsports parts bin should
at the very least have created
something to leave Stuttgart’s
Messiah, the GT3, quaking in its
Michelins. Even if they didn’t want
to stick a manual ’box in it, lighter
andmore focused were very
easily achievable, surely. But, alas,
you report that the way it drives is
little different from the standard,
four-wheel-drive version.

I’m not sad, Audi, just
disappointed. We know you can
make fast cars. Nowmake some
fun ones.
Greg Evans

Insulted
That’s it, then. Everyone, and that
probably includes quite a few evo
readers, who thinks that there is
toomuch political correctness is
a ‘crashing bore’.

I like your magazine, but I read
it to be entertained, not to be
insulted. Reading Mr Porter’s
column (evo 247) on the exit of
grid girls from Formula One, it
seems he has a left-wing chip on
his shoulder.

Oh well, if he ever finds himself
looking for employment I’m sure
he would be welcomed with open
arms by Momentum.
Roger Wood

F1 abandoned
I’m a big fan of Ted Kravitz. There
aren’t many people out there
today who understand Formula

One like he does. However, I feel
his recent column regarding the
new season (evo 247) missed
the point.

Ted states that despite the
current issues with F1, the new
season is exciting because we
have so many former champions
and so much talent on the grid. I
would argue that having all that
talent in a formula that does
not allow for close, exciting,
skilful racing makes it the most
depressing start to an F1 season I
can remember, and I’ve watched
every season for 26 years.

Why is it that all the fans of F1
can see that less disruptive aero,
less complicated power units
and tyres that allow the drivers
to drive flat-out would improve
the spectacle exponentially, but
the people involved in the sport
seem to be oblivious?

I’ve now cancelled my Sky
Sports subscription. This will
be the first year since I was a
child that I won’t be watching F1.
Given the choice, I’d rather pay
to watch MotoGP (no disruptive
aero, high-revving naturally
aspirated engines, tyres that
allow riders to go flat-out…).

And don’t get me started
on the halo. F1 is open-cockpit
racing. If you don’t like it, hand
your £20million back and go drive
something else!
Matt Westby

A curious coupe
The Range Rover SV Coupe
[above] (Briefing, evo 247)
completely confuses me.

If you can afford to spend
£240k on a car, the chances are
you’ll want to show it off. And if
it’s a Range Rover, you’re likely
to show it off to equally wealthy

I N BOX
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friends over a dinner party
or similar social gathering, as
opposed to at a trackday.

I find the thought hilarious:
well-dressed, well-off folks
waiting patiently for the electric
seats to chug forwards in order to
clamber (presumably) inelegantly
into the Coupe’s rear. Then the
driver or front-seat passenger
must wait until the seat moves
back to its original position –
at which point the rear-seat
passengers may start to question
the £240k price tag, regardless of
how nice the interior is.

Or will these people continue
to do what they already do and
get into a four-door Range Rover
SV Autobiography or Bentley
Bentayga, with a little more grace
and without the need to wait for
the seats to slowly move?
Tim Lane

Keep it down
Yet another potential five-star
car – the Porsche Cayman GTS
[above] – gets marks deducted
because it has a ‘lacklustre
soundtrack’ (evo 247). Why are
car journalists obsessed with how
a car sounds and whether that
makes it a better car or not? For
99 per cent of our time behind the
wheel the last thing we want to
hear is the engine!

Some of themore expensive
marques sell their products on
how quiet they are on the road.
Meanwhile, in any car the first
thing you do before driving off
is to switch on some alternative
sound to listen to – and one of the
first things you journos complain
about is when there is no USB
port or similar in a car.

Back in the day I had a TVR
Griffith 5-litre. Now there’s a

soundtrack! However, after 15
minutes of driving you would
start to develop a headache
from the noise it made, while
communication with a passenger
could only be done by signing.
That car definitely needed a star
deducting for its soundtrack!
Dave Brown

Archive offer
My husband, Brian Shaw, a long-
time fan of evo, was diagnosed
with early onset Alzheimer’s last
year, aged 67. He has collected
every issue of evo from 001.

He has always been an ardent
fan of motoring in all forms,
building a TVR from a kit when
they first came out, but now he
has a medical review licence and
cannot get insurance as he once
did. We have had to sell his 911.

We now have to downsize and
can no longer accommodate
his magazine ‘archives’. They
constitute years of enjoyment for
Brian, so he would be very happy
if they went to another evo fan.
We would therefore like to offer
them to a good home via your
letters page.
Jan Shaw, Alsager,
Cheshire

If you are interested in Brian’s
evo collection, please contact
letters@evo.co.uk and we’ll put
you in touch.

The lost Espada
I can’t help thinking that the
Lagonda Vision Concept [above]
(Briefing, evo 247) looks more like
a Lamborghini than a Lagonda. If
only the Italian firm had built this
instead of the Urus…
Srulie Bertram,
New Jersey, USA

letters@evo.co.uk t@evomagazine f@evomagazine
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I HIS SUMMER MARKS MY 30TH YEAR SINCE I
passed my driving test. Thirty years! That seems
ridiculous for many reasons, not least because I
can still remember some of my driving lessons
– in a Mazda 323, in case you were wondering –

and the momentous day I passed my test.
As my parents and teachers will attest, passing things was not

my strong point as a youth. I didn’t hate college – largely because
I didn’t spend a great deal of time there – but it’s fair to say if
I’d applied myself as diligently to my A-level studies as I did at
Driving School my grades would have been rather better. Then
again there always seemed a point to learning to drive. One that
algebra, the works of William Shakespeare and the periodic
table were so obviously missing.

I’m not sure what it is about cars and
driving that captivated me so completely,
but I’ve always been fascinated by
them. It therefore stands to reason that
learning to drive would be the biggest
single thing in my young life. Little did
I know driving would become my life,
but that’s the beauty of drifting through
school and college with no fixed plan. A
succession of careers advisers looked at
me blankly when I waved a copy of CAR
magazine under their noses, so I kind
of made things up as I went along. Thankfully while a driving
licence and a laptop are the tools of my trade a ‘proper’ job will
always elude me.

If my driving test remains the single most significant thing I’ve
ever passed, holding a race licence has been a constant source of
pride and pleasure. It’s 25 years since I headed to Silverstone for
my ARDS test – a combination of written classroom paper and
practical driving assessment by a qualified race instructor. If you
can remember a few flag signals and don’t turn the wrong way
down the pit lane, then getting your MSA National B licence is
like falling off a log, but it opens up a whole new world. One in
which you will take newfound pride in your driving and provide
you with the motivation and opportunity to work on improving
your skills every time you get behind the wheel.

Trackdays are fun, but racing is something else entirely. As
much a test of your mettle as your driving ability, any form of
competitive motorsport is truly character-building stuff. Unless
you’re in the Armed Forces or a first responder I guarantee the

range and intensity of emotions you go through immediately
before, during and after your first race will exceed anything
you’ll experience in normal life. I also guarantee it’s a feeling
you’ll want to repeat. On different tracks and in faster cars.

I hold a third driving licence, though it’s not especially useful
as there are but two places on Earth it has any clout: El Mirage
Dry Lake Bed and Bonneville Salt Flats. There’s no physical piece
of paper or plastic card to show for it, but I’m one of a handful of
Brits licensed by the Southern California Timing Association to
drive at more than 200mph at El Mirage or Bonneville. Which
basically makes me Chuck Yeager, at least in my own mind.

It’s this licensing process – acquired by successfully driving
consecutive runs on the salt flats at 150, 175 and 200mph

– that then gave me the opportunity
to chase (and set) a new class record
during the 2011 Bonneville Speed Week
in a specially prepared Skoda Octavia
vRS. My Bonneville 200MPH Club ‘Life
Member’ card has sat in my wallet ever
since, removed occasionally to reflect on
the day I skimmed across Utah’s hallowed
salt flats at nearly 230mph in a Czech-
built saloon. I’m not sure I’d ever have
the nerve to do it, but this would be quite
the document to produce in the event of a
roadside interview with the police.

It makes me sad to think driving is becoming less and
less relevant for more and more young people. Of course I
understand it’s yet another prohibitively expensive aspect of life.
One that you doubtless feel you can do without in an increasingly
connected world. What’s lost in all this is that rather than
delivering a digital version of reality to the palm of your hand,
driving delivers you to actual places, people and experiences
good Wi-Fi and an iPhone X can never hope to match.

It might sound a bit lame to some people – though hopefully
not to any of you – to say my life revolves around driving and
racing cars. That’s why the pink plastic DVLA card, white MSA-
issue Race International C and Rally National A Stage licence
and the slightly dog-eared 200MPH Club Membership card
are so precious to me. Much more than mere licences, they are
passports to a life I couldn’t possibly have imagined.

If you have a road licence, cherish it. If you don’t, get one. And
if you’ve ever thought about getting a competition licence, do it!
In my experience ’screen time always beats Screen Time.

Unlike the virtual world, the cards in my wallet will always be a real-life licence to thrill

Richard is a contributing editor to evo and one of themagazine’s founding team

t@DickieMeaden
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RICHARD MEADEN

‘Driving delivers
you to actual

places, people and
experiences an

iPhone never could’

T
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On 7th –8th June, the gardens of the Honourable Artillery Company,
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cars from 1898 to the present day, each an icon of its era.
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If the Irish can cope without moles, are there some car companies that we can all live without?

t@sniffpetrol

Richard is evo’s longest-serving columnist and the script editor on TheGrandTour

RICHARD PORTER

ID YOU KNOW THERE ARE NO MOLES IN
Ireland? I won’t bore you with the details, save to
say it’s something to do with the Ice Age and you
can look up the rest. I discovered this last week
and found it fascinating, because you assume that

places in close proximity and sharing the same climate generally
have the same wildlife. Yet there are the Irish, across a small
stretch of sea, happily carrying on without moles.

How does this impact them, I wondered. You imagine that all
animals have some role to play and that lacking one would have
severe knock-on effects, like that time the Chinese tried to kill all
the sparrows and then got overrun with locusts. But no, Ireland
seems to be fine, and that’s because moles, beyond slightly
aerating the soil and leaving behind
mole-poo fertiliser, don’t really do much.
You can live without moles. And this got
me thinking, which car firms could we
happily do without?

I’ll start with Ford because I’ve just
been driving the latest Fiesta ST-Line
and it’s absolutely brilliant; a reminder
that Ford delivers everyday amusement
tied to sensible running costs and lo-
lo finance deals. So we need it around.
Likewise Toyota, which Richard Meaden
made an impassioned and entirely correct
case for in evo 246. Honda can stay, too,
because we’d miss its Type Rs and we live
in hope that it’ll usurp whoever styled the
latest Civic by hiring someone who can
draw. Since we’re in Japan, Nissan can stay because of the GT-R,
and indeed the 370Z, which is still around and has just been
refreshed – a discovery as curious as finding someone has just
revised Stonehenge. Oh, and let’s not bin off Subaru, because
you never know, it might do something fantastic again.

A stay of execution, too, for Citroën, because the Cactus says
it’s still got some mojo. We can’t do without Renault, either –
the Alpine A110 reminds us of that. And while Peugeot would
have seemed expendable until recently, the genuinely brilliant
208 and 308 GTis say otherwise. SEAT? For going through with
that idiotic pretence that Cupra is a standalone brand it can
have a death laser to the face, but it does make some decent –
sometimes very decent – hot hatches. So SEAT can stay. We’d
miss VW, BMW, Mercedes and Porsche if they weren’t around,

and we need Volvo because without it what would you do if you
required a handsomely un-German way to get to Waitrose? In
fact, once you get into it, it’s actually quite tricky to think of a car
company that we could live without.

But then we get to Vauxhall. I’m sorry, but if it wasn’t there,
who would shed a tear? Even sales reps don’t want Vauxhalls,
they want Audis, so Vauxhall exists only as a way to punish
employees the fleet manager doesn’t like. No, we can live
without Vauxhall.

It also saddens me to ask, but what has Fiat done for us
lately? The answer is not a lot. And if the knitwear nitwit in
charge keeps going we might find out the hard way whether
we’ll miss it or not. From that looming wreckage we probably

should keep Alfa Romeo, mostly for the
Giulia Quadrifoglio, and we need Ferrari
in road cars and motorsport, if only
for the amusing annual pantomime of
watching it pretend it’s leaving Formula
One. Lamborghini is essential to the evo
ecosystem, too, for looks and for drama
and for understanding the exciting
essence of the supercar, even if the nicest
way to experience an Aventador is looking
at it from the comfort of another car.

Overall, we need the car makers of
Italy. Or do we? I haven’t mentioned
Maserati because that’s a difficult one. It’s
a wonderful name, but on current form
would we miss it if it wasn’t there? Well,
the GranTurismo is ancient, the Ghibli

and Quattroporte underdone, and the SUV thing looks like a
cheap Chinese knock-off of an Infiniti. Wipe the lot from the face
of the earth and are you going to weep? Obviously, if we follow
the model of moles in Ireland we have to pretend Maserati never
existed at all, which means losing the Merak and Khamsin and
all those groovy coupes of the ’70s, but maybe we can relax the
rules. What if modern Maser is gone but you can still see those
older beasts in the same way Irish people can look at pictures of
moles but don’t have to suffer the disappointment of having them
on their shores.

Sad as it sounds, I’m suddenly struggling to think what
Maserati is giving us at the moment and what we’d miss if it was
vaporised. Somehow, I think we’d manage. Rather like the Irish
seem to cope without moles.

D

‘Overall, we need the
car makers of Italy.
Or do we? Maserati

is a wonderful name,
but on current form
would we miss it if it

wasn’t there?’
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HINK ABOUT YOUR STEERING WHEEL.
Imagine if you had some sort of magic paddle,
maybe mounted high on the right-hand side,
something long that you could manipulate gently
– tickle, even – with your right index finger. Now

think about what you’d like it to do. That’s the precise thought
process going through the minds of everyone in Formula One
who isn’t Sebastian Vettel or a select group of Ferrari engineers.

Let me explain. Vettel has always been very secretive about his
steering wheel. Last year, he had a titanium finger grip fitted to
his clutch paddle that gave him a better feel for the clutch bite
point. It worked. Seb got some cracking starts that helped him
win races. He and his Ferrari mechanics went to extraordinary
lengths to keep it hidden, storing it in a
special box in the garage and making sure
it was covered with an umbrella on the
grid. After Vettel smashed up his Ferrari
against Lance Stroll’s Williams on the
slow-down lap of the Malaysian Grand
Prix, the German even took his steering
wheel with him back to the pits rather
than leave it with his stricken car, as he
was supposed to. Eventually all the other
teams found out his secret, but it was a
nice advantage to have while it lasted.

Now it seems he’s at it again, this time
with the magic paddle. But what does it
do? Engage the caterpillar drive? Drop oil
out the back, Bond-style? Snap a selfie? It
could serve any number of purposes, but
closer inspection confirms it’s not an on/off switch: the paddle
is attached to a little cylindrical sensor so that Vettel can operate
it in a gradual way. That immediately narrows down the kinds
of things it could change. It can’t be anything aerodynamic, like
moving a wing angle to give more or less downforce depending
on what kind of corner you’re in, because that would be illegal.
Moveable aerodynamic devices are a no-no.

So if it’s not aerodynamic it must be mechanical. Suspension?
A graduated switch to support one side of the car in a certain
corner, or to raise the nose or drop the rear for better feel? Surely
not: that kind of thing is pre-programmed into the suspension
systems – why burden the driver with extra workload?

No, it has to be something Sebastian wants complete control
over, not something that is pre-programmed by engineers.

Could it be trying to fix something? Vettel’s problem with the car
earlier this season was that it was lazy on braking and turn-in,
something Kimi Räikkönen could live with, but which worked
against Vettel’s driving style. He likes the car to be spot-on
precise under braking and razor-sharp when turning into the
corner, and when the car doesn’t give him confidence in either,
the lap time ebbs away. So could it be some kind of electronic
brake assist, or power steering adjustment? The magic paddle is
only on Sebastian’s car, not on Kimi’s, so it must be something to
cure that lazy brake/turn-in problem, right?

Then again, it could be exhaust blowing. Those with good
memories will recall how Vettel’s Red Bull cars mastered the
concept of off-throttle exhaust blowing: engine maps that

kept the Renault unit revving enough
to produce exhaust gas that was blown
through or over the diffuser to produce
mid-corner downforce, even when the
driver was off the throttle. All very clever
and very effective at the time, before it
was prohibited.

Teams are very tightly restricted on
such engine maps these days and the
exhaust pipe is regulated in terms of
where it can be located and at what angle
it can be pointed, but you can’t unlearn
what you already know, and Renault has
designed its exhaust pipe and rear wing
specifically to mimic the beneficial effect
of pumping high-velocity exhaust under
the rear wing to make it work harder.

Ferrari has denied rumours that the paddle acts as some kind
of gradual engine-map change, with the goal of altering settings
mid-corner to keep the exhaust blowing even when off throttle.
So if it’s not that, our best guess is either a clever diff adjust or
a manual battery power boost through the MGU-K: the ‘Motor/
Generator Unit – Kinetic’ that’s linked to the engine’s crankshaft.

Whatever, one strength of this year’s Ferrari is that it’s
remarkably quick in a straight line – faster than the Mercedes;
something that hasn’t been the case in recent years. Lewis
Hamilton recently described it as ‘very strange’ how the Ferrari
is quickest in all conditions, temperatures and on all kinds of
circuit, whereas Mercedes is struggling. It’s not strange, Lewis,
it’s the magic paddle. Problem is, you’re no nearer to figuring out
what the hell it does than the rest of us.

‘What does
Sebastian’s magic
paddle do? Engage

the caterpillar drive?
Drop oil out the

back, Bond-style?
Snap a selfie?’

Without their own magic aids, Seb’s rivals are up the creek without a paddle

t@tedkravitz

Ted is the pitlane reporter for Sky Sports F1

TED KRAVITZ

T
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by R IC H A R D M E A DE N

PHO T O GR A PH Y by A S T ON PA R RO T T

THE
DIRECTOR’S
CUT
It’s hard to imagine how the last 911 GT3 RS could be
improved upon. But somehow, with yet further honing of the
model’s engine, chassis and aero, Porsche has managed it



RENAULT MÉGANE RS

‘ I T ’S A
GUNSLINGER

OF A CAR :
ARMED,

CAPABLE AND
UNAFRAID ’
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OW MUCH BETTER THAN THE
991.1 GT3 RS can it be? I mean, really,
how much better? That’s what I was
thinking when Porsche unveiled the
991.2 GT3 RS at the Geneva motor
show. Well pass me a knife and
fork because I’ve got an extra-large
portion of humble pie to eat: the new
RS is a sensationally good car.

Was I foolish to succumb to
superlative fatigue when it comes
to Porsche’s ramped-up product
cycle? Possibly. But was I right to
be sceptical at just how meaningful
an improvement could be made on
the already fabulous Gen 1 991 RS?
Absolutely. And yet, the new car
proves me wrong.

Just how good Weissach-Flacht’s newest export is
will become abundantly clear during the two-stage
media launch. At least it’s a two-stage launch for me,
as I’ve bagged a spot on both the road drive and the
track test a few weeks later. The venues? The Isle of
Man for the former (including guided laps of the TT
course behind Mark Higgins, he of the Subaru lap
record) and the Nürburgring for the latter. No, not
the Nordschleife – the lap’s too long and too big a risk
for press tests in a model this quick. Besides which,
Kévin Estre proved the car’s ultimate potential there,
clocking a remarkable 6:56.4, just 9sec behind the
brutally powerful GT2 RS.

And so to Ramsey and the iconic backdrop of the TT
course start/finish line for leg one of the RS drive. It’s a
small gathering of people – just a handful of German,
UK and US journos – but a mighty gathering of cars,
with a regular and Weissach Package-equipped 991.2
GT3 RS on hand, plus all its water-cooled RS ancestors
to offer some context. Oh, and a beautiful 2.7 RS, just
to make the day that bit more surreal. The weather
isn’t being kind, but it’ll take more than a bit of rain
and low cloud to dampen my spirits.

It’s always good to get back into a GT3 RS. The sense
of occasion is palpable, but not so strongly as the sheer
sense of purpose. A 911 might not have the seductive
swagger of an Italian supercar, but GT3 RSs have long
been blessed with a different kind of allure. One that
crackles with intent. Even in such illustrious company
this Gen 2 991 is a gunslinger of a car: armed, capable
and unafraid.

You’ll no doubt be well-versed in the technical
details, but they’re worth recapping. The engine is
easy to remember, as it’s the same 4-litre unit first
seen in the 991.1 GT3 RS, then the non-RS 991.2 GT3.
Compared with the one in the previous RS, the motor
now has 200rpm more to offer, taking the red line to
9000rpm, plus lower-friction internals, an improved
oil system, sharper responses and increased outputs,
peaking at 513bhp and 347lb ft of torque – up 20bhp
and 8lb ft on the aforementioned GT3 and RS.

H
Top left:Meaden
prepares to find

out just how the RS
has been improved

upon. Left:Weissach
Package is a visual

assault on the senses

However, the biggest changes centre on the chassis
and aerodynamics, along with greater scrutiny applied
to weight savings. The chassis benefits from a set-up
philosophy first explored on the current GT2 RS. Stiffer
springs (double the rate of the previous GT3 RS at the
front end, 50 per cent up at the rear) deliver sharper
responses and increased feel, the trade-off being a
reported slight loss of ride quality – a sacrifice Porsche
believes RS buyers will be happy to make.

Continuing the quest for feel and precision, all the
suspension is rose-jointed with the exception of the rear-
axle steering links. There’s still a Sport mode (which
has been recalibrated) available via the PASM button.
The rear Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2s are bespoke, with
a specific compound that differs from the GT2 RS’s to
suit the delivery of the less torquey, naturally aspirated
motor. Optional, stickier, road-legal but track-focused
Cup 2 Rs will be available, but aren’t fitted to our test car.

Aero-wise, the GT3 RS now shares its rear wing with
the GT2 RS. This sits higher up than the old GT3 RS item.
Together with the new underbody aero and rear diffuser
there’s an almost eight per cent gain in downforce, but
with less drag. Other detail changes include an eight per
cent lower final drive, which mitigates the slightly larger
wheels – new forged items, 100g lighter each – and
tyres. The trademark brake cooling louvres in the front
wings are the more aggressive ones from the GT2 RS.

For the truly hardcore the Weissach Package (price
to be announced, but think circa £20k like that for the
GT2 RS) is mouthwatering. It includes magnesium
wheels from the GT2 RS (a whopping 11kg saving), a
titanium half-cage (another 9.6kg saved), a carbonfibre
bonnet and front anti-roll bar, and an exposed carbon
roof that’s even lighter than the magnesium panel fitted
as standard. Strong demand for the Weissach Package
has put strain on the supply chain for the magnesium
wheels, resulting in production delays. All we can say is
they are well worth the wait – and the weight saving.

PORSCHE 9 1 1 GT 3 RS



The pleasure to be had from the new RS begins long
before you slip behind the wheel. Both the examples
on the Isle of Man are finished in Lizard Green, the
colour you’ll remember from the model’s initial reveal
(evo 246). It’s a spectacular hue, but not for everyone.
The Weissach kit cranks up the drama with its exposed
carbon. In a more subdued colour a non-Weissach car
would be much more discreet, though whatever the
spec the GT3 RS is a real rock star of the road.

The stance and aero kit send an explicit message.
One that serves to increase your heart rate as you drop
into the hard-edged bucket seat. The 911 has changed
much over the decades, but the essential simplicity of
the driving environment is always welcome for the
ease of familiarity, and because the lack of fuss focuses
you on the driving experience. From the moment you
start the engine there’s a feeling of getting down to
business. Perhaps a frisson of intimidation, too, at
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least on damp roads, where you can’t help but consider
the width of the rubber and the promise of a chassis
that’s even more responsive and aggressively set up
than the previous RS’s.

Respect is most certainly due, but you soon relax
into the driving, largely because you quickly feel so
completely connected to each corner of the car. There’s
just something about the blend of steering weight,
front-end response and the clean, filtered yet highly
detailed feel you get through your hands that tells you
exactly where you are. Even at low speeds. I’d go so far
as to say it has the best steering of any 991, and even
teaches a few 997s a thing or two about tactility.

Yes, there’s plenty of road noise and the ride is
hard, but there’s enough sense of pliancy to suggest
the springs and dampers simply crave some dynamic
loading to settle into their operating window.
How well you feel an RS should work on the road

depends on your tolerance for the
compromises that come with a track-
honed car. Being a 964 RS owner I
think you can guess my stance on this
matter, but I wouldn’t be surprised if
some existing RS owners feel this car
is simply too stiff. When we get to
drive it on some of the UK’s lumpier
A- and B-roads I suspect I may agree,
but recent experience of a GT2 RS
on home turf gives me cause to feel
the amplified attitude and outright
ability on the ‘right’ roads will
make the trade-off worthwhile. One
thing is absolutely clear: you don’t need to touch the
PASM button unless you’re on a track. And a smooth
one at that.

The PDK ’box is perfectly happy to be left to its own
devices, but it’s testament to the enthusiasm the RS
fosters in you that it feels more natural to pull the
selector across the gate and use the paddles. It really is
an uncannily good transmission, with shifts that snap
home rapidly but also effortlessly at modest speeds
and throttle openings, yet crack home with synaptic
immediacy when you’re absolutely on it.

It’s at this point you’d expect me to say something
about missing a clutch and gearlever. I have no doubt a
stick would create a very different driving experience
– one that majors on the process by which you make
progress rather than the pace and efficiency with
which you can cover the ground. Nevertheless, I’d
be lying if I said I was craving the need to slot home
each gear with a lever. Besides, it’s not like there’s
a shortage of things to connect your senses to this
fabulous machine.

Much has been written about this engine and you
should believe every word, for it is utterly sensational
– even though you rarely get the opportunity to
fully extend it on the road. No matter, for it sounds
fabulous through the mid-range: deep and packed

Top left: chassis
allows for uncanny

accuracy. Left: cabin
puts the focus on the
driving experience;
seven-speed PDK

’box feels appropriate

‘WHATEVER
THE SPEC ,
THE GT3 RS
IS A REAL

ROCK STAR
OF THE
ROAD ’

PORSCHE 9 1 1 GT 3 RS
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with character as it begins to get on top of the low and
intermediate gears, before ceding to a steely shriek as
you chase that magic 9k red line.

What you perhaps wouldn’t expect from such a
high-revving engine is a generous spread of torque,
but such is the smooth swell of propulsion that you
can squeeze the throttle in a higher gear and feel the
satisfying shove of an engine that’s got meaningful
mid-range muscle to flex. You really don’t need to hang
on to the lower gears to make imperious progress –
simply using the elasticity of this amazing, naturally
aspirated flat-six is enough to suck in the ribbon of
road standing between you and the horizon like an
endless strand of spaghetti.

TWO WEEKS PASS BETWEEN DRIVING THE
RS on the Isle of Man TT course and heading to the
Nürburgring track test, but the sensations are still
fresh. I arrive in Germany with a very real sense that
this car is truly something special, but this will be the
first opportunity to really stretch it and experience the
car in its natural environment.

If there will be some debate over just how aggressive
an RS should feel on the road, there’s no question a
911 wearing the RS badge should be a no-excuses
star on track. It takes a handful of laps around the
Nürburgring GP circuit to appreciate that even
amongst the constellation of fabulous modern-era
RSs, this latest one shines with rare brilliance.

Free to work quickly towards the limits of grip,
you’re struck by many things: the responsiveness of
the steering; the bite and hold that the front Michelin
Cup 2s generate; how well matched the chassis feels
front-to-rear. It all combines to create a sense of the car
being under you from the first corner.

You feel a difference in pretty much everything it
does, but especially in those moments of transition
between brake and throttle – the moment when an
experienced 911 driver will want to feel not only that
the front end has initiated the turn, but that the rear
end is settled. In earlier RSs, even the Gen 1 991,
there are times when you need to wait just a moment
longer to allow the rear end to catch up with the front.
Sometimes you need to open the steering a little, to
reduce the lateral load. In the Gen 2 car it has so much
more stability that you can carry significantly more
speed deep into the heart of a corner, then lean on the
exceptional traction to fire you out. Rapid direction
changes are equally impressive.

If this all sounds like Porsche has ironed-out more
of the 911’s unique dynamic wrinkles then you’d be
right. But far from making the RS less enjoyable and
characterful, it only serves to amplify your enjoyment,
because you feel so connected to what it’s doing.
There’s much talk of increased precision, but it’s not
until you’ve experienced just how accurately you can
place the car in a corner that you appreciate what all

PORSCHE 9 1 1 GT 3 RS
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‘ THE FLAT-
S IX SUCKS

IN THE
RIBBON OF

ROAD LIKE A
STRAND OF
SPAGHETTI ’





the talk means. It’s uncannily accurate whether you’re
feeling for, are at or are over the limit. You don’t have
to have the skill of a Porsche factory driver to see why
Estre felt happy to squeeze every last drop of pace from
the car around the most unforgiving circuit of them all.

As for the question of Weissach Package or no
Weissach Package, I suspect you’d feel an improvement
in wheel control on the road between a car fitted with
the magnesium wheels and one without, but kudos
apart there’s really not much to choose between them.
Personally I’d want the Weissach Package, simply
because it is comprised of the most exquisite things.
The titanium cage is particularly pleasing, its precise
welds and immaculate finish offering a constant
reminder whenever you look in the rear-view mirror.

Ultimately, whether you’re driving on the road or
the racetrack, the real joy of this new GT3 RS is the
way in which every aspect has not only been improved
and honed, but perfectly matched to complement
one another. The boss of Porsche’s GT cars, Andreas
Preuninger, describes it as ‘11,000 parts working

as one’, which just about hits the nail on the head.
I came to this latest GT3 RS wondering how it

could possibly improve on its predecessor. I’ve come
away wondering how Porsche has managed to make
it this much better. It’s easy to get blasé about these
unerringly brilliant motorsport 911s, but I think
history will judge this particular RS as something very
special indeed. L

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (991.2)

Engine Flat-six, 3996cc Power 513bhp @ 8250rpm Torque 347lb ft @
6000rpm Transmission Seven-speed twin-clutch, rear-wheel drive,

limited-slip diff, torque vectoring Front suspension MacPherson struts,
coil springs, adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar Rear suspension Multi-link,

coil springs, adaptive dampers, anti-roll bar Brakes Carbon-ceramic
discs, 410mm front, 390mm rear (option) Wheels 9.5 x 20in front, 12.5
x 21in rear Tyres 265/35 ZR20 front, 325/30 ZR21 rear Weight 1430kg

Power-to-weight 364bhp/ton 0-62mph 3.2sec (claimed)
Top speed 193mph (claimed) Basic price £141,346

evo rating ;;;;;

‘AndreasPreuningerdescribes it as
“11,000partsworkingasone”,which just
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BULL
SHIF T
From mid-engined supercars to this.
Has Lamborghini pulled off the seemingly
impossible by creating an SUV that doesn’t
dilute everything the brand stands for?

by A DA M T OW L E R



‘ TO MEET ITS
OBJECTIVES

LAMBORGHIN I
HAS HAD TO
PULL ALL OF

ITS TOYS OUT ’



L AMBORGHINI’S CHOICE OF HOTEL
for the launch of the Urus is all marble-
and-gold Italian luxury. A towering and
formidable edifice of ’60s extravagance

on the outskirts of Rome, its grandiose entrance,
complete with de rigueur fountain, must have looked
little different when it was newly constructed,
complemented by some suave playboy pulling up to
the concierge in his factory-fresh Miura. Transport
yourself back to standing in the still heat of a Rome
morning 50 years ago, and imagine suggesting to our
Persol-adorned lothario that the same company which
created the first, true manifestation of the supercar
would one day create a vehicle like the Urus. What
would Dallara, Bizzarrini and Gandini, young men
burning midnight oil to realise an impossible dream,
have made of this design brief?

Today, you can probe Maurizio Reggiani, Lambo’s
charismatic engineering chief, over whether a
modern-day Espada might have made a more authentic
‘practical’ Lamborghini, but he’s too polished at
dealing with the media to comment outright, even if
the twinkle in the eye and the expressive shrug of the
shoulders suggests he’d be carving up that Panamera
mule and putting an Aventador V12 on an engine
crane faster than you can say Sant’Agata Bolognese.

Quite simply, if we are to talk sensibly about this
car, we need to park the die-hard enthusiast hurt. I
feel it. I know many of you do, too. But Lamborghini’s
customers – both current and those waiting in the
wings – have spoken. They had the choice of a four-
door saloon, premiered by the Estoque concept in
2008, but they chose the SUV, and the reasons are
straightforward. In a world that gives the impression
of spiralling into conflict and social unrest, the high
net worth individuals that form the Urus’s customer
base want to feel safe. They want to look down on other
road users, either for a literal sense of superiority,
possibly, or more likely for that subconscious feeling
of security that looking down on the world brings.
Many will be driven by women, with their children on
board. They want useful luggage space, and five seats
that are easy to ingress and egress. These are not my

words – these are words
direct from Lamborghini’s
senior team; what its
customers have told them
they wanted, and exactly
why.

So the challenge has
been to take such a vehicle, complete with all the
engineering compromises the SUV brings, and make
it feel like a true Lamborghini. How do you do that?
For Reggiani it’s about making it unequivocally the
fastest SUV on the market, whether in a straight line,
down a B-road, or around a circuit – asphalt or rough
– while retaining all those practical attributes. Not a
small job, then.

The other key reason Lamborghini can do this is
because it is part of the VW Group, and that means,
inevitably, platform sharing. A company that sells only
3500 cars a year can’t hope to develop something as
advanced as a luxury SUV, and that’s also why you’re
unlikely to see an SUV wearing a McLaren badge
any time soon. Urus sales will double Sant’Agata’s
production volume, which is why Lamborghini has
invested in doubling the square footage of its factory
and hiring 500 new staff. But it also removes a little
of the mystique surrounding the Urus, for its raw
constituent parts are nothing if not predictable.

It’s based on VW’s MLB-evo platform that
underpins cars such as the Porsche Cayenne and Audi
SQ7, and its engine’s roots are resolutely Teutonic.
It’s the ubiquitous 4-litre twin-turbo V8, its twin-
scroll turbines located within the vee for improved
response and a burgeoning torque curve that made it
the only realistic choice for a vehicle such as the Urus.
Nevertheless, Lamborghini has gone its own way
with the V8 to achieve the final numbers of 641bhp
and 627lb ft, developing new cylinder heads, cooling
systems, turbochargers, camshafts and so on.

The V8 sends drive to the usual eight-speed torque-
converter gearbox, but from there the Urus charts
its own path. It soon becomes clear that to meet its
objectives Lamborghini has had to pull all the toys
out of the cupboard, from the four-wheel-steer set-up

Above left: ‘Tamburo’
offers amyriad of driver
settings. Left:Urus feels
big on public roads.Below
left: interior a step-up in
quality and sophistication
over other Lamborghinis’

LAMBORGH IN I URUS
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‘ THE URUS IS
A MONSTER –
A FREAKISH

MANIPULATOR
OF PHYSICS ’
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first employed on the Aventador S (and a regular on
Porsches), to the active anti-roll bars (think Bentayga)
and adaptive air suspension and variable damping.
Where it differs to say, a Cayenne, is in the drivetrain,
because the Urus features a Torsen differential at the
centre (not the Porsche’s ‘hang-on’ viscous clutch)
with an active torque-vectoring diff on the rear axle.
In numbers, this means the Torsen runs at 40:60,
front:rear, in a steady state, but can send up to 70 per
cent to the front axle and 87 per cent to the rear, while
up to 75 per cent of torque can go to either rear wheel.

With so many electronically managed systems, the
key, as usual, is integration. The driver can influence
this via the Tamburo (that’s ‘drum’ in Italian), a
cylindrical-shaped collection of levers and buttons
at the base of the centre console. On the left is the
ANIMA (Adaptive Network Intelligent Management)
switch, offering the choice of Strada (road), Sport,
Corsa (race) and Neve (snow), plus, optionally, Terra
(gravel) and Sabbia (sand). To the right are the ‘Ego’
buttons for steering, powertrain (engine and ’box)
and damping. Each of these has three settings –
Smooth, Medium and Sport. You are either in one of
the ANIMA modes, or mixing and matching yourself,
not both. There are three ride-height levels, too.

At over 5 metres long, 2 metres wide and with a
wheelbase of over 3 metres, the Urus is intimidatingly
large. But it’s also obvious it sits lower than the
traditional SUV (it’s wider, longer but lower than
a Cayenne), an impression bolstered when you
clamber aboard. Recalling the Aventador S from the
4WD megatest in evo 246, it seems impossible that
the same company now also makes this, such is the
ramp-up in quality and sophistication. The broad
centre stack houses the latest flush-fit Audi-Porsche-
style touchscreen, while extensive use of leather and
an Alcantara headlining create the required luxury
ambience. The driving position is most un-SUV-like
in its sportiness, but a glance over the shoulder shows
there’s plenty of legroom regardless of whether the
three-seat bench or twin adjustable rear seats are
fitted, although the sloping roofline means that for
those over six feet tall (me), headroom is a little tight.

Right, enough of the
practicalities: we drive
the Urus at Vallelunga
circuit first. Frustratingly,
really, for it’s obviously
of limited relevance,
but Lamborghini is
determined for us to experience what the car can do.

Quite simply, it has created a monster. A freakish
manipulator of physics which, while you’d never
take it to a trackday, would embarrass many with
its pace if you did. The initial overriding sensation is
of acceleration: raw, unending forward thrust that
grabs hold of 2.2 tons and forces it through the air
with all the bovine strength the Urus name suggests.
Gearchanges are crisp enough, and the brakes hold
out – for a few laps of punishment, at least. Just how
long those calipers and discs – ten-piston with 440mm
carbon-ceramics at the front – can last before wilting
remains to be seen, but the fact they aren’t juddering
by the second lap is something of a miracle.

What you really notice is the agility, the crispness
in how the Urus changes direction. Yes, it is a one-
dimensional experience, an exercise in restraint and
weight management – overcommit to a corner and the
outside-front tyre makes that truck-racing whur-whur-
whur noise – but it’s hugely impressive all the same.

Finally we’re let out onto the road, and the Urus
feels inherently right. The steering is effortless but
utterly accurate, and with nicely linear weighting.
Switching to a sportier setting induces more rear-
steer effect, vividly ramping up the sense of agility.
It can’t hide the width of the car, though: on narrow
lanes you’re acutely aware that the Urus is taking up
an awful lot of space, just as it feels even more potent
now than it did on the wide-open spaces of the track.

What disappoints is the ride quality. All the ‘road
route’ cars on the launch are shod with the optional
23-inch rims and P Zeros (on track it was 22s with
P Zero Corsas; for off-road it’ll be standard 21s with
Pirelli Verde Scorpions). These giant alloys give the
Urus a Tonka toy-like visual quality, but there’s a
good chance the weight of the wheels and the meagre

LAMBORGH IN I URUS

Above left:plenty of
room in the rear. Left:

Urusmanages its 2.2 tons
surprisingly well.Below

left: optional 23-inch rims
don’t help the ride quality



sidewalls contribute to the knobbly ride. The Urus’s overall
deportment is relaxed, but it’s agitated by potholes. True,
the roads around Vallelunga are unremittingly awful,
but the air suspension struggles to isolate the cabin from
the constant battering, too much noise and vibration
making its way through. This is a pity, for the Urus has
the core elements to be a fine everyday or long-distance
companion. How the car rides on smaller wheels remains
to be seen.

And off-road? We’re offered a drive on something
resembling a rallycross track. It’s fun kicking up sand like
a Dakar truck, but it doesn’t really tell us much.

Cards-on-the-table time. As someone passionate about
old 911s, flimsy hot hatchbacks and cars in general that
reward at real-world speeds and on real roads, I am
immediately suspicious of the Urus. It is an engineering
conjuring trick – the application of power and technology
to answer a question that possibly need not have been
asked. But, I admire it because relative to the brief,
Lamborghini has done a very decent job.

Where Bentley has struggled with the Bentayga,
which doesn’t ride as it should given its leaning towards
luxury and comfort, and seems poorly packaged for
space, Lamborghini has come much closer to nailing its
objective, blending many different attributes under a
Lambo-like skin. If the Urus does ride better on smaller
wheels, it deserves to succeed. But given the first two
years of production are already sold out, there no doubt
that it already has. L

Lamborghini Urus
Engine V8, 3996cc, twin-turbo Power 641bhp @ 6000rpm Torque 627lb ft

@ 2250-4500rpm Weight 2200kg (296bhp/ton) 0-62mph 3.6sec (claimed)
Top speed 190mph (claimed) Basic price c£185,000 evo rating

‘We wanted to have the fastest SUV.
I think you will be impressed with the
car on the track. You will also see the
off-road course we have here at the
launch. It is gravel. My interpretation is
this – speed on gravel, not off-road like
a Land Rover!

‘We can choose what we need from
within the group – the technologies that

enable us to realise the performance we need. The V8 engine was the
only engine choice we could make, for example, because you need the
torque available at very low rpm. However, while we work within the
platform, if anyone [brands within the VWGroup] wants something
specific, such as we need with the cooling of the engine – oil, water
and the gearbox – then we can take responsibility for this.

‘It’s the samewith the engine: we have developed at Lamborghini
a new intake manifold, cylinder head, camshafts, air filter, new twin-
scroll turbos and the exhaust system. It is a Lamborghini engine. The
sound is very important with a Lamborghini, but with a turbocharged
engine you lose the sound, so we have a resonator in the exhaust to
take the harmonics and sound into the cabin.

‘To develop the car we have taken onmanymore engineers.When
I started at Lamborghini [in 1998] we hadmaybe 40, 50 engineers
at the time of the Murciélago, whereas nowwe have hundreds – and
this is to realise the Urus.We have tested the vehicle all over the
world. Yes, we have tested it at the Nürburgring, where we have had
a big development with the tyres: there are so many types of bumps,
surfaces, corners and high-speed sections, it is so much easier there.
I said during development that the Urus would set the fastest time, but
yes, at the moment there is not so much competition in this class.’

BUT IS IT A LAMBO?
Chief engineer Maurizio Reggiani on realising the UrusChief engineer Maurizio Reggiani on realising the Urus
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TO SELL
THE SMART WAY

YOUR MODERN OR CLASSIC CAR

01295 690933

GET A DETAILED VALUATION
JUST CALL US OR EMAIL:

sellmycar@thboler.com

WE HAVE DEVELOPED THE QUICKEST, CHEAPEST AND
EASIEST WAY TO SELL YOUR MODERN OR CLASSIC CAR

FLAT FEE OF

£1,500
NO SALE, NO FEE

WHY SELL YOUR CAR PRIVATELY OR GET BELOW TRADE PRICE FROM DEALERS WHEN YOU CAN SELL YOUR CAR THIS WAY?

WHY CHOOSE US

• SPEED OF SALE.

• INCREASED RETURNS.

• MORE THAN 75% OF CUSTOMERS
HAVE A PART EXCHANGE CAR OR
REQUIRE FINANCE.

• COLLECTION OF YOUR VEHICLE IS
OFFERED (PLUS AN ADDITIONAL FEE).

• 90% OF ALL USED CAR SALES OVER
£20,000 ARE THROUGH DEALERS.

• AVOID TIME WASTERS AND UNWANTED
VISITORS TO YOUR HOUSE.

+VAT

SELL YOUR CAR WITH MAIN DEALER FACILITIES

• WE PREPARE YOUR CAR TO OUR
RETAIL STANDARD.

• HIGH PROFILE WARRANTY ON
EVERY CAR SOLD.

• PAINT REPAIRS/ALLOY WHEEL REFURBISHMENTS
ALL CARRIED OUT ON-SITE.

• MULTI-MILLION POUND FACILITY INCLUDING
STATE OF THE ART WORKSHOP.

THE FINEST IN PERFORMANCE AND PRESTIGE CARS



THE FAST AND
THE CURIOUS
From a Special Forces off-roader to an everyday supercar
and numerous one-off specials, Lamborghini’s ‘other’
creations make the Urus look run of the mill

T HE CHANCES ARE YOU
know the story of how an
industrious Italian by the
name of Ferruccio stuck it to

the world’s pre-eminent maker of sports
cars by building his own. Of course,
Signor Lamborghini’s cars were only
made possible by the business that funded
his side of the spat with Ferrari. Tractors.

Lamborghini Trattori still exists today,
so the notion of a Lamborghini ‘Chelsea
tractor’, as the uncharitable might call
the Urus, is perhaps less sacrilegious
than some are suggesting. The Urus isn’t
even the company’s first SUV. In fact,
Lamborghini has numerous models in
its back catalogue that don’t conform to
the mid-engined supercar format that
we tend to associate with the firm today.
Here are some of the highlights.

ALT ERNAT I V E LAMBORGH IN I S

LM002
Built between 1986 and 1993, the Urus’s
direct predecessor made Lamborghini the
first supercar manufacturer to venture
into SUVs – and this long before Audi took
control at Sant’Agata.

The term SUV could even have been
created with the LM002 in mind. The
Countach’s V12 took care of the ‘sports’
bit, and the ‘utility’ was never in doubt,
thanks to an open load bed and the ability
to scale inclines that would have given a
contemporary Land Rover a nose bleed.

Cheetah
The LM002 wasn’t Lamborghini’s first all-
terrain vehicle, as nearly ten years before
it there was the Cheetah, commissioned
by the American Special Forces.

Rather than using a Lamborghini
V12, the Cheetah was powered by a
Chrysler-sourced 5.9-litre V8 that was
rear-mounted and waterproofed. A
prototype Cheetah was built by a defence
contractor in the US, then sent to Italy
where Lamborghini applied the finishing
touches before the vehicle’s debut at the
1977 Geneva motor show.

The Cheetah never made production,
but it could be considered a predecessor
to the iconic Hummer.
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by A DA M T OW L E R

400GTMonza
The first cars built by Lamborghini were
the front-engined V12 350 GT (1964)
and its successor, the 400 GT (1966).
However, with the coachbuilding era
in full swing, it wasn’t long before some
even more special one-off commissions
began to appear.

Cue the 400 GT Monza of 1966, with
unique fastback bodywork by Neri and
Bonacini. Initially built for an American
customer, after homologation issues it
ended up being sold to a Spanish client,
with whom it remained – largely unseen
– until his death in the early ’90s.

Espada
Arriving in 1968, the Espada was the
productionised realisation of the Marzal
concept. Donning a similar Gandini-
designed silhouette, it traded the show
car’s Perspex doors and silver leather for
a sophisticated palette of materials, yet
was no less striking.

Under the vast bonnet was the same
Bizzarrini V12 as in the Miura, but here
intended to effortlessly transport one
very wealthy driver and three friends
across the continent in comfort.

It may not be the prettiest V12 Lambo,
but it sure is one of the most distinctive.

400GTFlyingStar II
The second one-off 400 GT-based
model was the Flying Star II, a two-
door shooting brake from coachbuilder
Carrozzeria Touring.

Very modern-looking for its era, with
sharp creases and elegant proportions,
the Flying Star II may have been built as
a prototype but was also fully functional.

The car was shown at the Turin motor
show in 1966 and was to be the last design
to come from the illustrious coachbuilder
until its revival in 2006.

Islero
Two years after Marcello Gandini of
Bertone had applied his hand to the
magnificent Miura supercar, Lamborghini
decided to replace its ageing 400 GT with
a new front-engined coupe.

Unfortunately, Gandini’s deft touch
didn’t reach the Islero of 1968, the design
instead being the work of Carrozzeria
Marazzi. So although the Islero gained
the Miura’s fabulous Bizzarrini V12, it
lived in the shadow of its mid-engined
sibling – and of Gandini’s other recent
commission for Lamborghini, the Marzal
concept car…

Marzal
The Marzal shocked the motoring world
with its wild proportions and stunning
detailing at the 1967 Geneva motor show.
Defined by its glazing and hexagonal
rear louvres, the four-seater Marzal set a
precedent for Bertone design and inspired
the subsequent Espada.

The one-off Marzal then disappeared,
not appearing again in public until 1996,
when a collection of Bertone’s most
iconic models were gathered together in
California for Monterey Car Week.

Jarama
By 1970, the Miura and Espada had raised
Lamborghini’s profile to that of a global
supercar manufacturer. But Gandini’s
expressive design did leave space for a
slightly more understated GT, especially
in the US, which had not warmed to the
Espada’s quirky proportions.

The Jarama was built for just that
purpose: an ‘everyday’ Lamborghini
that was less of a statement supercar. It
was also the car that company founder
Ferruccio drove every day. L
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From the wacky to the wonderful, it’s been the
entry point into the world of cars for millions

of youngsters (and big kids) around the globe.
And 50 years on Hot Wheels is still…

by A N T ON Y I NGR A M

STUFF

50 YEARS OF HOT WHEE L S

www.evo.co.uk 079
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PHO T O GR A PH Y by A S T ON PA R RO T T



This idea spawned the first line of 16
vehicles that debuted in 1968, known as
the Original Sweet 16. Eleven of these
were the work of Harry Bentley Bradley,
an automotive designer who had worked
with General Motors between 1962
and 1966 and penned several designs
for Detroit-based customisers the
Alexander Brothers.

His most famous design, the Dodge
Deora forward-control pickup, would
become one of the Original Sweet 16,
but the very first car produced by Hot
Wheels was the Custom Camaro. Based
on the brand new 1967 Chevrolet Camaro
– itself hot property at the time – it was
joined by other contemporary pony cars
such as the Mustang, Cougar, Barracuda
and Firebird. Each featured a sparkling
‘Spectraflame’ paint scheme – a coloured
lacquer over a zinc-plated casting – and
other unique touches that echoed the era’s
car culture, such as side-exit exhausts
and staggered wheel set-ups.

An almost endless list of iconic designs
quickly followed, from the Twin Mill – a
dart-like hot-rod powered by a pair of
8.2-litre supercharged big-block Chevy
V8s – to the Beach Bomb, a VW camper
van equipped with a pair of surfboards.
Today, rare early designs can command
big money: a hot pink prototype version
of the Beach Bomb was bought for
$72,000 by its current owner, renowned
Hot Wheels collector Bruce Pascal. It’s
since been valued at up to $150,000, or
around half the most ever paid at auction
for a real split-window VW Type 2…

Over its first half century Hot Wheels
has produced a diecast of pretty much
every vehicle you can think of, and
with a tradition of designing complete
ground-up custom models, a good few
you’d struggle to even imagine. More

080 www.evo.co.uk
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OLKSWAGEN, CONTRARY TO
what you might have read elsewhere,
is not the world’s biggest car maker.
True, it may have produced 10.7million
cars in 2017 – enough to put it ahead of
Toyota and Renault-Nissan – but there’s
one company, celebrating its 50th
anniversary on 19 May, that can match
that figure virtually every week.

I’ll not draw out the analogy too much
longer as the images on this page will
have given the game away somewhat,
but just as Lego makes more rubber tyres
than any other company on the planet, so
Hot Wheels can stake a pretty good claim
to being the world’s largest car maker.

Gimmicks aside, is it a company
deserving of space in evo? Absolutely.
Ahead of even Scalextric, Tamiya, or
videogames such as Gran Turismo, the
brand has served for many of us as the first
step into that long journey to becoming
a petrolhead. You might not remember
your first Hot Wheels car (or perhaps your
first Matchbox car; the British brand was
bought by Hot Wheels owner Mattel in
1997), but from the moment you were old
enough to grind them against the skirting
board rather than attempting to swallow
them, the little diecast models were
acting as your first point of reference for
automotive colour, style, brand and – on
some level, at least – driving fun.

Hot Wheels was the brainchild of
Mattel founder Elliot Handler, whose
wife Ruth had, in 1959, created that
other mid-century toy icon, Barbie. First
mooted in 1966, the idea behind it was to
create a new and exciting way for kids to
experience ‘vehicle play’ and the thrill of
the custom hot-rod culture that defined
the American automotive landscape
post-war. It was Handler who coined the
name, too. Remarking on the design and
the speed at which one of the prototypes
rolled along the floor, he was said to have
exclaimed: ‘Those are some hot wheels!’



than 20,000 different models have been
created to date, and currently over 130
new car designs are introduced each and
every year. A dedicated team works to
render real-world cars in miniature form
and come up with entirely new vehicles:
it could be a branded car for one of the
company’s 350 partners – everyone from
motoring personalities such as Magnus
Walker to big-name manufacturers – or a
new variation on the hot-rod theme, or a
Star Wars or Toy Story character car.

That variety is one of the highlights of
the job, according to Jun Imai, who has
been at Hot Wheels for 14 years and leads

‘A prototype hot pink VW camper van
was bought for $72,000, and has since

been valued at up to $150,000’
the transportation design team. About
three-fifths of the designs the team works
on are licensed vehicles replicating the
kind of modern cars and classics you’ll
see on the road, while the remainder
are what the company calls Hot Wheels
Originals, from the pop culture-themed
toys to fantasy vehicles directly from the
minds of the designers.

As car enthusiasts, the team take
particular pleasure in replicating some
of their favourite shapes in miniature.
Imai’s own passion is in older Japanese
metal and classic Porsches. He owns a
classic Datsun 510 wagon and 260Z, and
a 1985 911 Carrera, all modified, and
changes Imai has made to his Datsuns
in particular have inspired some of the
custom 510s and Z-cars available in the
Hot Wheels line-up. ‘Real-world and toys
go hand-in-hand for me,’ says Imai. ‘I’ll
sometimes try something out on one of
my cars, and it might inspire one of my
designs the next day.’

Along similar lines, fellow designer
Ryu Asada has pushed several Honda

designs onto the shelves over the years,
and true to form owns both an S2000 and
a first-generation NSX. Other members
of the design team are Porschephiles,
while some own and covet muscle cars.
This variety heavily and unavoidably
influences each year’s diverse wave of
new 1:64-scale models.

This passion for cars has opened a few
doors, too. Hot Wheels has formed some
high-profile collaborations in recent
years, pairing up with names such as Fast
& Furious franchise star Sung Kang and
the aforementioned Magnus Walker to
create miniatures based on customised
real-world vehicles.

A fan of Sheffield-born Walker
since watching the cult Urban Outlaw
documentary, Imai describes the
collaboration that followed as a
‘very organic process’, with Walker’s
enthusiasm and ideas inspiring a line
of Urban Outlaw cars, from 935s and
GT3s to a replica of his famous ‘277’,
as driven in evo issue 209. Kang, too,
is a petrolhead to the core, making the

50 YEARS OF HOT WHEE L S

Aboveand
below: the Original
Sweet 16 from 1968.
Left: a Countach on
that unmistakable
orange track
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Designing the diecast cars to function
is another consideration. Hot Wheels is
as much known for its orange track as it
is for the cars that run on it, and the size
of this track has led to fairly consistent
requirements from the 1:64-scale
models, from standardised wheel sizes
to enough ground clearance that a car
can negotiate a loop at high speed. ‘It’s
a bit like platforms in the car industry,’
explains Imai.

At the same time, modern production
techniques have allowed designs to
become more true-to-life and more
complex – and Imai says that they’ve
even been able to implement some
of the techniques discovered by the
company’s huge customising fan base to
improve castings.

Those castings will change further
in response to other factors, too. Just as
early cars like the Deora, Whip Creamer
and Twin Mill are redolent of the era in
which they were conceived, the march of
modern car design and automotive trends
influences the latest Hot Wheels designs.
Imai says he’s particularly interested in
the burgeoning market for electric cars,
the way it’s allowing smaller car makers
to make a bigger impact in the market,
and how that affects car and toy design,
as well as materials technology. ‘I’m
keen to do more in terms of motorsports,
too,’ he says. ‘Formula E, in particular, is
super exciting – the thrill and the speed
of motorsport, but a consideration for
environmental concerns, too.’

Hot Wheels’ earliest days are still
appealing, though. ‘I’d love to bring
back some of the older cars,’ adds Imai.
‘They’re still an inspiration for us. Perhaps
replicating some of our Original Sweet
16, but produced with the technology
we’re now able to incorporate.’

Hot Wheels? The next 50 years should
be even hotter. L

eventual introduction through a mutual
friend of Imai and Kang relatively easy.
The car that resulted, a pumped-up
replica of Kang’s custom Datsun 240Z
named ‘Fugu Z’, has since spawned
several other custom 240Zs, including a
take on Imai’s own wide-arched Z-car.

The process for creating non-licensed
vehicles is even more fascinating. Imai
describes it as a ‘different mindset’, with
designers imagining not just individual
vehicles but a whole world in which the
cars operate, assigning different roles
to different vehicles whether they’re
relatively straightforward concept-style
cars or… well, wheeled dinosaurs. Imai
notes that the team will always design
vehicles as if they’re real cars, though,
with space for drivers and powertrains,
however fantastical the overall shape.
This is something best illustrated by
the full-scale, functioning replica of the
famous Twin Mill that the company built
for the SEMA show in 2001.
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by JOH N B A R K E R PHO T O G R A PH Y by M AT T HOW E L L

Alpine’s A110 is a breath of fresh air in the
German-dominated sports coupe sector. But
has the French upstart got what it takes to

vanquish the established players?

Supertest

A110 v
718 CaymanS

v TTRS



ALP I N E A 1 1 0 v PORSCHE 7 1 8 CAYMAN S v AUD I T T RS



HE PORSCHE AND THE AUDI ARE ALREADY
parked, side-by-side, waiting for the Alpine to
show. In bold colours, sitting on 20-inch wheels,
they look solid and well made, confidently hewn.
When the A110 arrives and swings in next to them,
I’m shocked at how small and low it is. It’s the first
time I’ve seen one in the metal and it never occurred
to me that one of the reasons it’s so light is that it’s
small, with small wheels – 17s as standard, 18s on
this, the launch edition.

Feedback from the A110 launch was highly
complimentary, with many experienced testers, including our own
Steve Sutcliffe (evo 244), claiming that the Cayman’s dominance
was under threat. Well, this is where we find out just how credible
the Alpine is. The price of this A110 Première Édition is strong
at £51,805 (though all 1955 examples were snapped up in days)
and the top-line production version, the ‘Legende’, won’t be far off
£50k, so the rivals here to meet it are the Cayman S (base price
£51,853) and the TT RS (£52,480).

The A110 was always going to be a hard sell: a new and unproven
mid-engined sports coupe powered by a 1.8-litre, four-cylinder
turbo engine. Or, for the same money, the Cayman: charismatic,
polished and dynamically peerless. So I imagine the management

THE DRIVE
at Alpine couldn’t believe their luck when Porsche announced it
would be scrapping the silky, flat-six engines of the Boxster and
Cayman and replacing them with turbocharged flat-fours. That’s
one objection of the potential Alpine customer scotched.

There’s a lot more to the Cayman than just the engine though,
as the three-hour journey to this café in picture-postcard pretty
Hutton-le-Hole in the North York Moors has reiterated. The 718
Cayman S looked fabulous on my driveway, better than any
previous version, and it swallowed both my luggage and – more
impressively – the gear of photographer Matt Howell. It rides
beautifully, too, supple yet controlled, and show it any sort of
corner and it will show you some flair, with incisive but calm
steering and natural balance and agility – it seems to rotate
around a point between the seats. Boy, it’s good.

‘It sounds awful,’ says Howell. ‘When you started it up I didn’t
realise it was a four, but now…’ I have to agree. I had hoped it
would be better, this being a heavily revised version. The original
flat-four installation was jaw-droppingly bad with, amongst
other aural maladies, a mid-range coarseness that was worse
on the overrun and a number of whooshes and sighs that would
have been deemed turbo character if they related to the demand
being made of the engine, but instead seemed random. Two
years on and all that noise has gone or been suppressed, and it

T
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is 100 per cent better, but what’s left is a mournful, monotone,
mid-range drone.

The tragedy is that in most other respects, there’s never been
a better Cayman. There’s no question that the 2.5-litre flat-four
delivers the claimed 345bhp, and it works in a superb close
harmony with the (optional) seven-speed PDK gearbox, and
dynamically the car is as sweet as. So when you’ve just threaded it
along a few good miles of choppy Yorkshire B-road and wrung out
the engine to the red line – where it sounds at its best – you know
that it’s still going to take something special to unseat it.

That something could be the Alpine. With 249bhp it might be
96bhp down on the Cayman, but it’s stayed pretty much the same
size in the Porsche’s rear-view mirror, bobbing around in its wake,
small, low and blue, and distinctive with its inset driving lamps.
It’s time to see what all the fuss is about.

Pound for pound, you get less for your money with the A110,
which is a good thing if you are open to the many benefits of
less mass. Build light from the start, as Alpine has, investing
in aluminium construction (94 per cent of the body and chassis
is aluminium) and you set the car on a virtuous circle of weight
reduction. Less initial weight means you need less power for the
same performance, which means you can use a smaller engine
with fewer cylinders, which further reduces weight, allowing
smaller brakes and smaller wheels and tyres, which means
less unsprung weight, which allows lighter springs and smaller
dampers, and so on…

It’s a philosophy championed by Lotus, and it has been
obsessively adhered to by the Alpine development team, too, but
while Hethel’s modern offerings tend to look chunky and feel
spartan, the Alpine looks more like a scaled-down conventional
coupe – sleek, with crisp shut lines, and a warm, welcoming
cockpit with many of the expected modern trappings. There’s a
band of leather across the dash facia, the instruments are provided
by a big TFT screen with neat, unique graphics, while beneath the
arc of centre console, neatly trimmed in carbonfibre, is a space for
phones and other chattels. The high-sided seats make this cubby
awkward to get at, though, and beyond the leather and carbon
there is quite a lot of hard, scratchy plastic, which is probably stiff
and light, but which feels more out of place in a £51k coupe than
the body-coloured trim on the door casings.

The seats, with their quilted leather sides and fixed-back
lightweight frames, look seriously sporty, but in fact are easy to
get into and very comfortable, as well as being supportive. They’re
part of the launch edition upgrades, as are the numerous tricolour
flashes and carbon trim for the air vents and centre console.
Another remarkable thing about the A110 is that although it looks
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'The A110's ride creates an
impression of suppleness
and effortlessness, like an

original Lotus Elise'

Left:A110 seemsmade for these types of road,
but certain bumps can unsettle it.Top left:

it doesn’t feel tight inside despite it being the
smallest of the three cars here.Right:Disdale

and Barker take the chance to refuel

small on the outside, it doesn’t feel like it from the inside.
Hidden behind the insulating cover beneath the wrap-around

rear screen is the all-new, all-aluminium turbocharged 1.8-litre
in-line four-cylinder engine, mounted in a bespoke aluminium
subframe and coupled to an evolution of the Renault Clio’s Getrag
dual-clutch gearbox. Thumb the big orange button on the centre
console and the noise it makes when it fires up is cleaner and
sweeter than the flat-four in the Porsche. Not much of a stretch,
admittedly, but there’s a lightness to the way it responds when you
blip the throttle, too, and within a couple of miles it has proved to
be decently characterful, with a nutty, hollow bark when pulling
hard, overlaid with turbo-spooling whoosh. More importantly, it
feels properly sparky – well up to the task, though that’s as much
to do with the mass of the car.

Those first couple of miles aren’t about the performance,
though. What grabs your attention is the way the Alpine feels on
the road, how it reacts to steering inputs and bumps and bends.
It feels genuinely light, through the electrically assisted steering
and its connection to the road, as if the front tyres are even
slimmer than their 205/40 R18 dimensions and are offering little
resistance. Then there’s the ride, which is loose-limbed and feels
long-legged, helping create a unique impression of suppleness and
effortlessness. It’s like an original Lotus Elise but not quite, the
ride of the Alpine being a little more easily disturbed at the front.

Pick up speed and the steering effort required increases
appropriately, giving a workable level of effort, while the feel
around centre, previously soft and open, closes to bring welcome
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'The Porsche Cayman
sounds like a muted

Impreza crossed with an
air-cooled Beetle'

precision. Squeeze on the throttle and after a moment’s hesitation
(there’s a moment of lag in all three cars) the Alpine surges down
the road, a quick and seamless upshift providing unbroken
acceleration. And the ride parries some of the bigger bumps and
neutralises some of the detail of a road surface that the Cayman
proved was oddly tricky and wrong-footing when we drove up. I’m
grinning; I like the attitude and approach of this Alpine. It feels
modern and classic French at the same time.

The TT RS is looking a bit too familiar, but you’d be wrong to
dismiss it, for a few good reasons. The first and most significant is
that it’s not a car that will struggle for engine power or character,
because installed transversely beneath its mirror-finish gloss
red bonnet is an in-line five-cylinder turbo engine cranking out
almost 400bhp.

At the weigh-in, our corner-weight scales threw up a couple of
surprises. The fact that the TT was the heaviest wasn’t one of them.
That at 1487kg it was only 38kg heavier than the Cayman S was…
As was the fact that the A110 came in at just 1094kg, under the
claimed figure (1103kg) and almost 400kg less than the Audi.

That’s not the whole story, of course, because while the Porsche
distributes the load with something approaching equity (44:56
front:rear), and the Alpine slightly less so (42:58), the Audi gets
nowhere near that. The latest straight-five may have an aluminium
cylinder block, helping reduce the engine’s overall mass by a
useful 30kg, and it may be installed transversely (as opposed to
longitudinally like a battering ram in the Ur-Quattro), but it all still
sits forward of the front axle line. As a result, more than 900kg
rests on the front axle for a nose-heavy 61:39 distribution.

Mind, there is at least one upside of being front-engined, and
that’s that the TT has rear seats. Small ones, granted, but useful

for shopping or luggage if you don’t have small children. There’s
a half-decent boot, too, so it rivals the Cayman for practicality.
The Alpine is merely OK, with a stuffable boot beneath the small
bootlid and a rectangular space beneath the bonnet that looks
millimetre-perfect for a prêt-à-porter suitcase (‘max load 40kg’).

It’s the bling that catches your eye first in the TT: the machine-
turned centre console plate and door pulls, the five air vents with
(optional) coloured bands, and the shiny centre buttons that
are the controls for the air conditioning and heated seats. Then
there’s the Alcantara-rimmed wheel with its see-through spokes
and starter button and Drive Select mode switch hanging off it,
all of which helps make for a clean centre console. In contrast, the
‘fireplace’ of the Cayman – that space ahead of the gear selector –
looks like a dump for switches and buttons. Braille would probably
help find the one you want in the dark. The driving position of the
TT is less special than those of the Cayman and A110, though,
being high in comparison, like in a hot hatch.

If you’re a fan of the Ur-Quattro, the first press of the starter
button is a moment to savour. There’s a pop-crackle flare followed
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by that distinctive, evocative mellow warble. It simply blows the
others away – the Porsche sounds like a muted Impreza crossed
with an air-cooled Beetle, while the Alpine sounds like a plain old
hot hatch. On the move the TT is a bit less distinct, like you’re being
followed by an Ur-Quattro, but just ahead of the gear selector there’s
a button to sort that. It engages a physical, exhaust plumbing
enhancement rather than sound piped through the audio system,
and it adds just the right amount of richness and edge.

The steering needs similar help. The rim is unusually but
comfortably shaped, and nicely tactile thanks to the faux suede
parts, but the efforts it demands are just a bit too low to inspire
confidence when you pick up the pace. A dip into the adaptive
setting of the driver modes allows steering weight and other
parameters to be adjusted, including damping.

It certainly doesn’t need to be any stiffer on these Dales roads.
There’s an underlying tautness to the TT RS that can feel very
granular at times, which I’d put money on being down to the
20-inch wheel option on this car.

I’ve got road test editor James Disdale behind in the Alpine, and
the TT is so fast and such a straightforward, undemanding car
to hustle along it feels like I should be able to shake him, on the
straight bits at least. There’s impressive grip and traction – no slip

Above:Cayman S feels good for its 345bhp and
is as dynamically sorted as ever. Left: interior
can’tmatch that of the Audi; optional seven-
speed PDK gearboxworks in superb harmony
with the turbocharged flat-four engine
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at either end at sane speeds – but the Alpine is always there. And
as the road gets more lumpy, the Audi gets less poised. You start to
wince dropping into compressions, while over sharp crests the car
feels launched… at which point it feels every one of those 393 kilos
heavier than the Alpine, and you fear for the 30-section tyres (and
the rims) when you land.

It’s been a fun run, illuminating, too. James has a knowing look
on his face when we pull up on the cobbles outside of our hotel at
the top of the hill in Reeth. ‘The A110 simply goes with the flow,
while the Audi jiggles and hops in a way that suggests it’s simply
not getting on with the surface,’ he observes.

In isolation, the TT RS would feel indomitable: incisive, with
terrific cornering grip and massive punch. It lacks the engagement
of the A110 and the Cayman, though, that sense that you’re a part
of the process of making the car go quickly, other than steering it
accurately and getting on the power at the right time. The Alpine
stays in touch because it rolls into the turns carrying more speed
and, despite the horsepower deficit, hangs on to the TT’s tailpipes
because it’s so much lighter and more responsive. There are a few
foibles, though. The sense of connection to the front wheels isn’t
as strong as you’d like sometimes, and occasionally a sequence
of bumps will set off a lateral bobble, as if the front wheels are
shimmying in turn.

‘The TT feels more like a very fast hot hatch than a genuine
sports car, though that howling motor sounds part Group B rally
car and part R8 V10,’ grins James. On the other hand, the Porsche,
we agree, is dynamically sublime. ‘The steering is quick without

'The Audi jiggles and hops
in a way that suggests it's
simply not getting on with
the surface'
being nervy, and once the front tyres are biting it delivers by far
the most detailed feedback,’ says James. ‘Factor in the beautiful
balance, near faultless damping and tenacious grip and the
Cayman is both fast and fun. It’s also the only one here that’s really
throttle-adjustable.’

DAY TWO OF OUR TOUR DE YORKSHIRE SEES LIGHT
rain falling out of a clear blue sky. In a reverse of our arrival, James
leads away in the Alpine and I’m behind in the Audi. The wetted
surface seems to be making him more circumspect and the TT
is able to manage the gap, playing with the French coupe like a
cat with a mouse. I feel relaxed; the Audi has grip and grunt to
spare and does some things very well: its dual-clutch gearbox is
slick and intuitive, its selector lever logic-natural and tactile (the
Porsche’s feels clunky, the Alpine’s buttons a cop-out), and after
you’ve pulled a paddle the ’box holds manual mode for just the
right amount of time. Turns out that on the damp surface, James
didn’t quite trust that the front of the Alpine was turned and so was
trail-braking into some corners to help it in.

The Buttertubs Pass is breathtaking when we arrive, bathed
in watery light. It’s a narrow, lollopy bit of road, and the TT once
again feels its mass if you misjudge your speed or the severity of
a dip or crest. It feels like the perfect road for the small, softly
sprung Alpine, and once we’ve got the shots we came for, I slip
into the embrace of the A110’s bucket seat and lead James in the
Porsche back down to Hawes. Initially the Alpine does feel made
for this part of the world, but a couple of big dips bring sounds of
light contact – wheels rubbing the arches is our guess – and the
front is again distracted by certain combos of bumps. Of course,
if there wasn’t an acid yellow Porsche behind, the pace would be
somewhat less enthusiastic.

The Cayman is having no such issues. Yes, it’s a significantly
heavier car, but – as is so often the case with a Porsche – keep
asking more of the car and you’ll be amazed to find just how deep
its abilities run. It’s quite something, dynamically. There’s always a
‘but’, though. ‘There’s no denying the flat-four’s effectiveness,’ says
James, ‘but by gum it sounds awful’.

The in-line four in the back of the Alpine can whine on the
overrun, but mostly it sounds keen and clean, revving out with
enthusiasm. Stroking along the road to the Ribblehead Viaduct, I
seem to find just the road and just the pace to suit the Alpine, and
it’s sublime. The car flows along with a lightness of touch that’s
almost magical, smoothing the surface, composed, effortlessly
responsive to your inputs and handling. Everything clicks into
place. It will be interesting to see what it can do against the
stopwatch and around the lap…

Top right: heavier and less nimble Audi loses
out to the Porsche and Alpine on these roads.
Above left:TT’s cabin is a quality place to
spend time. Left:Cayman can expose the
A110’s weaknesseswhen the going gets tough
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THE DATA
AUNCH CONTROL IS THE
order of the day for all three of these
cars, making straight-line figuring
fairly straightforward. Schoolboy
French is needed to translate the

Alpine’s instructions (Sport or Track mode,
left foot on the brake, pull both paddles,
then mash the throttle), but once sorted it
sets a respectable 4.6sec for the 0-60mph
dash – although the engagement of the
clutch is always a little slurred, suggesting
a few tenths are literally slipping away.

The Cayman gets away more cleanly,
managing an impressive 3.9sec. Yet neither
car can catch the all-wheel-drive Audi
here, its combination of total traction and
awesome firepower helping to record a
mind-boggling 3.5sec time. Think about
that. There are bona fide supercars that are
only a biscuit faster to 60mph.

A different picture emerges during our

in-gear tests, however. Here, the TT’s vast
reserves of torque are offset by its mass and
taller gears, meaning the much lighter and
shorter-geared Alpine pretty much matches
it blow-for-blow, only falling behind as the
speeds rise above 70mph.

It’s a similar story with the Porsche,
which is hobbled by long-striding gearing
that’d be more at home in a continent-
crossing diesel. It means the Cayman is
lethargic at low revs, only coming on strong

when the welt of turbocharged torque
really starts to hit home at about 3000rpm.

The Porsche is the only car specified
with optional carbon-ceramic brakes, so
it’s no surprise it stops from 100mph in
the shortest distance. Less expected is the
fluctuation in performance over the ten
high-speed stops, as it also records the
longest stopping distance. Its pedal also
has the worst feel when stopping quickly,
going very soft then pushing back against
your foot as the emergency braking systems
relinquish control as you come to a halt.

The Alpine is more consistent, its pedal
only going softer in the last couple of
runs – although there’s no big drop-off
in performance. Best of the bunch is the
Audi, which delivers the most consistent
stopping distances and maintains a firm
pedal throughout.
James Disdale

L
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supercars that are
only a biscuit faster

to 60mph'
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Flat-four, 2497cc, turbo

345bhp@6500rpm

310lbft@1900-4500rpm

Seven-speeddual-clutch (option),
rear-drive, LSDwithPTV(option)

235/35R20 front,265/35R20 rear
(option), Pirelli PZero

1295mm/1801mm

1449kgas tested (1355kgclaimed)

242bhp/tonusing test-carweight
(259bhp/tonclaimed)

3.9secas tested (4.4 to62claimed)

177mph (claimed)

24.6

£51,853 (£74,277 as tested)

£428 (36months,£12,100deposit,
10,000milesperannum limit)

In-line 5-cyl, 2480cc, turbo

394bhp@5850-7000rpm

354lbft@1700-5850rpm

Seven-speeddual-clutch,
four-wheel drive

255/30R20 front,255/30R20 rear
(option),Pirelli PZero

1344mm/1832mm

1487kgas tested (1440kgclaimed)

269bhp/tonusing test-carweight
(278bhp/tonclaimed)

3.5secas tested (3.7 to62claimed)

155mph(limited)

23.0

£52,480 (£61,780as tested)

£549 (48months,£11,069deposit,
10,000milesperannum limit)

Engine

Power

Torque

Transmission

Tyres

Height/width

Weight

Power-to-weight

0-60mph

Top speed

evompg

Basic price

PCPmonthly price

Engine

Power

Torque

Transmission

Tyres

Height/width

Weight

Power-to-weight

0-60mph

Top speed

evompg

Basic price

PCPmonthly price

Porsche 718 Cayman S Audi TT RS

44%front 56%rear
390kg

Weights&balance

428kg

337kg

294kg

61%front 39%rear
280kg

Weights&balance

295kg

466kg

446kg

*o
ut

of
10

ru
ns

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 10
0 110 12
0

Braking

SPEED (mph)

DISTANCE
(metres)

SPEED (mph)

TIME (seconds)

100-0worst *100-0 best *70-030-0 60-0

33.2m8.3m 44.0m 99.4m90.1m
8.1m 44.0m32.9m 86.1m 106.3m

95.2m33.5m8.4m 90.4m45.7m

In-line4-cyl, 1798cc, turbo

249bhp@6000rpm

236lbft@2000-5000rpm

Seven-speeddual-clutch,
rear-wheel drive

205/40R18 front,235/40R18 rear,
MichelinPilot Sport 4

1252mm/1798mm

1094kgas tested (1103kg claimed)

231bhp/tonusing test-carweight
(229bhp/tonclaimed)

4.6secas tested (4.5 to62claimed)

155mph(limited)

34.4

£51,805 (£51,805as tested)

Not currently available

Engine

Power

Torque

Transmission

Tyres

Height/width

Weight

Power-to-weight

0-60mph

Top speed

evompg

Basic price

PCPmonthly price

Alpine A110 Première Édition

42%front 58%rear
319kg

Weights&balance

312kg

226kg

237kg

Length 4379mm Wheelbase 2475mm Length 4191mm Wheelbase 2505mmLength 4180mm Wheelbase 2420mm

Acceleration from standing start
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ALP I N E A 1 1 0 v PORSCHE 7 1 8 CAYMAN S v AUD I T T RS

ON TRACK
UDI FIRST. THERE’S A
feeling this might be the TT’s best
shot at showing the others how it’s
done. On the road it seems to have
boundless grip and traction, and

the in-line five feels the strongest engine
here. And indeed it feels pretty quick
around the lap, punching out of corners on
full throttle with very little understeer.

Once the nose is hooked into a curve, the
fat, low-profile Pirellis hang on tenaciously
– it’s everything you’d expect of a compact
and powerful four-wheel-drive coupe.

There is a small amount of adjustability
into the fastest corners that finish the lap
(O’Rouge and Tower), so you can get on the
power very early and accelerate flat-out all
the way through. The clock stops at 1:25.2,
which doesn’t seem to reflect quite how
it feels.

What a contrast the Alpine is, again.
It feels like it’s floating over the surface,
and wringing out the in-line four, the
A110 doesn’t feel any slower than the TT,
but there’s a huge difference in how it
tackles the corners. There’s so much more

movement, so much more obvious shifting
of masses – and also a sense of so much less
mass. Yes, it rolls massively into the turns
and sits back on its rear wheels when the
throttle is snapped open, slicing through
corners with a much more obvious balance
– but it feels effective.

After a couple of fast laps its Michelins go
off a little, meaning a light understeer in the
quickest corners and oversteer everywhere
else. But this isn’t an issue because even
when the Alpine kicks its tail out, you
can use it to steer the car with surprising
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Circuit
Venue Bedford Autodrome,

Bedfordshire, UK
LayoutWest Circuit
Length 1.8 miles

Direction Anti-clockwise
Conditions Dry, 12deg C

Alpine A110
1:24.8

Porsche 718 Cayman S
1:23.2

Audi TT RS
1:25.2

CLUB
CHICANE

PEAK SPEED (mph)

PEAK SPEED (mph)

104 109 109

110 113 112

61 62 59

50 54 54

60 57 50

75 75 73

PEAK BRAKING G

PEAK CORNERING G

PEAK CORNERING G

PEAK CORNERING G

1.0 1.1 1.0

1.0 1.2 1.1

1.1 1.1 1.1

1.0 1.1 1.0

HANGER
HAIRPIN

TOWER

34 33 29

76 83 79

50 55 47

PALMER
CURVES

NEW
PIF‑PAF

BANK
COMPLEX

BECKHAM
ESSES

O’ROUGE

89 92 95

200m

400m

600m

800m

1000m

1200m

1400m

1600m

1800m
2000m

2200m

2400m

2600m

2800m

2900/0m

START/
FINISH

Lap times

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

SPEED (mph)

precision, partly because the tail doesn’t
keep on going, thanks to low mass and
inertia. It’s more exploiting its adjustability
than over-driving it.

There was some fade of the TT’s brakes
by the last flying lap and the Alpine’s
rumble a bit but keep on working just as
effectively. And the readout shows a best
of… 1:24.8.

Can the Porsche do it? Having
experienced the Cayman on a wet
racetrack and marvelled at its disdain for
the conditions, I wouldn’t bet against it. It’s

dry today, and I’m slightly concerned early
in the first flying lap when the tail eases
generously out of line under power at the
hairpin, but a couple more corners further
round, everything is hooked up. And then
there’s no stopping it.

As on the road, it combines the TT’s solid
grip with the A110’s agility… and nails the
time on its second flyer – 1:23.2. That’s
two seconds a lap faster than the TT, and
1.6sec faster than the Alpine. Fast and fun,
job done. Though I wonder how much the
£22,424 of options contribute to this.

'The Cayman
combines the TT's
solid grip with the
A110's agility… and
nails the time on its

second flyer'
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THE VERDICT

HE TT HAS THE MOST POTENT
and easily the most charismatic
engine here, all 394 warbling
horsepower of it, and for that we
love it. But it’s not enough. If you

enjoy the process of driving and the feeling
of engagement with a car, the Audi delivers
the least of these three. It’s very fast and
easy to drive quickly, which is what most
people would expect of a grippy, quattro
Audi. But there’s little interaction, and the
optional 20-inch alloys with even lower-
profile tyres do more harm than good on
our B-roads, adding grip, sure, but also
adding an extra degree of agitation and
tactility to a ride that’s already firm.

This is a two-car battle for top honours.
The A110 is a breath of fresh air, the
product of an obsessive pursuit of light
weight. ‘Alpine is to be praised for
producing something that’s both light and
imbued with a character all of its own,’
says James Disdale. ‘It would have been all
too easy to create a clone of the German
competition, but Alpine has resisted,

and delivered something fast, fun and
genuinely different.’

Porsche’s decision to go from a silky,
characterful flat-six to an uninspiring flat-
four is a gift, a self-inflicted chink in the
previously impervious Cayman armour.
The A110 exploits it for all it’s worth. Its
own four-cylinder engine is sweeter, more
energetic-sounding and, despite being
almost 100bhp in arrears, gives the Alpine
plenty of pace. It isn’t perfect – Lotus
manages suppleness with control rather
better – but it’s a unique take on how a
sports coupe can feel and behave, and
on any road there’s something beguiling
about it. It looks great, too, and it’s good to
be in. It’s expensive, but it’s an exquisite,
all-aluminium performance car.

Would we really have one over this
Cayman? The Porsche is handsome and
well made and formidably well developed,
with great steering and reserves of
grip that you don’t have to fully exploit
to feel rewarded. Would it be quite so
polished without the optional big wheels,

adaptive damping, limited-slip diff, torque
vectoring and carbon brakes? Experience
says it would still be deeply impressive.
And £20,000 cheaper, of course.

But that engine. Yes, it’s strong, but the
note is such a disappointment, even this
more refined version. Most of the time it’s
droney and uninspiring, and only in the
last 1500rpm does it sound keen and pure.
Some in the evo office would dismiss the
Cayman purely because of its engine, but
others still find it hard to resist, because
on any decent road it will tread so adroitly
you’ll (almost) forget what it sounds like.

Yet the idea of finding the small, lithe
Alpine on your driveway each morning is
quite compelling, as are its unique, almost
classic car dynamics. It feels special, a
car you’d enjoy taking out on high days
and holidays, but which you could use
every day. Today the Cayman claims the
narrowest of victories, but without its
optional dynamic components it could be a
very different result. Porsche really should
be worried. L
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TRUE
BLUE?

It’s one of the most eagerly awaited
cars of 2018. But can the new
three-pot Fiesta ST match its

illustrious predecessor?
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I T’S A SMALL CAR, THE FIESTA ST, BUT
it’s got some big shoes to fill. The previous
version of Ford’s hottest Fiesta was something of a
phenomenon, providing way more performance
and driving fun than its bargain-basement price
tag would have you believe. It was a hugely
entertaining drive, and simple with it – no driver
modes or chassis configurations, just press the
starter button and go laugh yourself silly on
your favourite road. And it wasn’t just us. People
bought them as quickly as Ford could build them.

At the car’s 2012 Geneva motor show unveiling,
one engineer let slip that, as far as he and his
colleagues were concerned, this was the best
performance car they’d created since the Escort
RS Cosworth. Think about that for a moment.
This little supermini-based pocket rocket was, to
them, more exciting than every generation of
front-drive Focus RS, any Ford Puma and a whole

raft of massaged Mondeos. So, no pressure for the new car, then?
Or perhaps there was, because while this latest ST has arrived

much sooner in its base car’s life cycle than its predecessor did –
that car made its debut five years after the regular models – it has
still been a little while coming. We first glimpsed the ST back at
it’s official unveiling in February 2017, but it’s taken more than a
year to finally get behind the wheel. The lengthy wait has been
punctuated with Ford people giving evasive answers to questions
as to why the car wasn’t ready, with many reading between the
lines that Ford Performance, which was tasked with developing
and signing-off the car, wasn’t happy with the early work. Just
rumours, of course, but when a car is tasked with replacing such an
esteemed machine, it’s not hard to believe them.

So, what have we got, and has it been worth the wait? Well,
the good news is that the basic structure of the old car has been
carried over, while our drives of lesser current Fiestas suggest the
base is good for a more extreme version. However, there are also
big changes, the biggest of which is the adoption of a downsized
1.5-litre three-cylinder motor. The all-aluminium unit isn’t short of
poke, with 197bhp (a match for the old four-pot motor when it was
on overboost) and 214lb ft of torque (likewise). It’s not shy with the
technology, either, with turbocharging and variable valve timing
joined by both port and direct injection, which are claimed to boost
efficiency with no loss in power. There’s also cylinder deactivation,
taking it down to two cylinders, which seems a little like overkill
on an engine that’s hardly overburdened with pistons.

There’s also a sports exhaust with active valving, designed to
deliver a ‘soundtrack that will speak to petrolheads whatever their
language’. Hmmmm. As before, the engine’s mated to a six-speed
manual gearbox, but now there’s the option of a Quaife torque-
biasing limited-slip differential. Serious stuff.

Yet it’s the suspension and steering that have really been treated
to some serious thought, and a lot of elbow grease. For starters,
the electrically assisted steering features a 12:1 ratio, making
it the quickest rack yet on any Ford
Performance model. Also new are the
‘force vectoring’ springs. Developed and
patented by Ford, these non-uniform,
non-interchangeable directionally
wound coils are fitted to the torsion beam
rear suspension and are said to absorb

Left: standard Recaros
offer great support. Far
right:flat-bottomed

steeringwheel is on the
large side; wheels are

17-inch as standard, with
18-inchers an option





both vertical and cornering forces, meaning that engineers have
been able to boost lateral stiffness at the rear without resorting to a
hefty (around 10kg) Watts linkage.

Another innovation are the dampers, which feature Ford’s Ride
Control 1 valving to create what is essentially a mechanically
adaptive set-up. Depending on the frequency and load of
compression and rebound, the damper valving changes to
compensate, hopefully creating greater control when pushing on,
but improved comfort when cruising.

And, of course, there are now driving modes – there would be,
wouldn’t there? Normal, Sport and Track each feature a unique
map for the throttle response, steering weight and stability control
intervention (Track essentially being Sport but with a looser, but
not totally cast off, electronic safety net). Considering how good
the old car was without this technology it’s arguable this is the most
controversial addition, in an over-egging the pudding sort of way.

Has Ford spoiled what was a great hot hatch, or made the best
even better? Well, the ST certainly feels ‘right’ as you settle into the
driver’s seat. You sit just low enough, with the standard Recaros
supremely supportive. The steering wheel is a little large, but
pedal positioning is spot on and the dashboard is laid out clearly
and looks and feels ‘upmarket’. Thumb the starter and that three-
cylinder unit fires quickly before settling to a purposeful idle. Even
in Normal mode the Fiesta responds crisply to the throttle, while
the gearshift is quick, light and precise. There’s bags of torque low
down, with virtually no lag to speak of, while squeezing the pedal
harder reveals a generous dollop of mid-range, giving the ST that
glorious feeling of elastic energy that marks out all relatively light
cars powered by muscular motors. So far, so good.

Wring the engine out, however, and the old car’s frantic race to
the limiter is missing, the three-pot feeling as if it’s done its best
work by around 5000rpm – well short of the the 6500rpm red line.
Make no mistake, the Fiesta is a quick car and feels easily good for a

six-and-a-half-second sprint to 62mph, it’s just there’s not the same
rush of ever-increasing energy you get with its predecessor, or a 208
GTi for that matter. Flicking the Sport button adds extra urgency
to the throttle, but Normal is so well calibrated that the gains are
marginal. What you do get is an enhanced vocal performance.

As is the fashion these days, the engine note is augmented
through the hi-fi, with Sport adding extra depth and volume.
Crucially, it also opens a flap in the exhaust, resulting in a carefully
choreographed report of pops and bangs on the overrun. Yet
there’s a curious mismatch of sounds when you work the unit hard,
with the deep exhaust blare overlaid by the city-car three-cylinder
thrum of the engine. It’s not unpleasant, merely a little artificial.

Regardless of mode, the Fiesta feels taut and alert from the
moment you start rolling. The trick dampers are just as firm as
before, but they round the edges off sharper impacts, making long
motorway runs more restful. On smooth roads the Fiesta corners
fast and flat, flowing down twisting tarmac with the sort of poise

Top: exhaust features
an active flap that opens

up in Sportmode, and
is augmented by engine
noise played through the
speakers inside the car
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and pace that’ll make it a constant irritant to theoretically faster
and far more exotic machinery. Better still, the steering is quick,
precise and uncorrupted, allowing you to slice through corners
accurately. Its weighting is good too, particularly in Normal (Sport
adds some heft, but doesn’t feel quite as natural), and the rate of
response and feedback are ‘just so’. There’s some stiffness to the
steering out of slower corners as the differential does its stuff, but
the impressive traction makes this a small price to pay.

Up the pace and the ST responds eagerly, delivering strong
turn-in bite that’s assisted by some very slickly integrated torque
vectoring, giving you confidence to lean hard on the front tyres
and commit to some outrageous corner entry speeds. The new
car has lost just a fraction of the old one’s acrobatic agility, that
feeling that the whole car is pivoting around an invisible pole that
punctures the centre of the roof and heads straight down through
a point just between the gearlever and handbrake, but there’s a real
sense of the front and rear axles working in unison, giving the car a
gloriously four-square stance through the really quick stuff.

With the ESP in Sport or switched off completely, you can start
to explore the Ford’s natural balance. It’s not quite as playful as the
old ST, but neither is it as edgy as the Peugeot. Instead you can push
the car up to the limit of grip before subtly altering your line with a
lift of the throttle or a dab of the brakes. It’s beautifully progressive
and controlled, never feeling like it’s going to get out of hand.
Throw in some bumps and broken tarmac and things get a little
busier, however, particularly the steering.

Accelerate hard out of a corner on a heavily crowned or
corrugated road and the nose takes on a mind of its own as the
diff sends torque this way and that as it attempts to make best use
of it. It never gets truly unruly, but it’s at odds with the otherwise
slick steering. I’d be intrigued to try a car without the diff, because
experience with the old car suggested that for most situations it
coped admirably well with the open set-up and torque vectoring.
Yet this flightiness is more a niggle than a flaw, and for some the
boisterousness will merely add to the car’s considerable appeal.

Elsewhere, there are welcome improvements in all areas for
the Fiesta, which is more refined, fractionally more practical and
far better equipped than before – as an everyday proposition it
has its predecessor licked. Yes, it’s lost a fraction of the old car’s
irrepressible spirit, while the addition of driver modes feels more
marketing decision than engineering choice. We’re also not totally
convinced by the new engine. For now it’s safe to say that the new
Fiesta ST has retained much of its predecessor’s magic. But its
toughest test is still to come – against Peugeot’s 208 GTi. L

‘Itspoiseandpacewillmake
it aconstant irritant to

theoretically fasterand far
moreexoticmachinery’

Ford Fiesta ST
Engine In-line 3-cyl, 1497cc, turbocharger Power 197bhp @ 6000rpm

Torque 214lb ft @ 1600-4000rpm Transmission Six-speed manual, front-wheel drive,
limited-slip diff (option), torque vectoring Front suspension MacPherson struts,
coil springs, dampers, anti-roll bar Rear suspension Torsion beams, coil springs,

dampers, anti-roll bar Brakes 278mm ventilated discs front, 253mm solid discs rear
Wheels 17in front and rear (18in option) Wheels 205/45 R17 front and rear (205/40 R18

option) Weight 1187kg Power-to-weight 169bhp/ton 0-62mph 6.5sec (claimed)
Top speed 144mph (claimed) Price £18,995
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X R 2 (1981) Yo u c o u l d a r g u e t h at t h e S u p e r s p o r t w a s
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TH E 9 1 1

CAN AF F
Think the classic car boom has pushed
used 911 prices beyond reach? Think

again. We look at three enticing options
in the £13,000‑35,000 range



by A DA M T OW L E R PHO T O G R A PH Y by A N DY MORG A N
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AMONGST CAR ENTHUSIASTS,
I reckon there are three main
groups when it comes to the
Porsche 911: those who have
always wanted a 911; those who
pretend they hate 911s but secretly
really want one anyway; and
those who are blissfully unaware
of what they are missing out on,
but who often – although not
always – succumb when they try
one. This rear-engined institution

of complex contradictions may not be for everyone, but there aren’t
many who can avoid falling under its spell at some point.

The trouble is, the words ‘value’ and ‘Porsche’ have become
increasingly distanced of late, as you may have noticed. No marque
has benefited more – or suffered, depending on your viewpoint –
from the classic car boom. Aren’t old Porsches all about investment
values and classic car shows now? All those rusty 911 SCs, once
£10,000, now positioned as brilliant classics by specialist vendors
determined to give you a history lesson of the type at the start of
their ads before you get to the nitty gritty about the car itself. Those
964s, those same 964s that leaked oil like the Exxon Valdez and
were received with lukewarm indifference by the press at launch,
no longer sub-£15,000 cars but fifty thou’ and rising. And let’s
not even mention the GT3 market; it’s too depressing if you’re of
meagre means. Cars designed and built for track work, now often
too valuable to risk on the track.

Yet here’s the thing: the ten-grand 911 is alive and well (see
page 115), and for a little more there’s a plethora of choices – as
long as you’re prepared to go water-cooled. Twenty years on from
the first 911 Carrera to feature a radiator, these are now terrific evo
cars to be had at realistic prices. So if that new 991.2 GT3 RS has

whetted your appetite, but your bank account is firmly anchored in
the real world, then read on.

Where to start with the 996 Carrera? One half of the double-
act that saved Porsche the company; a complete re-imagination
– bar the rear suspension – of the then 35-year-old 911, yet still
unmistakably a 911 to the very core. A smooth, deceptively complex
collection of radii and form that aged rapidly until it became ’90s
passé, yet now looks as pure as a Highland spring. A car, let’s face it,
with a reputation for, er, blowing its engine to pieces.

Do your homework and you’ll come to realise that the 996
isn’t the most susceptible of the water-cooled 911s for engine
issues, although they all began with this car. They range from
relatively harmless oil leaks – the RMS issue (rear main seal) – to
the potentially much more debilitating IMS problem, where the
bearing on the intermediate shaft (taking drive from the crank to
the cams) fails, depositing swarf into the engine, with terminal
results. It’s more likely to happen on later 996s, and there are ways
and means to prevent it. Finally, and most troublingly, there are the
issues with the bores themselves on the M96 engine. A few early
cars experienced cracked blocks, but the real issue is scoring and
ovalling of the liners. There are a million theories why this might
happen, with no definitive answer, but a combination of Lokasil
liners and a cooling circuit that should never be compromised have
a lot to do with it. Treating the engine kindly from cold and making
sure it never overheats is a good place to start, and there’s an old
adage that says if it hasn’t failed by now, then it’s unlikely to do so.

The trouble for the 996 – and the 997 for that matter – is that its
engine frailties have come, in many ways, to define it – certainly on
the internet. That’s understandable in a way, because it’s a Porsche
and expectations are always sky high, but most high-value/high-
performance cars have engine or major component weaknesses at
higher mileages that can be hideously expensive. Moreover, few
in-period rivals will have amassed the same level of mileage as

‘There’saplethora
of choices–as long
asyou’reprepared
togowater-cooled’



the average 911. So you need to take
a view: be scared off by the screaming
headlines, or do some homework and
then buy one of the very best cars evo
has ever tested?

Given you’ll no doubt gravitate
towards a coupe, not a convertible, and
a manual gearbox is a must, not the slushy old Tiptronic, then it
is only just still possible to buy a car like Henry Powell’s R-plate
996 you see here for around £13,000, and probably for not much
longer. This isn’t any old 996 either – it’s a piece of history. One of
only 14 996s brought into the UK late in 1997, before any cars had
reached customers, it is a true survivor.

The wonderful thing about the 996 is its Germanic pragmatism.
It predates the era of Lane Change Assist and programmed-in
exhaust burbles on the overrun. It’s gimmick-free, light (1320kg),
compact, and almost entirely focused on driving pleasure. While
the type grew physically over the 993, it retains the shallow
dashboard, relatively upright windscreen and narrow width that
are such a part of the 911 – and are diluted in the 991 – yet still feels
like a modern car with all the usability and refinement that entails.

To be fair, it has tested Henry’s patience. Not long after he bought
it the very worst happened with the engine (although not, oddly,
one of the usual issues), and it’s been a complicated and expensive
road to get where he is today. But then I glance in the rear-view
mirror of the car I’m driving, and clock the broad grin on Henry’s

face as he uses a healthy dose of revs to stick on my tail, and I know
he feels that every penny was worth the recovery price.

Driving it, I can see why. The 3.4-litre engine is revvy and potent
(300bhp). Every control has that polish and uniformity of weight
that’s the hallmark of a Porsche, and you soon find yourself picking
cornering lines with the fingertips and savouring every gearchange.
And that hydraulic steering… oh man. When you drive a car like
the 996 you realise that Porsche’s current electrically assisted
systems, however good they are for their kind, simply don’t impart
the same sense of connection with the road’s surface.

So, it’s a great 911: purrs and yelps where a similarly powerful
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Aboveand right: early
996 Carrera is themost

affordable of our trio, with
prices starting around £13k

for a coupemanual; it’s
worth that entry price for

the steering feel alone
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Porsche
911 Carrera (996, 3.4)

Engine Flat-six, 3387cc
Power 300bhp @ 6800rpm
Torque 258lb ft @ 4600rpm
Weight 1320kg (231bhp/ton)
0-62mph 5.2sec (claimed)

Top speed 174mph (claimed)
Price today £13,000-29,000

On sale 1998-2001
evo rating ;;333
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718 Cayman sounds like a fairground generator, offers that ever-
useful 2+2 seating and reasonable luggage space, yet manages to
feel like a proper sports car. It’s unlikely to be hot-hatch cheap to
run, but it is at least rising in value, not depreciating, and it doesn’t
feel like a lot of money to acquire a definite modern classic.

Double our cash and we’re in 997 territory, and you’ll no doubt
be drawn to the delectable shape of the Carrera S, with its meaty,
350bhp 3.8-litre motor (a close relation of the M96 known as an
M97), bigger wheels and quad exhausts. These first-generation
997 Ss are perhaps the most likely to suffer bore issues of all the
Porsches in this era, possibly because there’s simply less metal in
and around the engine with the bigger bore size.

But beyond its potential to bring financial hardships, the Gen 1
997 has so much going for it. For many, the return to a more
traditional exterior style was just what the 911 needed, and the
car still looks glamorous today to my eyes. The interior is more
conventional but obviously more ‘premium’, though it wears no
better than a 996’s, if even at that. For taller drivers the ergonomics
are improved, too, with the seat dropping lower, more adjustment
on the wheel, and the pedals further away. It may be largely the
same as its 996 predecessor under the skin, but the 997 is such a
thorough evolution that it feels like a different car. Those die-hard
911 fans still had something to moan about, though: back in 2004,
the 997’s switch to a variable-ratio rack was a major topic for forum
debate, just as every new generation of 911 upsets the faithful
somehow. It’s a heavier car than the 996, too, by 100kg.

This particular example, an early S in the default silver exterior/
black leather interior combination, was sourced from Porsche

specialist RPM Technik. It’s a car RPM
bought just prior to our photoshoot, on
behalf of a customer as a donor vehicle
for one of its CSR conversions. As such,
it’s by no means ‘retail’ quality, but rather
is an interesting window on to what you
might find if you buy a ‘cheap’ 997 S
privately. Having given it a safety inspection prior to our collection,
RPM reckoned wear to the suspension and brakes was significant –
the CSR conversion will replace all those bits anyway – and you can
feel that from the moment you’re under way. The magic that means
the 997 usually breezed a group test back in the day is still there,
but it’s hidden under a veil of lazy damping, imprecision from

Topandabove:
997-generation Carrera S

still looks, and feels,
surprisinglymodern, and

rewards like few other
performance cars; prices

start at around £20k

Porsche
911 Carrera S (997.1)

Engine Flat-six, 3824cc
Power 350bhp @ 6600rpm

Torque 295lb ft @ 4600rpm
Weight 1420kg (246bhp/ton)

0-62mph 4.6sec (claimed)
Top speed 182mph (claimed)
Price today £20,000-40,000

On sale 2004-2008
evo rating ;;333
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worn bushes and general tiredness. At
13 years and 120,000 miles old this 997
needs a thorough renovation if the magic
is to return, which is very expensive if
you do it all in one go. You can find out
the sort of figures we’re talking about in
Fast Fleet over the coming months…

That’s the reality, but look past the negatives and I still think
it’s hard to find a car that rewards on so many levels like a 997.
It’s just so… right. From the way it looks to the way it sounds – all
sonorous, chesty, then wailing at higher rpm – to the way it drives,
the driving position… Heck, everything! I simply adore it. For the
same money as a new Peugeot 208 GTi it is indescribably tempting,
even if the purchase price won’t be the last cost.

The later Gen 2 997s are holding up well in terms of value. They
use the completely different MA1 engine also found in the back of
the Gen 1 991, which doesn’t suffer from the same issues as the
M97. However, they’re also much more rare and considerably
more expensive. And if you do have that budget – let’s say £35,000
upwards – then for similar money we can head back in time again
to the mighty 996 Turbo, which is where things get really serious.

The 996 Turbo is one of the classic supercars. There have been
louder, flashier, bigger 911 Turbos since, but it only takes a mile
at the wheel of this lovely example borrowed from Harrington
Finance to feel the magic that made it such a critical and commercial
success at the turn of the millennium. Sadly, the days of the twenty-
five grand Turbo have long gone. You’ll need £35,000 upwards for
a higher-mileage manual Turbo (don’t even think about a Tiptronic

Aboveand right:
996 Turbo combines

compact proportions, a
gutsy engine and four-

wheel drive for stonking
all-weather, all-roads pace;

yours from just £35k

– it blunts the car’s performance USP), and around ten grand more
for a nice car with under 60,000 miles. Go for the run-out Turbo S,
with its 450bhp ‘X50’ power upgrade featuring bigger turbos for
the 3.6-litre motor, and ceramic brakes, and you’ll be looking at
over £60,000 for the very best.

The cornerstone of the Turbo’s appeal is ‘The Mezger’. Named
after famed Porsche engineer Hans Mezger, it is one of the great
internal combustion engines, with its roots in Porsche’s racing units
of the 1970s, and more recently, the 911 GT1. Designed for use in
the 996 GT3, but adopted in adapted form for the Turbo (where
it was coded, confusingly, M96.70), it brought economies of scale
and enabled production of both models, right the way through to
the 997.2 GT3 RS 4.0 and the 997.1 Turbo. Like the RB26 in the

Porsche
911 Turbo (996)

Engine Flat-six, 3600cc, twin-turbo
Power 414bhp @ 6000rpm
Torque 413lb ft @ 2700rpm

Weight 1540kg (273bhp/ton)
0-62mph 4.2sec (claimed)

Top speed 190mph (claimed)
Price today £35,000-70,000

On sale 2000-2006
evo rating ;;333
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Nissan Skyline GT-R, the Mezger’s racing roots mean that it’s as
hard as nails and capable of being substantially tuned: with uprated
turbos you can get over 600bhp before you need to open the engine
up for strengthening.

While there’s more lag than you get with a modern Turbo, there’s
an awful lot less than with an original 1970s/’80s 930. Connected to
a manual gearbox, the more traditional boosted delivery of the 996
Turbo actually makes it more exciting than its modern equivalent,
more of a driving challenge. In fact, it’s perfectly possible to drive
around without waking the turbochargers at all, and still keep
up with traffic. (Another reason to seek out a car with the manual
gearbox.) There’s a delectable kind of serenity from driving around
thus, finessing the weighty but rewarding ’box and clutch, savouring
all that feedback from the steering wheel, but knowing at any
moment a squeeze of throttle will catapult you past slower traffic.
And yes, the Turbo still feels massively fast, even with the standard
414bhp this car has. You see a gap, open the taps, and whoosh, there’s
that weightless feeling that’s so addictive.

Naturally, the four-wheel-drive, wide-arched Turbo is heavier than
the little rear-drive Carrera bobbing along behind (by 220kg). It’s a
more serious, measured sort of driving experience, but with narrower

rubber than a modern Turbo, it manages to combine immense
security and traction with a lower ultimate threshold of grip,
so when it does start to oversteer – which it will – it happens
in a more progressive, manageable way. It’s not a car that feels
‘four-wheel drive’.

The Turbo was a car designed and built for the well-
heeled who demanded that ultimate GT performance car
from Porsche: a car equally capable of lapping the Ring,
blasting across Europe for hours on end in terrible weather, or
commuting into the city. That’s all yours for the same price as
a new BMW 420i M Sport. Sure, the ‘Turbo tax’ on parts and
the fact that it’s a 15-year-old supercar mean it’s still expensive
to run – the intercoolers and pipework need looking after, and
as with the Carreras, healthy bushes and dampers are key to
a Turbo driving as you’d hope – but at least you don’t have to
worry anything like as much about its engine.

So there you have it. The classic 911 ship has not sailed
without you. It’s simply available now with antifreeze. L

With thanks to Henry Powell, RPM Technik, and Alex Read at
Harrington Finance.
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Call one of our experts now for a competitive quote on
020 3355 0046 or visit jbrcapital.com

Finance and terms subject to status. Advances between £25,000 and £10m.

TAILORED FINANCE
FOR STUNNING CARS
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@speedministry

• Premium European car tuning and vehicle enhancement specialists
• State of the art MAHA MSR 500 4WD Dynometer
• All vehicle tuning and enhancements tested and developed at our

state of the art facilities at Mallory Park Circuit
• From dyno to Track in 50 metres
• Upgrade centre

One on One driving coaching available
across Europe from one of the UK’s
leading Motorsport coaches and high
speed precision driving specialist

@elliottcole44

Units 1-6 Mallory Park Race Circuit,
Kirby Mallory, Leicestershire LE9 7QE

info@speedministryltd.com

speedministryltd.com

0116 216 5112

MORE SPEED = MORE RESPONSIBILITY



Y MATE DAI DAVIES AND I
sing from very much the same
hymn sheet when it comes to

911s. The want from childhood: the
poster of the red SC with tea-tray rear
wing, squeezing onto the Porsche stand
at late-1980s motor shows, model 911s,
the wonder of 911s in the movies with
brick phones in the centre console, and
that ludicrous black 935-alike in the
hopelessly cheesy flick Condorman, with
his 911-driving henchmen. In a way, the
Porsche 911 has been an integral part of
our lives, and as Dai says: ‘I always said,
one day I will have one.’

‘Over time the 996 just grew on me,’ he
reflects, ‘and I came to love its beautiful
curves and compact proportions. It was
unloved for a long time, but I think it now
looks fantastic, and crucially, I could just
about afford one.’

So early last year the pursuit began for
real. ‘The essentials for me were a coupe
and a manual gearbox. Ideally I wanted

a “2” [rear drive], but would compromise
with a Carrera 4 if I had to. Worryingly, I
noticed there were fewer and fewer such
996s coming on for around £10,000.’

Eventually Dai spotted this silver C4 on
eBay. The mileage was high at 143,000 but
it seemed like it had lived a good life, and
he was down there before any of us could
say ‘what about the IMS bearing?’

‘At that point all the advice went out of
the window!’ says Dai. ‘I looked it over in a
train station car park; next thing I knew I’d
bought it. For £9500. Driving it home all I
could think was, “Oh my god, I’m driving
my 911.” Followed by discovering the air
con didn’t work, and thinking, “Oh no, what
have I done?” It was excitement mixed with
a bit of fear. Then I found a great stretch
of road and thought “Yes!” Knowing it was
probably worth £8k in parts was my get-
out, but I figured if it had lasted this long it
must have something right about it.

‘I put 2000 miles on it in the first week
on a driving holiday in Scotland. It was
brilliant, warts and all. And now I use it
for everything – work, taking the kids to
school. It’s done 155,000 now.

‘No, running it hasn’t been cheap. The

first service cost £1200, and it failed its
MOT on blowing exhausts and a shot
damper. I had to find a cost-effective
repair but we got there in the end, and
I’ve never had a moment where I’ve
wanted rid of it. It’s been a bit scary at
times: it’s a cheap car to buy but still a
Porsche to run.’

Any advice then, Dai, for the fellow
enthusiast? ‘I’d say listen to your head.
Do your checks. But overall it’s about
how comfortable you are with risk – if
you’re not, then the horror stories, the
wondering about that noise it made
yesterday, well, I don’t think you could
live with it. But for me, every day I drive
it, just walking up to it, knowing I have
a 911 – that removes all of the worry
instantly. Whatever the journey, I always
take the 911: with my car every occasion
is a 911 occasion. It’ll be interesting to
see what it’s like at 200,000 miles.’

There you have it: 12,000 miles of
911-bred smiles in 12 months, for a third
less than the price of the cheapest, most
basic new Ford Fiesta. I’ve driven the
car and it’s a beaut. The ten-grand 911 is
alive and well. Get in while you still can.
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Dai Davies realised a childhood dream when he bought a

143,000-mile C4… and he doesn’t regret it one bit
Words by Adam Towler Photography by James Cheadle
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E S S E N T I A L
C H E C K P O I N T S

1. FRONT-END WEAR
One well-known area of concern for any
water-cooled Porsche of this era is
damage to the radiators in the car’s nose.
Typically, leaves and general road detritus
enters via the intakes and gets lodged
against the rads, where if left to rot wil l
then corrode the radiators. Expensive.

2. BORE ISSUES
Damage to the engine’s bores, whether
by scoring or them turning ovoid and
even cracking, is one of the 996/997’s
weaknesses. Lots of theories abound as
to why this should happen, but it’s wise to
get any potential purchase inspected with
a borescope before you buy. Undesirable
noises from the engine at idle can be an
indicator, too, although most flat-sixes
are a bit noisy with age.

3. THE IMS
The Intermediate Shaft Bearing was a
constant thorn in Porsche’s side during
the lifetime of the 996 and Gen 1 997,
only disappearing when the all-new MA1
DFi engine was released in 2008. Porsche
changed the design repeatedly throughout
production, and today you have the
choice of replacing like-for-l ike, or fitting
an upgraded unit , with ceramic and
independently oil-fed versions available.

4. SUSPENSION
With its complex multi-l ink rear
suspension and beautiful ly resolved ride
and handling, the 996/997 has much to
lose by wear in this department . While
springs and dampers aren’t especial ly
expensive, the lower suspension arms
have an integral bush and replacing
all four is £1000 in parts alone. For a
complete rebuild reckon on £5000.

CHOOSE YOUR SPEC

WHILE THE 996 WAS LAUNCHED AS
just one model with the rear-wheel-drive
Carrera, it wasn’t long before additional
variants arrived. Buyers soon had the
choice of the Carrera 4 drivetrain, which
from the outside looked all but identical,
and then Cabriolet and later Targa
variants, the latter continuing the sliding
glass roof idea first seen on the 993. The
later C4S 996 (there never was a 996
C2S) used the wider body of the Turbo,
and this was carried over with the ‘4’
997s which used the wider body in both
regular and S guises. All the cars were
available with either a six-speed manual
or five-speed Tiptronic torque converter
auto ’box, with the latter replaced by the
first-gen PDK ’box on the 997.2 in 2008

Both the 996 and 997 were made in
the era when silver was a hugely popular
exterior colour, and you’ll find most of
the cars for sale so painted. If they’re
not silver, then they’re usually black, or
grey, or occasionally blue. Nevertheless,
in the 996 era there was still some ’90s
Germanic flamboyance going on with the
colour palette, so Pastel Yellow and Ocean
Jade can occasionally be found, amongst
numerous other shades.

One infamous aspect of the 996,
particularly when the cars were
unfashionable, was its interior.
While available in the usual
(very) all-black finish, you
could also order Graphite
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A L L YOU N E E D TO KNOW
1998-2012 models were a colourful choice, both inside and out

PORSCHE INITIALISMS DECIPHERED
PASM Porsche Active Suspension
Management
PCCB Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes
PCM Porsche Communication
Management
PSE Porsche Sports Exhaust
PSM Porsche Stabil ity Management

Grey, Space Grey, Metropole Blue,
Savanna, Nephrite Green and Boxster
Red, with Cinnamon Brown, Dark Grey
and Natural Brown appearing on later
cars. Being Porsche, the approach was not
to incorporate flashes of colour on specific
trim elements, but to drop a tin of paint
into the interior and give it a very good
shake. The resultant effect, punctuated
by the stark contrast of black plastic
switchgear, is an eyeful, to say the least.
Much the same approach was carried
over to the 997, albeit perhaps with a little
more success (but much more rare).

On the mechanical side, the switchable
sports exhaust is always popular and has
a particularly sweet tone compared to
many aftermarket systems. The sports
suspension option on both models was a
fixed-rate, lower set-up, so don’t expect
the same level of comfort as a modern
911, although they are fun to drive. A
limited-slip differential was a desirable
option, as well, as were xenon headlamps
later on (the standard lamps are weak),
while the factory powerkits are very rare
on the Carreras (X51) but more common
on the Turbo (X50). The debate will rage
on about which wheels look best, but at
least with the 996 Turbo there was just
the one hollow spoke wheel available.
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Above:Porsche’s configurator can be a tempting,
but bank account-draining, place to spend time

HESE DAYS £77,891 BUYS
you a new 911 Carrera, the root
of the 911 family tree, and the

lowest-powered, humblest version of the
world’s favourite rear-engined coupe.

On evo, we never get to see such a car,
because the press office likes to spec cars
that show off the additional technology
and customisation features available.
Similarly, walk into a Porsche Centre
tomorrow and the salesperson will be
only too keen to indulge your wishes for
more of everything – at a cost, of course,
noting that it ‘really is necessary for resale
values’. And anyway, on a PCP finance
deal it’s easy to tick boxes and worry
tomorrow. This is why the £100,000 911
is the norm these days. Feels expensive,
doesn’t it, for a ‘base’ 911.

Manufacturers rely on this back door
inflation of the price tag to harvest
significant profit (heard the one about
Ferrari’s £2400 Apple CarPlay option?),
and while you might be wasting your
hard-earned, you may also be spoiling
the car you’re buying. The standard
car is usually, if not always, the car the
engineers have sweated over longest
to perfect, and adding goodies adds
unnecessary weight and complexity.

Take the Carrera. We’ve never been
completely convinced by Porsche’s first

turbocharged Carrera models, but one
thing we all agree on in the evo office is
that the standard Carrera gives you 99.9
per cent of the 991.2 Carrera experience.

To the configurator! There are four
primary colours available. Either Guards
Red or solid black is a fine choice, saving
a minimum of £834 over metallic shades.
Stick with the standard 19-inch wheels:
they’re a good design (for once); you don’t
want to try to make it look like an S or a
Turbo, plus the ride will be nicer, and the
car more usable, with a taller sidewall.
A black leather interior is a no-cost
selection, although on a black car I’d be
tempted by Saddle Brown (it’s very dark)
to make things a bit more interesting (the
salesperson won’t like that one). A £324

upgrade to the basic sports seats is worth
it for the additional shoulder support, but
sadly you can’t get manual – and hence
lighter – normal seats any more.

Now to the ‘exterior’ options. LED
lamps are £1835, but there’s nothing
wrong with the bi-xenons. ‘Porsche Entry
and Drive’ for £774? Privacy glass? I don’t
think so. You’ll save £2483 by sticking
with three pedals, and in spite of the
seven-speed manual’s relative clunkiness,
it’s still a lovely thing to have a manual
Carrera, and an instant credibility ‘win’.
You definitely don’t need ceramics at
£6018. A sports exhaust? Unnecessary
at £1844 – the turbo motor is hardly a
naturally aspirated Mezger. I’d go without
the mode switch, too – more endless
fiddling, and for £1271, too.

Spending £228 on cruise control seems
useful for those continental jaunts, but
the active system is always a pain and not
worth £1557. Seat ventilation? Oh come
on. Sounds? That’s what the flat-six is for.

All in, that means a princely sum of
£552 on options, and a retail price of
£78,443. My one possible weakness?
A £543 GT (smaller) steering wheel
trimmed in Alcantara, with matching
gearlever: driver contact points are
crucial, electronic toys are not. Stand your
ground and spec wisely.

T

TH E P E R F E C T 9 1 1 S P E C
Go easy on the options list and you’ll have the perfect new Carrera for little more than list price
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Words by Adam Towler
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ECENTLY,WE TESTED A FORD
Focus RS equipped with Revo’s
434bhp Performance Pack

(evo 245). Blue Oval cars are relatively new
territory for the Northamptonshire-based
tuner, yet we were impressed with the way
the upgrades magnified the essence of the
raucous RS while also giving it more poke (an
extra 89bhp and 21lb ft to be precise).

With this tuned Audi S3, we’re back in Revo’s
comfort zone. For 16 years the company has
been tuning Volkswagen Group cars, starting
out with just ECU upgrades before expanding
into hardware and performance parts. Today
it’s the firm’s intention to offer complete
tuning packages for its core cars – as we saw
with the Focus. These enable it to guarantee
the promised power gains and ensure reliability
across its worldwide network of dealers.

However, Performance Packs for models
based on the VWGroup’s MQB platformwon’t
be released until later this year, so for now this
test car is equipped with just the company’s
Carbon Series air intake (£779) and Stage 1
ECU software (£719). Together they take the
S3’s peak power figure from 306 to 370bhp
and lift torque from 295 to 360lb ft. It may
not have the full Performance Pack, but these
increases ofmore than 20 per cent are still
significant. For reference, Audi’s own RS3,
which has five cylinders to the S3’s four, has
just 24bhpmore – and 6lb ft less.

Revo has also delved into the control unit of
the DSG gearbox to change its characteristics,
altering the automatic shift points to suit the
more powerful engine and removing the kick-
down feature whenmanual mode is selected.
Although Revo has been offering DSG tuning

R for a while, its software for the new seven-
speed wet-clutch transmission in the most
recent S3 is still in the development stage.

This test car is also fitted with Revo’s own
19-inch cast alloy wheels, finished in matt
bronze (£1199). Not only are they lighter than
the factory S3 wheels, they are also designed
to accommodate Revo’s big brake kit. Also
fitted here is an Eibach Pro spring set.

The EA888 four-cylinder turbocharged
engine found in most MQB hot hatches, S3
included, is a deeply impressive powerplant,
being both smooth and powerful, but it does
lack a little character and drama. Revo’s
changes go someway to rectify its tepid
nature. Between 4000 and 5000rpm the
engine is ballistic, the punch of acceleration
within that window nothing short of
aggressive. However, much like the standard

T UN E R D R I V E N

370bhp upgrade brings near-RS3 potency, but has the Audi’s ref ined character been retained or discarded?

Photography by Dean Smith

Revo S3 Sportback
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Top: air intake and ECU software changes have
freed up an extra 64bhp and 65lb ft of torque.
Above: new alloys reduce unsprungweight

‘Acceleration between
4000 and 5000rpm
is nothing short of
aggressive’

unit, as you break into the last portion of the
available revs the potency tails off slightly. It’s
not totally pointless revving the engine to its
red line, but you won’t find that same addictive
hit of acceleration above 5000rpm as you get
just below it. So instead you knock the gear
selector to the left and shuffle up and down
through the gears yourself, searching for your
next fix of 4500rpm shove.

Because switching to manual mode soon
becomes second nature, the changes Revo
makes to the transmission’s automatic shift
points do seem a bit pointless. The removal of
the kick-down is very welcome, though, as it
eliminates one of the most frustrating things
about the S3 while also handing more control
to the driver. The ’box still automatically
changes up when the engine hits the red
line, but with themotor’s sweet spot being
1000rpm lower down, this is rarely irritating.

The extra power and torque have the
potential to ruin the S3’s ace card of incredible
all-weather, all-surface traction, but the Audi
more than copes with the added grunt. On
cold and wet tarmac only a few flickers of the
traction control light appear when accelerating
hard from a standstill or low speeds, but the
rest of the time the S3 demonstrates typical
locked-down quattro-style grip. Such sure-
footedness when accelerating means corner
exits remain this car’s forte, and just like the
standard S3, it turns in sharply and decisively,
with a slight degree of off-throttle adjustability
helping you to rotate the car to the right angle
to get on the power as early as you dare and
make themost of all that thrust.

With oodles of grip still, but with more
savage acceleration, the Revomodifications
take advantage of the S3’s strengths and,
as with that modified Focus RS, by and large
exaggerate the car’s inherent character – in
this case a well-polished one. And with its DSG
remap, Revo has shifted the balance of control
away from the car and towards the driver,
enabling you to get evenmore enjoyment from
the S3 along your favourite road.
Will Beaumont (@WillBeaumont)

+ Fantastic pace and increased driver involvement
- Engine still disappointing at its top end

evo rating ;;;;4
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ABT Spor t GR20 whee ls fo r
VW T6 and MQB-based cars

€3285.71 (£2882 . 24) for four

TheGermanAudi andVWtuner ABT revealed
an interesting newwheel concept at this year’s
Genevamotor showwith a carbonfibre disc
attached to its rim. The aerowheels are still in

the prototype phase, but the company still offers
a range ofmore conventional alloys including

these 20-inch items.

ITG induct ion k i t fo r
Ford F ies ta ST

£250

The 1.6 Fiesta ST has been usurped by the new
1.5-litre version, but if you’re not thinking of
replacing your Ford hot hatch for the latest

model youmight be considering a fewupgrades.
ITG’s kit, that uses the company’s trademark
foamfilter, has seen a 15bhp increase in power.

EBC two-p iece f loat ing d iscs
for N issan GT-R
£1026 per ax le

Lightweight floating discs that reduce operating
temperatures and reduce pad knock-back
make braking immediate,more consistent

andwould be a benefit on any car. EBC’s range
of floating discs now includes items for the

NissanGT-R: a big, heavy carwhere any braking
advantages areworthwhile.

Eibach fu l l chass is upgrade
for Mercedes-AMG CLA45

£847.64

AMG’s all-wheel-drive small saloon, the CLA45,
is undoubtedly fast and effective, yet still it

never truly delivers an exciting drive. In a quest
formore involving handling youmightwant
to consider Eibach’s full chassis upgrade. The
package includes springs, anti-roll bars, front
camber adjustable bolts andwheel spacers.

B i l s te in B16 co i lovers
for N issan 370Z

£1524.60

The brutish 370Z, nomatter how charming
itmight seem, is ripe for some chassis

improvements. Bilstein’s coilover kit promises
more sophisticated dampers than the standard
Nissan items, and allows you to tweak and adjust
the ride-height aswell as bumpand rebound.

Power f lex po lyurethane eng ine
mount inser t fo r A l fa Romeo 4C

£23.57

TheAlfa 4Cmay be pretty, but owners of the
carbonfibre sports carmaywant to find any
excuse to upgrade theway it drives. Powerflex
nowoffers a polyurethane enginemount insert
to stop themotormoving quite asmuch as the
standardmount alone. Add that to the long list
of improvements you’ll want tomake to the 4C.

Revsh i f t po lyurethane eng ine
mounts for BMW N54/N55 eng ines

£254

These enginemounts, with billet aluminium
cups, can be bought in two different levels of
stiffness and colour: the black is slightly stiffer

than theOEMmounts, while the green is suitable
for fast road and track use. They also come

with a heat-resistant protective sleeve for the
exhaust side.

Goodr idge bra ided brake
l ines for BMW M4

£102.95 fo r a l l four corners

The BMWM3andM4were the first cars in a long
line ofM-cars to not have terrible, inadequate

brakes. But evenwith solidmulti-piston
callipers as standard, you can improve the

F82’s stopperswith braided brake lines, and for
relatively littlemoney.

Forge o i l catch tank
for Aud i S4 (B9)

£299.99

You are not going to see huge performance
upgrades froma separate catch tank alone.
However, if you’re thinking of tuning amodern
engine you’ll want to think of a solution that’s
better, and kinder to the engine, than pumping
second-hand oil vapour back through the inlet.

This catch tank fits in the B9 S4 perfectly.

New ways to en han ce your c ar that have taken our fan c y this month

TUNER ESSENT I A L S
New ways to en han ce your c ar that have taken our fan c y this month



14 (64) Cayman GTS £56,981
White/Black leather with Alcantara®,
20-inch 911 Turbo Design wheels, PDK.
13,100 miles

16 (66) Cayenne GTS £79,301
Jet Black Metallic with GTS interior package
in Rhodium Silver, 8-speed Tiptronic S.
4,650 miles

12 (12) 911 Carrera 4 GTS Coupe £69,900
Basalt Black Metallic with Black leatherette interior,
19-inch RS Spyder wheels, PDK.
24,800 miles

16 (66) Cayman GT4 £88,881
White/Black leatherette with Alcantara®,
20-inch GT4 wheels, 6-speed manual gearbox.
1,700 miles

17 (67) Cayenne Turbo £83,993
Jet Black Metallic with Black leather interior,
8-speed Tiptronic S.
7,700 miles

15 (65) 911 Turbo S Cabriolet £122,899
GT Silver Metallic with Black leather interior, PDK.
13,999 miles

18 (67) Macan GTS £65,000
White/Black leather GTS package,
20-inch RS Spyder Design wheels, PDK.
4,000 miles

17 (66) Panamera Turbo £105,600
Agate Grey Metallic with Black leather interior,
21-inch 911 Turbo Design wheels, PDK.
7,750 miles

Porsche Centre Chester
Cheshire Oaks
Cheshire CH65 9LF
0151 373 4899
info@porschechester.co.uk
www.porschechester.co.uk
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Buying
journey
Owen Lloyd’s extensive car
history includes a near-flawless
Japanese sports coupe and a
rare, ultra-cool Swede

Email your buying journey to eds@evo.co.uk

WHAT NEXT?
‘ I ’m thinking of getting a Maserati GranTurismo; they’re so painfully desirable. However, there’s a Porsche 997 C2S I’m trying not to buy, but I suspect I
wil l sign on the dotted line in the end – albeit with a contingency fund in place…’

8.BMW3.0CSiCoupe(E9)
‘The most beautiful car I’ve owned. It
was such an effortless cruiser, when it
wasn’t having something fixed…’

9.Saab900TurboRubyEdition
‘This limited edition not only had extra
power, it had cool written all over it.’

10.Honda Insight (Mk1)
‘This was surprisingly fun to drive. It
had done 290k miles yet still felt fresh
after a new battery pack was fitted.’

11. CitroënXsaraVTS
‘I bought this to try to recapture the
magic of the 306. It blew up on the M4,
but was great fun up to that point.’

12. BMWM5(3.6E34)
‘It handled so well, and amazing throttle
response and surprising torque meant
you could really steer it on the throttle.’

13. LotusElise (S1)
‘I’m never letting go of this car. The

OWEN HAD TO WHITTLE HIS
history of over 100 cars down to just
these highlights. As you’d expect from
such a choice, there’s real variety and
plenty of desirable machinery, too.

1. VolkswagenGolf 1.5GLS(Mk1)
‘“The Colander” had a leaky roof and
rust holes. I was given it for getting good
exam grades and spent the summer
fixing it up.’

2.Peugeot205Rallye
‘Fantastic steering and throttle response,
and, amazingly, it was totally reliable.’

3.ToyotaCorollaGT(AE82)
‘The AE82 looked subtle with its brown
interior, but it revved to 8000rpm, pulled
hard and sounded brilliant.’

4.VolkswagenJettaGTI 16v (Mk2)
‘The Jetta handled brilliantly. However,
it ran much better on 97-octane fuel –
tough to stomach as a poor student.’

5.Peugeot306Rallye
‘The lift-off oversteer was hilarious. I
wish I’d never sold it.’

6.AudiS4(C4)
‘This had lived a pampered life in
Chelsea. The engine warble was glorious,
but numb steering made it so-so to drive.’

7.Honda IntegraTypeR(UKDC2)
‘Probably the best car I have owned. Was
almost completely without fault.’

steering, how responsive the car is, how
it handles and rides… I love it all – even
after its many faults over the years.’

14.HondaS2000(AP2)
‘I’ve spent a lot sorting the handling and
making my S2000 drive right, but its
engine has made it all worthwhile.’

15.VolvoV70R(Mk2)
‘It really hauled, in all senses of the
word. And it looked sinister.’

16. BMWM3(E46)
‘Used as a track car, it had an immense
feel-good factor, but the steering wasn’t
as good as that of some other M-cars.’

17. JaguarXJR(4.0X306)
‘I’d always been rude about Jaguars so
thought it time to try one. It was truly
effortless, yet fun and engaging when
you wanted it to be.’

18.AudiRS6Avant (C5)
‘Layer Cake. That is all.’

16

1

13
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T H I S M O N T H

Kia is intent on upsetting the established sports saloon applecart, and first
impressions of our new Stinger GT S long-termer suggest it just might succeed

KiaStingerGTS
NEW ARRIVAL
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HERE’SA LOTOF INTERESTAROUND
theStinger. You can seepeople on
the streetswatching it go by, and lots

of friends have asked about it. I have to say I’m
a fan. A £40kKia is a hard sell, even onewith
365bhp, but I came to the carwith anopen
mind and so far it has impressedme, delivering
most ofwhat I’d expect of a sports saloon to
rival…what?There’s notmuch elsewith this
muchpower, space and kit for £40,535, but
that’s rather the point, isn’t it?

Kia is out to challenge the established
premiumbrands, undercutting rivals from
Audi, BMW, Jaguar andMercedes. TheStinger
is imposing and stylish like anA7, CLSor XF, and
bigger than a440i GranCoupe, but costsmuch
less. Its absolute closest competitor is the
Infiniti Q503.0TSport. You know theone?Me
neither.Will Beaumont does, though: ‘It has the
worst steering of any car I’ve ever driven.’

This ambition to get noticedprobably
explainswhy the standard colour for theGTS
is yellow. Any other colour is a £645option.
Right now, our car is the only blue Stinger in the
country because it’s a one-off that KiaMotors
UKbrought in to see if itwanted to addblue to
the colour options (it does).

It’s a decent-looking saloon, lowand long,
with elements of theMaserati Quattroporte
around the rear door/pillar, and an imposing

T
nose. There’s a big boot, roomy interior, and
the leather-trimmedcabin is neat,with quality,
Mercedes-likemetal details and ahuge amount
of standard kit. This includes the usual suspects
– satnav, air con, electricmemory seats and a
glass sunroof –plus the less expected: Apple
CarPlay, a heated and electrically adjusted
steeringwheel, heated and cooled front seats,
heated rear seats and ahead-updisplay.

It’s been a gentle run up to andbeyond the
1000-milemark. Impressive right away is the
refinement, of the engine anddrivetrain, and
alsowind and roadnoise. The ride is good in
termsof overall control; slightly lumpier than
I’d hoped, but betterwithmore speed, and it
may still be settling in. Nomatter, the seats
are comfortable and supportive, and it’s a fine
place to rack up themiles – exactlywhat a big
saloonought to be able to do.

Early on I’ve concluded there are three things
that Kia has absolutely nailed. The first is the
steering,which is connected, communicative
andperfectlyweighted forme. Then there
are theBrembobrakes,which have superb
top-of-the-pedal feel and step-in response.
In this respect they’re the best I’ve tried for a
while. The third is theHarmanKardon sound
system,which, cheekily, hasmetal, pepper
pot-style speaker covers like youfindon
Burmester systems in top-lineMercs. But,

Dateacquired April 2018
Totalmileage 1224

Mileagethismonth 815
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 25.5

‘I came to the Stinger
with an open mind and so
far it has impressed me’

likewise, it’s one classy-sounding set-up.
I’ve stretched the engine a few times and the

performance ismore subtle than theblistering,
sub-5sec to60mph time suggests, but only
because it’s such a refined car. Switch to Sport
modeand theV6 twin-turbo ismore vocal, in
an authentic-soundingway, too, even though I
suspect someof it is through the speakers. The
handling is going to take abitmore getting to
know, I think. It’s poised and surprisingly agile
most of the time, in a big-carway, and traction
is surprising given the torque (376lbft), so it can
flow remarkablywell, but it does feel heavy. So
far, though, the Stinger is ticking a lot of boxes.
John Barker (@evoJB)

Top: 365bhp twin-turbo V6 is refined, but gets
pleasingly vocal in Sportmode.Above: leather-
trimmed cabin features supportive seats
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Dateacquired March 2018
Totalmileage 3084

Mileagethismonth 919
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 23.7

A 4WDM5 joins our fleet – and we’ve got lots of questions to ask of it

BMWM5

5: A LETTER AND NUMBER COMBO
that raises the eyebrow ofmany a
car enthusiast. And while the debate

will continue to rage as to which car was the
original supersaloon (some older folk look
wistfully at Jaguar’s Mark 2 for this), the M5 is
most certainly the model that defined it, and
has done for over 30 years. It is an enigma. An
icon. The undisputed champ. And the latest
member of the evo Fast Fleet.

With our M5 being sourced directly from
BMWUK’s media activities, the opportunity to
spec it came down to selecting which exterior
and interior colour pairing we preferred. The
exterior choice was Donington Grey, Rhodonite
Silver or Black Sapphire. Despite suggestions

M
to the contrary, I didn’t select that last option
just to cause evo staff photographer Aston
Parrott’s quiff to wilt, but because the former
two colours were matched with a black
interior, whereas this example is trimmed in
Aragon Brown leather and should hopefully
kick-start my campaign to stop people
ordering drab interior colour schemes.

With a basic price of £87,160, the newM5
isn’t a car left wanting when it comes to spec,
but nevertheless YK18 KNP has a couple of
options packs fitted. These are Premium
(£1995 and including soft-close doors,
front-seat massaging and ventilation, cabin
air fragrancing and ionisation, and a ceramic
finish for the controls) and Comfort (£1195 and

adding steering-wheel heating, a display key,
sun-protection glass, split-folding rear seats
and heating for the front and rear seats). Then
there’s the sports exhaust (£1100), carbon-
ceramic brakes (£7495), Apple CarPlay (£235),
Bowers &Wilkins stereo (£3090) and Online
Entertainment (£160). All in, you’re looking at
£103,210. Yes, that is quite expensive, isn’t it?

Of course, there is more to the M5 than
some options. Much,muchmore. Such as the
4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 with its 592bhp and
553lb ft of torque. There’s also an eight-speed
auto ’box, M-specific adaptive dampers,
revised geometry and a stiffer shell. There are
three modes each for the steering and engine,
six gearshift settings, an active differential in
the rear axle, and M xDrive four-wheel drive,
making this the first all-wheel-drive M5. But,
like its E63 S rival from AMG, you can turn
everything off that’s marked as a driver aid,
giving you a rear-wheel-drive powertrain.

Over the next six months we’ll aim to
answer a handful of M5-related questions,
such as: Has four-wheel drive diminished
the M5’s appeal? Even with nigh on 600bhp,
does the 1855kg kerb weight soften the car’s
performance? And crucially, is it still the
daddy, the unstoppable force that has brought
Audi, Jaguar, Mercedes, Porsche et al to the
supersaloon party in recent decades?
Stuart Gallagher (@stuartg917)

NEW ARRIVAL
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The Lambo attracts customs officers (twice) and meets its doppelgänger on a Scandinavian odyssey

LamborghiniMurciélago

COUPLE OFMONTHS AGO THE BIG
Lambo and I found ourselves in a
sunny but bitterly cold Sweden,

heading towards the Norwegian border at
Halden. I’d always fancied touring this part
of the world, so a week or so earlier I’d taken
the ferry from Hull across the North Sea to
the Netherlands, fromwhere a 1000-mile
trek north began.

It had been a pretty bad winter, even
by Scandinavian standards, with far more
snow than usual. Although, unsurprisingly,
Scandinavia was far better prepared for severe
weather than we are in Blighty. So apart from
an all-over layer of caked-on rock salt, which
I guess would have a garage queen’s owner in
tears, the Murciélago fared rather well.

Which is more than could be said for me. A

A
couple of weeks earlier I had taken a tumble
from a stepladder, badly spraining my left
wrist. I’m not a fan of paddleshifts, as some
will have gathered, but on this trip I would have
killed for a semi auto. Themanual shift in the
Lambo is slow andmethodical and requires
somemodicum of strength – especially when
it’s cold – so I had tomainly use my right hand
to change gear, which wasn’t exactly ideal.

Upon disembarking the ferry at Rotterdam,
the run north-east to Hamburg was ticked off
in a steady four hours. The city’s Crowne Plaza
hotel provided overnight accommodation,
and upon checking out the next morning I
was amused to find ‘Trigger’s Broom’ had
picked up an identical twin during the night. It
turned out the Luxembourg-registered Arancio
Atlas-coloured Murciélago also sported a

manual ’box and an orange interior, and with
80,000km on the odo was nicely run in.

Its owner, avid evo reader Bo Christensen,
a Dane living in Luxembourg, was travelling
back to his homeland. On the way he’d be
stopping at the Jyllandsringen race circuit in
central Denmark to take part in a photoshoot
for Danish car magazine Bil Magasinet. Having
recognising SG54 LAM he introduced himself
and invitedme along, so that morning we
found ourselves in two identical Murciélagos
snaking through rush-hour Hamburg traffic.
Once over the border we almost stopped the
traffic entirely as gobsmacked Danes did a
double take: supercars are all but non-existent
in Denmark due to huge vehicle import taxes,
so two Lamborghinis beating up the E45
highway was bound to attract attention.
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AVING GOT TO KNOWTHE
Ibiza a little better, I’m
finding its interior is full of

contradictions.While the bang-up-to-
date design is sleek to look at, it’s also
very dark, with enough gloss black plastic
to put Darth Vader’s helmet to shame.

At least being a warm FRmeans the
interior gets a smattering of brighter
accents. The black Alcantara seats
(£365) certainly look the part with their
contrasting red stitching – also used
on the handbrake, gearlever gaiter and
steering wheel. Strangely, though, SEAT’s
online configurator won’t let you spec
anything other than rather plain-looking
Nora Black FR cloth seats, so check with
your dealer if they take your fancy.

Meanwhile, the chunky, flat-bottomed
steering wheel gets an FR logo tomatch
those on the front grille and tailgate.
Like an excited puppy, the infotainment
screen has also been welcomingme
with an FR logo on start-up in case I’ve
forgotten which model I’m in.

Unlike the recent penchant for dash-
top infotainment screens, the Ibiza’s is
integrated below the central air vents.
Granted, this is neater andmakes it
easier to use, but the downside is the
heating controls are set lower down,
drawing your eyes further from the road.
And because the connectivity hub takes
up the space beneath, the cup holders
have to live behind the gearlever, meaning
if you do have a cup of coffee on board,

or even worse two, your left armmust
work at an unnatural and uncomfortable
height when changing gear.

More impressive is how quickly I’ve
felt ‘at home’ with the car, and finding a
comfortable position has been a doddle.
Some cars take a little getting used to,
but not the Ibiza. It just feels right.

Having five doors – the only option on
the current Ibiza – adds practicality, but
getting in and out is quite tight for the
driver, as the B-pillars are set quite a way
forward. If, like me, you pull the seat back
a bit before getting out, things get even
worse. The seat bases are quite steeply
raked, too, all of which can call for a bit
of Houdini-like contortionism. Ormaybe
that’s just me.

Other niggles? Thematt and high-
gloss surfaces show up fingerprints
too easily, and the shallow rear window
combined with the privacy glass makes
reversing into tight spots a bit of a chore.

So a bit of a mixed bag, then. The cabin
does seemwell screwed together and
looks and feels like it will stand the test of
time. I just wish, being an FRmodel, the
interior was a little less like looking out
from the bridge of the Death Star.
Jonathan Baker

H

Dateacquired September 2004
Totalmileage 264,077

Mileagethismonth 1211
Coststhismonth £1088 four tyres
mpgthismonth 14.0

The Spanish warm hatch may still be settling into life on the
evo Fast Fleet, but it’s already shown its love of the Dark Side

SEAT Ibiza FRTalking of which, Danish customs didn’t
hesitate to wave us both down for a few
‘routine’ questions – closely followed by polite
requests for a few selfies with the cars.

After a couple of enjoyable hours at the
circuit it was goodbye to Bo and his twin
Lambo and time to point the Murciélago’s
nose towards Frederikshavn, at the northern
tip of Denmark, where I found a pretty basic
hotel for the night right next to the port.

Next morning saw a ram-packed Easter
ferry (lots of Danes own holiday cottages in
Sweden) and a pretty rough crossing of the
Skagerrak strait. Docking at Gothenburg four
hours later, Swedish customs – also extremely
polite – couldn’t resist a quick poke around
before waving me through. Not like their
French equivalents a few years back, I might
add. Regular readers may recall they had
their sniffer dogs all over the Ferrari 458 I was
driving on that occasion. Mind you, I didn’t help
the situation bymixing up the French word for
dog with the word for pig…

Jönköping was the next destination, around
two hours east and situated on the southern
end of Vättern, Sweden’s second largest lake.
After a few pleasant days here with my feet
up I decided on a whim to travel towards
Karlskoga, around 150miles north, hugging the
east shore of Lake Vänern on the way, before
turning west towards the Norwegian border at
the aforementioned Halden.

Sure, a trip such as this would be a tad
more comfortable in the summer, particularly
compared with when it’s -10deg C outside and
you have a temperamental heater that only
bangs out hot air when it feels like it. And I’ll
admit to occasionally wishing I was in a big
SUV instead, but where would be the sense of
adventure in that?

The reaction from a Swedish hotel
receptionist summed it up best. Upon eyeing
the filthy Lambo in the car park surrounded by
similarly dirty Volvos she looked incredulous,
asking: ‘So you drive all the way from England…
in that?’

‘Urm, yeah.’
So where next? I was undecided whether

to continue on the E18 hugging Norway’s
spectacular southern coast round to Larvik,
fromwhere I could catch a ferry back to
Denmark, or if I should wimp out and turn back
sooner. I’ll let you knowwhat I did next time.
Simon George (@6gearexperience)

Dateacquired January 2018
Totalmileage 4525

Mileagethismonth 1216
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 45.9
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HE FOURTH-GENERATIONMAZDA
MX-5 received a frosty reception
when we first tested it at evo.

While I understood the reasoning (it lacked
dynamic focus next to some of our favourite
performance cars), it never really harmed the
fun factor for me. As such, it gives me a quiet
satisfaction that a few others at evo have also
becomeMX-5 converts during our time with
VN66 ZHR, a 2-litre MX-5 RF Sport Nav that
joined us after a twin test back in February
2017 (issue 234).While it finished runner-up to
the Toyota GT86 on that windy day inWales,
it spent the following 12 months worming its
way into our affections in a way that even the
Toyota might not havemanaged.

It’s difficult to pinpoint just what about the
RF experience stood out themost, though
the coupe-like roofline and convenience of
that electric roof could both lay claim.While
a little stubby from some angles, the RF
looks surprisingly exotic on the road, and our
CeramicWhite example was especially crisp.
The convenience of a tin-top also made bad
weather more bearable, though contrary
to expectations, the buttresses seemed to
result in more wind noise than the soft-top
with the roof down.

Those larger of frame felt a little squeezed
within the cabin, but despite somemisgivings
about seat comfort – they lacked lumbar
support, and the leather trimmeant plenty of
sliding around when the roads got twisty – it
was a joy to slip into the low-slung driving
position. There was a great view over the ridged
bonnet, all the controls were well placed and
the cabin design was simple and classy.

Even the infotainment set-up wasn’t too
bad – the satnav proved relatively easy to
fathom, and the iDrive-style controller made
navigating themenus very simple. Storage was
more of an issue, with no glovebox and only a
couple of small cubbies between the seats, but
the boot proved suitably sized for supermarket
shopping, or a carry-on bag when travelling.

Problems were few. Our car was serviced
just before it finally left us, and while the bill

T was relatively large at just over £600, that did
include a full set of front brake discs and pads.
Unusual wear? Not for a car that did four evo
track evenings during its time with us.

A brief period of inactivity led to a flat
battery that caused a few issues once it was
recharged, notably a lack of power assistance
to the steering for the first fewmiles. Neither
problem raised its head again aftermore
regular use, though.

It’s worth noting that we suffered no
problems with themanual gearbox, either,
despite some evidence of failures on various
MX-5 forums. In fact, by the time the car was
returned to Mazda the shift felt as snappy as
ever, complementing the 2-litre’s keen throttle
response and light clutch. Zipping up and down
the ’box was always one of the RF’s greatest
attributes, even if the 158bhp Skyactiv engine
itself lacked a little personality and top-end
zing. The trade-off? Excellent economy –
figures in the 40s were the norm.

And the chassis? Originally one of our
criticisms of the first fourth-gen MX-5s, I
found it enjoyable from the outset. Admittedly,
a little less bodymovement would have been
welcomewhen really pressing on, but at a
gentler pace the roll felt more in tune with the
steering, brakes and throttle.

It was this combination of talents that
made the RF a joy. Being able to enjoy a
sunny day with the roof down, a balanced
chassis underneath you, and the prospect of
manageable fuel bills, is a rare pleasure these
days, particularly in a traditional front-engined,
rear-drive package. One has to wonder how
much longer a car of this formula can exist –
but it’s worth celebrating while it does.
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

Dateacquired February 2017
Durationoftest 12 months

Total testmileage 13,573
Overallmpg 42.9

Costs £601.01 service & brakes
Purchaseprice £26,645

Valuetoday £20,300

MazdaMX-5 RF
After an indifferent start and a few niggles, the tin-top Japanese
roadster bows out having become an evo office favourite

END OF TERM

‘It wormed its way into
our affections in a way
even the Toyota GT86

might not have managed’
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‘“Ingrammode” switches
everything to its sportiest
setting apart from ESC,
suspension and steering’

Altering these gives you an ‘NCustom’mode,
accessedwith a press of the little chequered-
flagbuttonon the steeringwheel. Twopresses
actually, as this button is also used to engage
the hardcore ‘N’mode,which itself is one of
four base drivingmodes (the other three being
Eco, Normal andSport,which are accessed via
another buttonon the opposite spoke of the
wheel). The goodnews is that the rest of this
report should be a great deal simpler, because
myown ‘Ingrammode’ involves switching
everything to its sportiest setting apart from
the suspension, steering andESC. That’s it.

Oh, youwantmore?Well, there’s sound logic
behind it all. The engine, naturally, should be in
itsmost responsivemode (Sport+) for quick

Hyundai i30 N Performance
Cherry-picking from the bewildering array of driver settings makes the most of the Korean’s star qualities

throttle response, and if you’re going to do that
then youmight aswellmatch itwith theSport+
exhaustmode, too,which gives you the full
WRCcrackle-fest. I’ve also opted for Sport+
for the rev-matching setting, for one fewer
thing to concentrate onwhenbraking into a
turn – andbecause the i30N’s pedals are a bit
awkwardly sited for theDIYmethodanyway,
so the auto-blipmakes evenmore sense. You
only get twomodes for the E-LSD, andwhile the
Sport settingmeans abitmorewheel-tugging,
it also provides great traction.

Chassis now, and this iswhere I’ve toned
down the aggression. There areNormal, Sport
andSport+ options for the dampers, and since
I’m yet to findanon-road situationwhere
Normal feels out of its depth, I’ve stuckwith
that. Ditto the steering – theSport andSport+
settings promise ‘increased’ and ‘maximum
road feel’, but aswithmany such systems this
confuses feedbackwithweight, so I’ve left it in
theNormal (alreadymeaty) setting,which also
makes the car feel lighter on its toes.

Finally, ESC.Oneor two colleagues keep
switching this offentirely, but frankly I’ve got
my 106Rallye if I want to experience lift-off
oversteer. I left it in Sport for awhile – ‘allowing
someoversteer’, according to themenu–but
after experiencing someoversteer on a cold,
greasy corner I’ve since left it inNormal, and
may relax it as theweather improves.

The end result of all this is a car that doesn’t
sacrifice driveability for performance,making
themost of theN’s fantastic drivetrain and
chassis – and it’s only a button-press away.
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

Dateacquired February 2018
Totalmileage 3717

Mileagethismonth 1080
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 25.6

ASTMONTH I INTRODUCEDOUR
i30Nwith thepromise of delving into
the car’s drivingmodes and settling

upon a customset-up–one that brings out the
best in the carwithout going full ‘N’, which can
prove abit extreme, particularly on roads slick
fromspringtime rainshowers.

Drivingmodes comeup frequently inevo
office conversation, usually in frustration
whenaparticular car fails to offer the perfect
combination for a person’s personal taste. At
this point, someonewill invariably don their
rose-tinted spectacles andpine for the days
whenbuttonswere things youused to fasten
aCaterham’s roof into place and tomake a car
feel sportier you simply selected a lower gear.

But ifwe’re to havedrivingmodes then you
might aswell do things properly, andHyundai’s
Ndivision–headedby ex-BMWMmanAlbert
Biermann, remember – has done. The choice of
variables borders on the obscene: three engine
modes, four rev-matching levels, two settings
for the E-LSD, three exhaustmodes, three
settings for the dampers, a trio of steering
weights and three stability control options.

L
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out of sorts in this mode. Performance wasn’t
a problem, the 148bhp 1.4-litre turbo petrol
engine benefiting from electric-motor torque-
fill for surprisingly spirited performance – our
timing gear recorded 6.8 seconds for the
0-60mph sprint. Fuel economywas less
impressive, and when driven with vigour would
slump to under 30mpg, which is no better
than the far faster GTI and around 20mpg less
than the equally brisk GTD offers.

Pushing through a series of corners also
had the GTE all at sea, even with the optional
two-stage dampers in their firmest setting.
Mass was the problem here – our scales
revealed the car weighed in at a hefty 1609kg,
which was 201kg more than the five-door GTI
Performance we tested in evo 246.

It meant the Golf felt a bit ragged at the
limit as the suspension struggled to contain
bodymovements and the low-rolling-
resistance tyres strived to cling on. Driven at
eight-tenths the GTE felt fine, with the same
slick and composed handling as any Golf, and
through quick changes of direction that heavy,
rear-mounted battery pack’s pendulum effect
even added to the fun.

Unexpectedly, the greatest driver
satisfaction was to be gained in zero-
emissions electric mode, which gave about
25miles of range on a full charge, which
itself took about four hours to achieve
from a domestic 13-amp supply. To manage
this sort of distance required real care
and concentration. Good anticipation and
smoothness were needed, both of which
helpedmaintain valuable momentum through
corners and roundabouts. There was also
the challenge ofmastering the regenerative

braking – lift off the throttle and the
deceleration was strong enough that onmany
journeys you could steer clear of the brake
pedal altogether. The result was impressive
fuel consumption of up to 70mpg.

Ultimately, the GTE was a car that didn’t
quite knowwhat it wanted to be – family-
friendly funster or eco-warrior? – and so,
in the end, did neither job particularly well.
On the plus side, the hybrid drivetrain was
neatly integrated, reliable and relatively
straightforward to use, plus as a car the
GTE was every bit as easy to live with as a
standard Golf. Crucially, the industry has
still got more than two decades to produce
something that delivers both eco-friendliness
and the thrill of driving.
James Disdale

T
Dateacquired August 2017

Durationoftest 6months
Total testmileage 14,229

Overallmpg 54.8
Costs £0

Purchaseprice £38,185
Valuetoday £25,000

Our hybrid hatch had many Golf
attributes, but suffered from
something of an identity crisis

VWGolf GTE

HE THEORETICAL CLOCK IS TICKING,
and when it chimes-in New Year’s
Day 2040, the days of traditional

petrol and diesel cars will finally be numbered.
So where will that leave us, the sort of people
who seek genuine driving thrills?

Well, more than likely we’ll be behind the
wheel of a hybrid machine, like our Golf GTE.
This was the second plug-in performance
car we’ve had on Fast Fleet, but unlike the
sub-supercar i8, the Volkswagen is more of a
car for, well, the people. So, after six months of
hard and varied use, what’s the verdict?

It turned out to be a bit of a mixed bag,
really. First things first – the GTE isn’t really a
hot hatch. Not in the traditional sense, anyway.
The Golf GTI styling add-ons, eye-catching
blue trim inserts and 201bhp power output
certainly gave off all the right messages, but by
the time thosemessages got to the driver the
meaning was all muddled.

Even in its sportiest driver mode the Golf
failed to set the pulse racing. In fact, I can
count on the fingers of two hands the number
of times I put the car in its hottest GTE setting.
Why was that? Simply because it always felt

END OF TERM
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‘The switchback climb
measures just over
half-a-mile long and
is particularly tricky,
but on it the Skoda felt
surprisingly adept’

Dateacquired September 2017
Totalmileage 10,498

Mileagethismonth 2152
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 27.6

The Czech saloon takes holiday duties – and a blast up a Jersey hill climb – in its stride

Skoda Superb SportLine 4x4

HERE AIN’T NO REPLACEMENT FOR
displacement, as the old saying
goes. But when it comes to a family

of four’s week away it’s boot capacity rather
than engine capacity that’s king. So when the
time came to book the ferry to Jersey, it was
our Skoda Superb’s registration number that
was top ofmy list.

As expected, the big Czechmachine proved
to be the perfect companion. Its vast, 690-litre
boot swallowed everything I threw at it, while
the relaxed ride and hushed refinement made
mincemeat of the motorway drag down to
Poole, where we jumped on the ferry and
headed to the Channel Islands.

Once there, the blanket 40mph speed
limit and narrow, wall-lined roads meant that
chances to exploit the car’s 276bhp blown
four-pot were few and far between. However,
while you can take the boy out of evo for a
week, you can’t take evo out of the boy, and it
didn’t take me long to seek out some fun.

Despite its small size, Jersey has a thriving
motorsport scene, including its own two-day
stage rally and the occasional race along some
of the long, wide beaches. Yet it’s the Bouley

T

Bay Hill Climb that’s arguably the highlight, and
upon seeking out the course, which is public
roadmost of the time, it wasn’t hard to see
why. After the doormirror-scrapingly narrow
routes found onmost of the island, the wide
and snaking strip used for the competition
looks like it’s been lifted from a European
mountain range and dropped from the sky
onto this tiny island off the coast of France.

I took the opportunity to try a couple of
runs up and down, to both get a feel for the
course and to have a play with the Skoda’s

driver modes. The switchback climbmeasures
just over half-a-mile long and is particularly
tricky, starting quickly before sucking you into
a number of deceptively tight hairpins. I was
never going to beat the 37.6sec record set by
Wallace Menzies in a DJ Firestorm single-seater
in 2013 – especially not with the 40mph speed
limit – but the Skoda was surprisingly adept.
With the dampers in their Sport setting the
Superb was transformed and felt impressively
planted and agile, with the combination of
the torquey turbocharged unit and four-wheel
drive firing it effortlessly out of the tight turns.

I’m not going to pretend it was themost
thrilling and engaging experience, but for
such a big, practical and unassuming-looking
machine it was a remarkably polished
performance and a further reminder of why
our respect for this car continues to grow.
James Disdale
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Its suspension may have been finessed, bringing a ride that’s less
harsh, but it’s done nothing to diminish the latest Type R’s focus

HondaCivic Type R

W!MY SPINE!’ CRIED MYWIFE,
somewhat melodramatically, from
the passenger seat. ‘Can’t you do

something to make it more comfortable?’
I already knew the answer, but I glanced in

the instrument binnacle just to double-check
which mode the Honda was in. Yup: Comfort.

When it was first suggested that this
latest Civic Type Rwould bemore useable
than its predecessor, and would even gain the
aforementioned Comfort mode, some fans of
the old model, myself included, feared that the
CTRmight be about to ‘turn soft’ and in the
process lose a big part of its appeal.

This clearly hasn’t happened. In its default
mode of Sport, the maximum amount of
suspension travel feels not dissimilar to what
I recall from the previous-generation Type R

‘O
that I also ran – in other words, less than
what themakers of most other hot hatches
deem acceptable. The ride, therefore, is still
firm. But it’s a different kind of firm, because
despite the wheels being an inch bigger than
before (they’re now 20s), every imperfection
they encounter appears to be introduced to
the car’s bodymore gently and handledmore
deftly, largely eradicating the harsh edge that

was ever-present in the old car’s ride and
inspiring even greater confidence in what the
newmodel’s chassis can deal with.

In Comfort mode you can feel more bounce
being permitted before things are pulled
taut again, but this is all very much relative: it
doesn’t exactly turn the Type R into an S-class.
Passengers will still complain, particularly
in town as the Civic fidgets and jiggles over
damaged tarmac and sunkenmanhole covers.
At speed, however, the ride settles somewhat,
and so do your passengers.

At the other end of the scale there’s still a
+Rmode. On the previous CTR this was best
saved for track use, unless you found yourself
on billiard-table-smooth tarmac (literally). I
rather admired how hardcore it was, because
it removed any temptation to attempt to
use +R on the public highway. But now it is a
viable option on the road, again mainly down
to how inputs to the suspension are handled,
rather than a significantly wider band of overall
movements being permitted. That said, I
can’t honestly say that I can find any obvious
advantage – in pace or enjoyment – in using

‘Passengers will still
complain, particularly in
town as the Civic fidgets
over damaged tarmac’
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HEC43CONTINUESTO
impress, although I’mnowwise
to the fact that it has amore

subtleway of getting under one’s skin
thanother cars on the evo Fast Fleet.

Perhaps Iwas almost too successful
in downplaying the exteriorwhenwe
speccedour car, for as soon as it attracts
a layer of grime–which is very quickly
with black paint, predictably – it tends to
merge into thebackground.

But that’s to underestimate the
depth of theC43’s appeal. Forme, it’s
the combination ofmid-range grunt and
pliant ridequality that are the cornerstone
of its terrific real-world pace. I don’t
knowabout the areawhere you live, but
myusual journey to the office is almost
constantly punctuatedbypotholes. It is
actually a game in itself to avoid them–
the agility of theC43 is impressive at this
alone–but there’s always the oddone
you can’t swerve. Inmany cars this elicits
a thud, crack or shudder violent enough
to grind the teeth in horror, but in theC43
they’re usually something of a non-event.
A good sort of non-event, at that. It
must help that our C43has the standard
18-inchwheels,withmeaty 45-profile tyre
sidewalls at the front, 40 at the rear.

Someof thismust also bedue to

the adaptive damping. Even in its Sport
setting there’s a notable pliancy, both
front to rear and in termsof body roll,
that allows the car to react to sudden
bumpsandmore longer-wave undulations
without constantly having to be atwar
with the road. Andwhile the four-wheel-
drive system isn’t set up to oversteer like
those of someAMGs, it’ll always chuck
enough to the rear to adopt a neutral
cornering attitude, especially if you’ve not
overcommittedon turn-in.

Overall, it’s thismulti-talentedpersona
that defines the car. Evenbeing driven
with someenthusiasm the fuel economy
seems tobehovering around 26mpg, and
a longermotorway cruise can see that
risewell over 30mpg.When I think of the
sort of consumption figures offeredby
diesel performance estate cars in the real
world, that feels like a small price to pay
for 362bhpunder your right foot and an
exhaust note that, in loudmode, ricochets
offbuildings andhowls like a demon.
Adam Towler (@AdamTowler)

T

The stealthy estate goes about its business in a more
subtle way than some others on our Fast Fleet

Mercedes-AMGC43Estate

this mode on the road, so it’s probably still one
best kept for the track.

There are palpable benefits, then, to the
FK8’s new,multi-link rear suspension, its 38
per cent stiffer bodyshell, and what they have
enabled Honda’s engineers to achieve with the
suspension tuning. And, thankfully, the Type R
also remains a highly focused proposition.

None of which solves the problem of the
amateur dramatics from the passenger seat,
but I have my own fix for that: I simply let my
wife drive. Once behind the wheel, all thoughts
of wishing we were instead in a softer-riding
Golf GTI mysteriously evaporate…
Ian Eveleigh

Dateacquired January 2018
Totalmileage 3641

Mileagethismonth 1268
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 23.8

Above left: FK8 Type R has gained bigger wheels,
but they haven’tmade the rideworse.Above:
hardcore +Rmode still best saved for trackdays

Dateacquired January 2018
Totalmileage 5100

Mileagethismonth 1050
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 25.9
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Dateacquired February 2018
Totalmileage 4270

Mileagethismonth 2991
Coststhismonth £0
mpgthismonth 27.7

T’S BEEN A FAIRLY BUSYMONTH
for the mean greenmachine, with
family trips to North Yorkshire

and South Devon helping to make fairly
straightforward work of the running-in period.
As a result, I’ve finally been able to unleash the
star of the RS3’s dynamic package: the engine.

Until recently, the 394bhp turbocharged
five-pot has been kept on a tight leash, with
restricted revs and a careful eye on the oil
level. A tall seventh gearmeant that fast
motorway cruises were OK, while the low-
down torque deliveredmore than enough
poke to pull clear of traffic elsewhere. But it’s
only beyond 4000rpm that this engine really
gets into its stride.

It’s not just the electrifying acceleration I
crave, it’s the noise, too. As the needle on the
digital rev counter sweeps past the big ‘4’,
the valves in the exhaust open and the RS3
finds its voice, and then some, blending the
warbling offbeat war cry of the Ur-Quattro
with the sharper mechanical howl of the R8’s
V10. It’s a truly addictive sound.

And it’s all natural – no sound symposers
or hi-fi-enhanced notes, just the sound of
superunleaded being ingested, compressed,
ignited and exhausted quite a few thousand
times every minute. It’s just the right side of

loud, too, both inside and outside, letting both
occupants and passers-by know that this is no
ordinary A3 (the paint does a good job of that,
too), but without the over-the-top, in-your-
face bombast of AMG’s V8-engined products.

The engine is so good in fact, that it’s easy
to overlook the rest of the car (apart from the
paint, obviously). It even looks the part, with a
proper cam cover and a lovely crackle-finished
inlet plenum. Opening the bonnet for a peek is
a genuine pleasure. OK,maybe that’s just me.

I’m also quickly discovering that there are
few faster cars in the real world than this Audi.
Sure, it’s not the most agile or engaging thing
(there’s still too much weight over the nose),
but the combination of four-wheel drive and
wieldy dimensions mean that the RS3 is quick
and composed come rain or shine. Somemore
adjustability would be welcome, but take a

Now it’s run-in, our 394bhp Audi can be fully unleashed (weather depending)

Audi RS3

I
neat and precise approach and be spot on with
your corner entry speed and the Audi can pick
apart the average B-road at a barely believable
rate. It also keeps going when the snow starts
falling (again!), which isn’t something that can
be said for its rear-drive rivals.

There are some niggles though, the biggest
of which is the seven-speed twin-clutch ’box,
which is lightning quick and as smooth as a
silkworm’s pyjamas when pushing on, but can
get wrong-footed when at a crawl. It’s at its
worst when pulling away from roundabouts or
junctions, where patience and a sensitive right
foot are needed – go for a quick getaway and
it feels like the transmission tries to engage
two gears at once, then changes its mind and
simply drops the clutch, causing you to lurch
off like a learner. I’m going to try disabling the
start-stop to see if this smooths things out.
Still, once the RS3 is rolling, normal service with
the gearbox is resumed,meaning you can just
get on with enjoying that engine.
James Disdale
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2018/18 PORSCHE 911 (991) GT2 RS
96 Miles Miami Blue with
Black Leather/Alcantara £535,000

2016/65 PORSCHE 911 (991) GT3 RS
23 Miles White with
Black Leather/Alcantara £209,950

2005/55 PORSCHE CARRERA GT
6,705 Miles GT Silver with
Black Leather £649,950

2014/14 PORSCHE 911 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION PDK
4,502 Miles Graphite Grey with
Black Leather & Houndstooth Cloth £129,950

2016/65 PORSCHE CAYMAN GT4
5,927 Miles White with
Black Leather/Alcantara £81,950

2018/18 PORSCHE MACAN GTS
512 Miles Volcano Grey with
Black Leather £69,950



NTRIGUED? SURELY JUST A LITTLE
bit? Like a very hot chilli there are
some things that you feel inexorably

drawn to, nomatter howmuch you’re pretty
sure you won’t like the result. They seem like a
crazy notion, but nonetheless there is a Siren-
like lure to them. And so it is with the Defender
Works V8. Howevermuch you dislike 4x4s or
think £150,000 is ridiculous for something
based on a farm runaround, there is probably a
nagging desire to sample it. Just once.

It’s worth pointing out that this is not a new
vehicle. Not just conceptually, but physically.
Land Rover has been buying up good, low-
mileage, late examples of Defenders in order
to convert them into the 150Works V8s that it
intends to sell. You can choose between a 90
or a 110 and it will then be stripped and rebuilt
in the JLR Classic workshop.

The heart of the thing is Jaguar’s naturally
aspirated 5-litre V8, putting out 399bhp and
380lb ft of torque through a ZF eight-speed
auto. The springs, dampers, anti-roll bars and,

I
perhaps most importantly, brakes have all
been uprated to give the chassis a fighting
chance. You can spot aWorks V8 by its 18-inch
wheels (a first for a Defender) and, if you look
a little closer, the door handles machined
from aluminium. Inside, things are positively
luxurious, with lots of leather, bucket seats and
Land Rover Classic’s new DAB Classic Radio,
which even has a little screen for satnav.

If you ever find yourself behind the wheel
of aWorks V8 then I recommend sampling a
full-bore standing start. It’s not a course of
action I would promote in a lot of cars, but I
think it’s the best way to get straight to the
nub of this vehicle’s character. A 0-60mph
time of 5.6sec might seem pretty tame, but
the alarming reality is anything but. I think the
biggest reason for this is that, evenmore than
in a Discovery or Range Rover, you really feel
like you’re sitting up high, on top of a chassis
rather than in it, so the speed feels precarious.
Think old-fashioned, wooden toboggan (with
a short-fuse rocket attached) as opposed to
modern, plastic tea-tray sledge.

It is also important to note that while it
will keep up with quick hot hatches in a dash
away from the lights, aWorks V8 will drop back
significantly when corners are involved. The
slow rack and knobbly tyres mean the steering
has the vagueness of a politician answering
questions about his or her university days.
Although disconcerting, the only way to

improve the situation and get a better idea as
to how hard you’re pushing the tyres is to turn
in with more commitment. This means you go
through all the Defender’s innate roll and lean
more positively on the tyres. However, having
rallied a Defender, I wouldn’t recommend
getting one out of shape to any great degree.

Curiously, the mightyWorks V8 is actually
at its best when pottering or cruising. It’s
during this sort of everyday travel that the
increased refinement is appreciated. The fact
that the V8 doesn’t sound quite as raucous
as youmight expect also makes more sense,
and you realise that the main benefit of the
larger engine is simply the greater ease with
which you can keep up with other traffic and
maintain a decent speed on themotorway.

Yes, a supercharged Range Rover
Autobiography or AMG G63 is cheaper. And,
having driven theWorks V8, I think it remains
intriguing rather than inspired. But it’s certainly
not insipid, and for that reason alone I’m rather
glad it exists.
Henry Catchpole (@HenryCatchpole)

Land Rover Defender Works V8
Old-fashioned workhorse meets luxury cruiser courtesy of JLR Classic

‘A 0-60mph time of
5.6sec might seem
pretty tame, but the
reality is anything but’

+ Nippy in a straight line; nicely finished
- Slow in the corners; expensive

evo rating

DrivenToo





+ Smooth and lusty engine, effortless drive
- Harsher surfaces can trouble the ride

+ Feels like a proper Jaguar despite its hefty weight
- Rivals sound better; dreary cabin

evo rating

evo rating

DrivenToo

HERE AREN’T MANY DIESEL ENGINES
we’ll miss when the government
bans them during its next bout of

blunderbuss-selected legislative decisions, but
wemight shed a tear for units like Mercedes’
latest ‘OM 656’ in-line six. In CLS400d form
it’s the company’s most powerful diesel
ever, producing 335bhp at 4400rpm, and
putting 516lb ft to all four wheels from 1200 to
3200rpm – good for a 5.0sec 0-62mph time.

The figures imply an effortless drive and
that’s exactly what you get. The straight-six
pulls lustily from idle to a few hundred rpm
short of its red line, but it’s equally happy
hammering along in the mid-range, kept there

HE LAST JAGUAR I DROVE – THE
new E-Pace crossover in range-
topping petrol trim (evo 243) – was

one of the most disapponting cars I’ve driven
in this job. That it struggles to shine in a class
not known for its diamonds is unfortunate;
that it’s not even as appealing as the seven-
year-old Range Rover Evoque with which it
shares its platform is unacceptable.

Whoever signed it off can’t have had
much to do with the XF Sportbrake, which
is, in contrast, one of the better cars in
a significantly more competitive sector,
particularly in 3-litre V6 diesel form as here.
It succeeds in all the areas where the E-Pace
failed. It is, unlike that car, a proper Jaguar.

Proper Jaguars should ride and handle with
fluidity and insouciance for the surface below,
and the £51,510 S Sportbrake Diesel does both,
even on optional 20-inch wheels. Satisfying
off-centre steering weight sets you in ideal

T

T

with flicks of the wheel-mounted paddles and
kept in check by powerful, progressive brakes.
Even the tone is satisfying, sounding much like
a petrol six played an octave lower, but back
off and the engine plays its other trump card:
near-silence and petrol-style smoothness.

Such an engine might outshine the rest of
the car, but as we discovered with the petrol-
hybrid AMG CLS53 in evo 247, there’s plenty of
appeal there, too. The S-class-influenced cabin
is comfortable and tranquil, with easy-to-
operate controls, a great driving position and
just about enough space in the rear.

The steering is accurate and well weighted
(with more heft if you select Sport or Sport+

stead for the precision and grip that follow,
allowing you to carve through turns, while the
double-wishbone front suspension and self-
levelling, air-suspended rear absorb the road
surface without isolating you from it.

The result is a car that, despite a 1924kg
kerb weight (and that despite the XF’s
aluminium construction), feels fleet of foot,
and its 296bhp and 516lb ft of torque are able
to exploit this. In corners the car’s line tightens
pleasingly as the driven rear wheels over-
rotate, and you’re thrust down the road with
ample pace and refinement. The 0-62mph
dash takes 6.6 seconds.

The V6 isn’t as sonorous as some rivals, and
at low speeds it works unhappily (and noisily)
with the eight-speed auto, but regardless of
this – and the rather dreary, if comfortable,
cabin – the XF remains one of the most
engaging cars in its class.
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

mode), and puts you in touch with a precise
and grippy front axle. The CLS400d usesmulti-
link suspension with passive dampers at both
ends, which work admirably at controlling roll
and pitch in faster driving without a ruinous
ride quality – only harsher surfaces trouble it.

If you’re a fan of the styling then the £59,195
CLS400d succeeds in matching luxury and
driver appeal where its closest rival, the Audi
A7 Sportback, fails.
Antony Ingram (@evoAntony)

Mercedes-Benz CLS400d 4Matic

Jaguar XF S Sportbrake Diesel
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CLS combines driver appeal and a refined diesel to give it the upper hand

Brisk estate’s speed and refinement make up for E-Pace let-down



TO CELEBRATE OUR TENTH BIRTHDAY, WE’RE GIVING AWAY… NOTHING!

Some may offer free gifts with a full service. Others may offer a free MOT. We don’t. We simply
provide a first-class service at a cost that’s more than worth it. Our customers have been receiving
our unfaltering expertise in performance vehicles for just over a decade, from Audi RS and
Lamborghini, to Bentley, Volkswagen and Porsche. And because we understand this breed
of vehicle inside-out, it’s us who like to guarantee ‘many happy returns’.

Call Unit 20 now on 0151 336 6888, or visit unit20.com

UNIT 20 | FIVEWAYS HOUSE | LIVERPOOL ROAD | CLAYHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE | NESTON |
WIRRAL CH64 3RU | TELEPHONE 0151 336 6888.

Image courtesy of Steve McCoy Photography – stevemccoy.co.uk



+ As fluent as ever; still feels bespoke
- Engine note continues to disappoint; pricey

evo rating

EMEMBERWHEN THE BOXSTER
was an affordable entry point to a
brilliant sports car? Me too, but this

new GTS costs £61,727, which sounds like a
price that should be stuck to the windscreen
of a 911 Cabriolet. Then again, today’s cars are
expensive because it’s all about the deposit
andmonthly payment. In Porsche terms this
equates to £12k down and £500 amonth. For
three years. Not cheap either, but have you
seen the cost of a pint of beer these days?

Regardless of how you pay for it, Porsche’s
718 Boxster GTS is a gem. It follows the familiar
GTS recipe of a little more power and some

R additional components fitted as standard that
would cost you extra to add to an S, such as
the PASM chassis. And it’s these that make the
GTS the standout car of the Boxster line-up.

The 2.5-litre turbocharged flat-four
produces 15bhpmore than in the S, taking
the total up to 360bhp at 6500rpm, but
it still sounds broken despite a noticeable
improvement acoustically over earlier 718s we
drove. However, it’s what the GTS achieves
through the bends that reminds you few, Lotus
aside, make a roadster as good as Porsche.

There’s not a single area that stands out,
rather there’s multiple. It steers so cleanly and

accurately you need a pretty goodmemory of
Porsche’s old hydraulic system to knowwhat
you are missing. There is no body roll – not
a fraction of a degree – but the GTS doesn’t
shock and awe its way down a road, either. The
damping action is so super-clean that only
monumental imperfections get through to
the cabin, the balance is pin-point accurate,
and the standard brakes question the need for
costly carbon-ceramics.

Ultimately, it still has the feel of a
specialist sports car despite being built by a
manufacturer that shifts 250,000 cars a year.
Stuart Gallagher (@stuartg917)

Porsche 718 Boxster GTS
It ain’t cheap, but it is the best Boxster on sale

+ Same playful chassis and rorty engine as base 124
- Benefit of additions hard to detect, or to justify

evo rating

HE GREAT IRONYABOUT THE
modern mainstream roadster is
that by utilising a conventional

monocoque construction but without a roof
panel in place, it is intrinsically less rigid, and
therefore less dynamically adept, than the
term ‘sports car’ would have you believe. That
doesn’t apply to drop-tops with a tub-style
build – Elises, McLarens, etc – but it does, sadly,
to Fiat’s MX-5-based roadster, the 124.

That doesn’t stop us loving the Abarth
version all the same, because its playful
chassis, complemented by the amusingly rorty
168bhp 1.4-litre turbo engine, is a giggle-a-
minute when combined with a B-road and a
warm summer’s day.What’s a little rear-view
mirror wobble among friends, anyway?

However, this new GTmodel looks, on paper
at least, to take the 124’s appeal even further.
By screwing a carbonfibre roof panel in place,

T torsional rigidity is said to improve – although
Abarth hasn’t revealed by howmuch. The car
retains its fabric roof too, but lighter OZ wheels
(by 4kg each) offset the extra 16kg of the new
hard-top when it’s fitted.

When I first heard of the GT I got all excited,
thinking it could be amore civilised 124 Rally. I
was imagining proper seats, a driving position
that didn’t mean I had to look over the cant
rail, and amuchmore focused chassis. But the
GT is no such thing. The increase in rigidity is
hard to detect on smooth roads, although it
does feel like there’s a small difference. Other
than that it’s the same old loveable Abarth 124.
But given a hefty chunk of that car’s appeal
comes from top-downmotoring with a simple
unlatching of the roof, I’m not sure the tiny
improvements here are worth it – even before
the ten per cent price increase to £29,565.
Adam Towler (@AdamTowler)

Abarth 124 GT
Carbonfibre hard-top adds little to an already fun package

DrivenToo



Bramley Motor Cars
- SPECIALISTS IN THE SALE OF IMPORTANTMOTOR CARS -

£86,850
Sapphire Blue with Black Interior Hide, Sport Chrono Package,
BOSE Sound System, PASM, Park Assist Front & Rear, 10,200 Miles.

2015/15 PORSCHE 991 TARGA 4

£78,850
Aqua Blue Metallic with Pla�num Grey Interior Hide, BOSE
Sound System, 14-Way Electric Seats, ParkAssist, 11,750 Miles

2013/13 PORSCHE 991 CARRERA 4S

£122,450
GT Silver Metallic with Black Interior Hide, Heated Seats, Light
Design Package, Tailights with Clear Glass Look, 12,500 Miles.

2015/65 PORSCHE 991 TURBO S

£128,450
Carrara White Metallic with Black Interior Hide, Interior Carbon
Package, Adap�ve Sports Seats Plus, Voice Control, 5,995 Miles.

2016/16 PORSCHE 991.2 TURBO

£83,850
GT Silver Metallic with Black Interior Hide, Sport Chrono Package,
Sports Exhaust, BOSE Surround Sound System, 21,000 Miles

2014/14 PORSCHE 991 CARRERA 4S

£92,850
Carrara White with Black Interior Hide, Sports Exhaust, RS Spyder
Wheels, Sport Chrono Package, BOSE Sound System, 7,200 Miles.

2016/16 PORSCHE 991.2 CARRERA S

WE ARE LOOKING FOR LATE, LOWMILEAGE PORSCHE GTS, TURBO & GT3 MODELS

+44 (0) 01483 898 159
mail@bramley.com | www.bramley.com

26 High Street, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0HB





www.KWautomotive.co.uk

KW automotive UK Ltd
Phone: 01634 255506
eMail: info@KWautomotive.co.uk

THE PERFECT SUSPENSION FOR EVERY PURPOSE:THE PERFECT SUSPENSION FOR EVERY PURPOSE:

VISIT US AT GOODWOOD
FESTIVAL OF SPEED

12.-15.JULY 2018 I STAND 108

KW coilover spring kits
Individual height adjustability
Works with OEM electronic dampers - stays active
Optimal performance
Better steering behaviour

THE SPRING KIT WITH
INDIVIDUAL LOWERING

Now available for Audi RS3 (8V) Sportback & Saloon,
with or without electronic dampers
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R-Tec sell the most innovative automotive products at the right prices, because for R-Tec; value and pride are everything. Visit our 10,000 sq ft showroom in
St Albans, or visit our website (www.rtecshop.com) to browse our vast selection of alloy wheels, interior & exterior enhancements, tuning parts & more.

Search: “R-Tec” rtecautodesign/RtecAutoDesign @rtecautodesignsales@rtecshop.com01727 790 100www.rtecshop.com

SHOP ONLINE OR IN STORE

AIR SUSPENSION SUSPENSION WINDOW TINTING

EXHAUSTS STYLING ECU REMAPPING

AirRex air suspension supply + fitting Coilovers, dampers, springs Privacy film installed

Full 4 wheel laser alignment & adjustments Full systems + custom fabricated exhausts Steering wheels, interiors, lighting & more ECU remapping, unlock your cars potential

R-Tec Auto Design, Lyon Way, St Albans, AL4 0QU
Tel. 01727 790 100 • www.rtecshop.com

Est. 2001

ALIGNMENT

Alloy wheels, road tyres + track tyres
WHEELS&TYRES

WWW.RTECSHOP.COM

Wheel & Tyre

Packages from

£399

at rtecshop.com

Approved UK
Distributor & Installer
for Brabus Parts

EVO Readers Exclusive Offer

Use Code: “EVOSPRIN
G18”

Call us for a Brabus
Conversion Quote

Approved UK Supplier &

Installer for Revere Lond
on

5% Off

All Wheels

Online

Use Code
:

“EVOSPR
ING18”

Wide-Arch Revere HSR Conversion on a Range Rover Sport



WITH 14 YEARS 
EXPERIENCE IN THE 
TUNING INDUSTRY, 
YOU CAN BE 
CERTAIN THAT 
YOU’RE IN GOOD
HANDS.HANDS.

WE PROVIDE FULL 
CUSTOM SOFTWARE 
OPTIONS BASED ON 
YOUR HARDWARE 
SETUP FOR 
MAXIMUM GAINS.

OUR SOFTWARE IS 
DEVELOPED IN OUR 2 
STATE OF THE ART 4WD 
DYNO CELLS WHICH ARE 
CAPABLE OF HANDLING 
EVEN THE MOST 
POWERFUL OF CARS.POWERFUL OF CARS.

With one of the worlds largest dealer
networks you can  choose to visit an 
authorised dealer across 26 countries 
or enjoy the convenience of our mobile
service.

0333 6000 669
enquiries@celtictuning.co.uk 
www.celtictuning.co.uk 

FIND OUT ABOUT 
AN ECU REMAP
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TheKnowledge
3 = Thrill-free zone 33 = Tepid 333 = Interesting 3333 = Seriously good 33333=A truly great car

RATINGS

OUR CHOICE
HondaCivic TypeR. Building on the promise shown by the short-lived FK2
version, the FK8 Type R is a more rounded proposition – and is all the better
for it. It’s outrageously fast on every kind of road, edges ahead of its rivals on
track, offers oodles of interaction and is practical to boot.

BEST OF THE REST
If you can’t stomach theCivic’s styling, the classyVolkswagenGolfRmaybemore up
your street (there’s even a handy estate version), while theHyundai i30NPerformance
Package is an intriguing – and impressive – alternative to the usual suspects. From the
smaller hatches, wewouldn’t hesitate to choose thePeugeot208GTibyPS (left).
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Abarth 595Competizione 196D £19,890 4/1368 178/5500 184/3000 1035kg 175 6.8 - - 140 +Spirited engine, still looks great - Favours fun over finesse 33322
Abarth 695 Biposto 205 F £33,055 4/1369 187/5500 184/3000 997kg 191 5.9 - - 143 + Engineered like a true Abarth product - Desirable extrasmake this a £50k city car 33332
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Veloce/QV 199 D £29,635 4/1742 237/5750 251/2000 1320kg 182 6.0 - - 152 + Still looks good, and now it’s got the 4C’s engine -Pricey, and it hasmore rewarding rivals 33322
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Cloverleaf 144 D ’10-’14 4/1742 232/5500 251/1900 1320kg 179 6.8 - - 150 + Shows signs of deep talent… - …but should bemore exciting 33322
Alfa Romeo 147GTA 187 F ’03-’06 6/3179 247/6200 221/4800 1360kg 185 6.3 6.0 15.5 153 +Mk1 Focus RS pacewithout the histrionics - Slightly nose-heavy 33332
Audi S1 246 F £27,125 4/1984 228/6000 273/1600 1315kg 176 5.8 - - 155 +Compliant and engaging chassis; quick, too - Looks dull without options 33334
Audi A1 quattro 181 F ’13 4/1984 253/6000 258/2500 1420kg 181 5.7 - - 152 +Polished 253bhp all-wheel-drive A1 - Just 19 for UK, PorscheCaymanprice 33334
Audi RS3 Sportback 240D £44,300 5/2480 394/5850 354/1700 1510kg 265 4.1 - - 155 +Hugely quick point-to-point - Sometimes speed isn’t the be-all and end-all 33342
Audi S3 188 F ’13-’16 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1395kg 216 5.2 5.4 12.5 155 + Lots of grip and one of the best-sounding four-pot turbos - Still a little too clinical 33322
Audi RS3 Sportback 221 F ’15-’16 5/2480 362/5500 343/1625 1520kg 242 4.3 3.6 - 155 +Addictive five-cylinder noise;monster pace - Chassis not exactly playful 33322
Audi S3 106 F ’06-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1455kg 183 5.7 5.6 13.6 155 +Very fast, very effective, very… er, quality - A little too clinical 33322
Audi RS3 Sportback 156 F ’10-’12 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1575kg 216 4.6 - - 155 +Very fast, very, effective, very… er, quality, withaddedfive-potcharacter -A little tooclinical 33322
BMW 125iMSport 176D £28,940 4/1997 221/5200 229/1400 1400kg 160 6.1 - - 155 +Performance, price, running costs - Dull four-pot soundtrack 33332
BMWM140i - £32,205 6/2979 335/5500 369/1520 1445kg 236 4.8 - - 155 +Pace; compact size suits UK roadswell - Lacks the precision of the best performance cars 33334
BMWM135i 212 F ’12-’15 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1430kg 228 5.1 5.2 - 155 +Powertrain, noise, chassis -M235i looks nicer, and has an LSDoption 33334
BMW 130iMSport 106 F ’05-’10 6/2996 261/6650 232/2750 1450kg 183 6.0 6.1 15.3 155 + Fantastic engine - Suspension can still get a little boingy 33332
CitroënDS3 1.6 THP 142 F ’10-’15 4/1598 154/6000 177/1400 1240kg 126 7.3 - - 133 +Aproper French hot hatch - Petrolheadsmight find it too ‘designed’ 33342
CitroënDS3Racing 153D ’11-’12 4/1598 204/6000 203/2000 1240kg 167 6.5 - - 146 +A faster, feistier DS3 - Not as hardcore as its ‘Racing’ tag suggests 33342
Citroën SaxoVTS 020 F ’97-’03 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 935kg 130 8.7 7.6 22.6 127 +Chunky, chuckable charger - Can catch out the unwary 33334
CitroënAXGT 195 F ’87-’92 4/1360 85/6400 86/4000 722kg 120 9.2 - - 110 +Makes terrific use of 85bhp - Feels like it’smade frompaper 33334
DS 3Performance 222D £21,415 4/1598 205/6000 221/3000 1175kg 177 6.5 - - 143 +All the right ingredients - Undercooked 33342
Fiat Panda 100HP 132 F ’06-’11 4/1368 99/6000 97/4250 975kg 103 9.5 - - 115 +About as fun as small cars get - Optional ESP can’t be turned off 33334
Ford Fiesta ST 207 F ’13-’17 4/1596 197/5700 214/2500 1088kg 184 6.9 7.4 18.4 137 +Chassis, price, punchy performance -Have you heard ofMountune? 33334
Ford Fiesta STMountune 213 F ’13-’17 4/1596 212/6000 236/2750 1088kg 198 6.4 - - 140 +One of the bestmid-sized hatchesmade even better - Badge snobbery 33333
Ford Fiesta ST200 225 F ’16 4/1596 212/6000 236/2500 1088kg 198 6.7 - - 143 +Massive fun - They onlymade 400 33333
Ford Fiesta Zetec S 123D ’08-’13 4/1596 118/6000 112/4050 1045kg 115 9.9 - - 120 +Genuinely entertaining supermini -RenaultSportTwingoandSuzukiSwiftareevenmorefun 33332
Ford Fiesta Zetec SMountune 132 F ’08-’13 4/1596 138/6750 125/4250 1080kg 130 7.9 - - 120 +A touchmore go, and a fantastically loud exhaust… - …if you’re 12 years old 33332
Ford Fiesta ST 075D ’05-’08 4/1999 148/6000 140/4500 1137kg 132 7.9 - - 129 +Great looks, decent brakes - Disappointing chassis, gutless engine 33322
Ford Focus ST TDCi Estate (Mk3) 219 D £26,195 4/1997 182/3500 295/2000 1488kg 124 8.3 - - 135 +Performance not sacrificed at the alter of economy -Gets raggedwhen really pushed 33332
Ford Focus ST (Mk3) 207 F £25,095 4/1999 247/5500 265/2000 1362kg 184 6.5 - - 154 + Excellent engine - Scrappywhen pushed 33332
Ford Focus STMountune (Mk3) 187 D £25,595 4/1999 271/5500 295/2750 1362kg 202 5.7 - - 154+ +Great value upgrade - Steering still not as feelsome as that of some rivals 33334
Ford Focus ST (Mk2) 119 F ’05-’10 5/2522 222/6000 236/1600 1392kg 162 6.8 6.7 16.8 150 +Value, performance, integrity - Big engine compromises handling 33332
Ford Focus RS (Mk3) 246 F £32,765 4/2261 345/6000 347/2000 1547kg 227 4.7 4.9 12.6 166 +Torque-vectoring 4WDbrings new sensationstohothatchsector -Needstobedrivenhard 33332
Ford Focus RS Edition (Mk3) 246D £36,295 4/2261 345/6000 347/2000 1547kg 227 4.7 - - 166 + Front limited-slip differential bringsmore precise handling -Priceyandstill heavy 33334
Ford Focus RS (Mk2) 195 F ’09-’11 5/2522 300/6500 324/2300 1467kg 208 5.9 5.9 14.2 163 +Huge performance, highly capable FWDchassis - Body control is occasionally clumsy 33333
Ford Focus RS500 (Mk2) 181 F ’10-’11 5/2522 345/6000 339/2500 1467kg 239 5.6 5.6 12.7 165 +More power and presence than regularMk2 RS - Pricey 33333
Ford Focus RS (Mk1) 207 F ’02-’03 4/1998 212/5500 229/3500 1278kg 169 6.7 5.9 14.9 143 + Someare great - Someare awful (somake sure you drive plenty) 33332
Ford Escort RSCosworth 157 F ’92-’96 4/1993 224/6250 224/3500 1275kg 179 6.2 - - 137 + The ultimate Essex hot hatch - Unmodified ones are rare , and pricey 33332
Ford Puma 1.7 095 F ’97-’02 4/1679 123/6300 116/4500 1041kg 120 9.2 8.6 27.6 122 +Revvy engine, sparkling chassis, bargain used prices - Rusty rear arches 33332
Ford Racing Puma 128 F ’00-’01 4/1679 153/7000 119/4500 1174kg 132 7.9 7.8 23.2 137 + Exclusivity - The standard Pumadoes it sowell 33332
HondaCivic Type R (FK8) 244 F £30,995 4/1996 316/6500 295/2500 1380kg 233 5.8 5.9 12.6 169 +Wildly exciting, with improved refinement - Looks still challenging for some 33333
HondaCivic Type R (FK2) 227 F ’15-’17 4/1996 306/6500 295/2500 1378kg 226 5.7 5.4 12.4 167 +Great on smooth roads - Turbo engine not as special as oldnat-aspunits; stylingabit ‘busy’ 33334
HondaCivic Type R (FN2) 102 F ’07-’11 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.6 6.8 17.5 146 + Looks great, VTECmore accessible - Steering lacks feel, inert balance 33342
HondaCivic Type RChampionshipWhite (FN2) 126D ’09-’10 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.6 - - 146 + Limited-slip diffawelcomeadditiontotheFN2TypeR- Itshould’vebeenonthestandardcar 33332
HondaCivic Type RMugen (FN2) 248 F ’09-’11 4/1998 237/8300 157/6250 1233kg 195 5.9 - - 155 + Fantastic on road and track -Only 20weremade, and they’re a tad pricey… 33333
HondaCivic Type R (EP3) 075 F ’01-’05 4/1998 197/7400 145/5900 1204kg 166 6.8 6.8 16.9 146 +Potent and great value - ‘Breadvan’ looks divide opinion; duff steering 33332
HondaCivic Type R (EK9) 210 F ’97-’00 4/1595 182/8200 118/7500 1040kg 178 6.8 - - 135 + Sublime early incarnation of the Type R recipe - Good ones are thin on the ground 33333
Hyundai i30NPerformance 245 F £27,995 4/1998 271/6000 279/1450 1429kg 193 6.1 - - 155 +Abrilliant, thoroughly developed hot hatch - Imagine if it was lighter, too… 33334
Kia ProceedGT 217 D £23,310 4/1591 201/6000 195/1500 1359kg 143 7.3 - - 150 + Fun and appealing package - Soft-edged compared to rivals 33332
Lancia Delta HF Integrale Evoluzione 194 F ’91-’92 4/1995 207/5750 220/3500 1300kg 162 6.0 - - 134 +One of the finest cars ever built - Demands love, LHDonly 33333
Mazda 3MPS 137 F ’06-’13 4/2261 256/5500 280/3000 1385kg 188 6.1 6.3 14.5 155 +Quick, eager and very good value - The steering’s iffy 33342
Mercedes-AMGA45 221 F £40,695 4/1991 376/6000 350/2250 1480kg 258 4.2 3.9 - 155 + Tremendously fast - But not a true great 33322
Mercedes-Benz A45AMG 194 F ’12-’15 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1480kg 244 4.6 4.3 10.6 155 +Blisteringly quick everywhere - Not as rewarding as some slower rivals 33322
Mini Cooper (F56) 194D £15,775 3/1499 134/4500 162/1250 1085kg 125 7.9 - - 130 +Punchy three-cylinder engine, good chassis - Tubby styling 33332
Mini Cooper S (F56) 248D £20,630 4/1998 189/4700 221/1250 1195kg 161 6.8 - - 146 +Competent and fun chassis - Not as lively as someother small hot hatches 33342

=newentry thismonth. Cars in italics are no longer on sale. Issueno. is for ourmost recentmajor test of the car (D=Driven, F= feature). Call 0330 333 9491 for back issues.Engine is the car’s combustion
engine only – electricmotors aren’t shown.Weight is as quoted by themanufacturer for the car in basic spec, e.g.with amanual gearbox. Inmost cases this is to DIN standards (i.e.with fluids butwithout
a driver), butwhere themanufacturer only quotes a ‘dry’weight (i.e.without fluids) this is indicated by *.Note that a dryweightwill make the car’s power-to-weight ratio (bhp/ton) appearmore favourable.
0-62mph (claimed) is themanufacturer’s 0-62 figure,with amanual gearboxwhere offered.Our0-60mph and0-100mph (tested) figures could bewith either amanual or automatic/DCTgearbox.
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Mini JohnCooperWorks (F56) 211 F £23,305 4/1998 228/5200 236/1250 1200kg 193 6.3 - - 153 + Fast, agile, nimble - Chassis lacks sparkle found in previous JCWs 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorks Challenge (F56) 237 F ’16-’17 4/1998 228/5200 236/1250 1215kg 191 6.3 - - 152 +Amore hardcore JCW - The ride could be considered a little too hardcore 33333
Mini Cooper (R56) 185 F ’09-’14 4/1598 120/6000 118/4250 1075kg 113 9.1 - - 126 +Brilliant ride and composure; could be all theMini you need - You’ll still buy the ‘S’ 33334
Mini Cooper S (R56) 149 F ’06-’14 4/1598 181/5500 177/1600 1140kg 161 7.0 7.0 - 142 + Like the Cooper, butwith added shove - Google ‘Mini death rattle’ 33334
Mini JohnCooperWorks (R56) 184 F ’08-’14 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1160kg 182 6.9 7.2 16.7 148 +A seriously rapidMini - Occasionally just a little unruly 33334
Mini JohnCooperWorksGP (R56) 231 F ’13-’14 4/1598 215/6000 206/2000 1160kg 188 6.3 - - 150 +Brazenly hyperactive - Toomuch for some roads and some tastes 33333
Mini JohnCooperWorks Coupe (R58) 164 F ’11-’15 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1175kg 180 6.3 - - 149 + The usual raucousMini JCWexperience - Butwearing a backwards baseball cap 33332
Mini Cooper S (R53) 077 F ’02-’06 4/1598 168/6000 155/4000 1140kg 143 7.2 7.8 19.9 135 + Strong performance, quality feel - Over-long gearing 33334
Mini Cooper SWorksGP (R53) 144 F ’06 4/1598 215/7100 184/4600 1090kg 200 6.5 - - 149 + Storming engine, agility - Tacky styling ‘enhancements’ 33333
Nissan JukeNismoRS 208D £22,905 4/1618 215/6000 206/3600 1315kg 166 7.0 - - 137 +Quirky character and bold styling - Still not amatch for a pukka hot hatch 33342
Nissan JukeNismo 184 F £20,495 4/1618 197/6000 184/2400 1306kg 153 7.7 - - 134 +More than the sumof its parts - Not enough to add up to a pukka hot hatch 33342
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 2) - ’97-’98 4/1587 103/6200 97/3500 865kg 121 8.8 - - 121 + Bargain no-frills thrills - Not asmuch fizz as original 1.3 33332
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 1) 095 F ’94-’96 4/1294 100/7200 80/5400 826kg 123 10.6 - - 118 + Frantic, thrashy fun - Needs caning to extract full potential 33333
Peugeot 106GTi 16v 034 F ’97-’04 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 950kg 128 7.4 - - 127 + Fine handling supermini - Looks its age 33334
Peugeot 208GTi by Peugeot Sport 247 F £23,550 4/1598 205/6000 221/3000 1160kg 180 6.5 - - 143 + Themost focused small hatch on sale - Odddriving position; obscured dials 33334
Peugeot 208GTi 184 F ’12-’16 4/1598 197/5800 203/1700 1160kg 173 6.8 6.8 17.9 143 +Agile chassisworkswell on tough roads - Could bemore involving 33332
Peugeot 205GTI 1.9 195 F ’88-’91 4/1905 130/6000 119/4750 910kg 145 7.6 - - 124 + Still scintillating after all these years - Brittle build quality 33333
Peugeot 308GTi (270) by Peugeot Sport 245 F £28,590 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1205kg 224 6.0 - - 155 +A great entertainerwith a cracker of an engine - Tiny steeringwheel obsures the dials 33334
Peugeot 308GTi 250 by Peugeot Sport 223 F ’15-’16 4/1598 246/6000 243/1900 1205kg 207 6.2 - - 155 +A very capable hot hatch… - …that lacks the sheer excitement of the best in class 33332
Peugeot 306GTi 6 020 F ’93-’01 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1215kg 139 7.9 7.2 20.1 140 +One of the great GTIs - They don’tmake them like this anymore 33333
Peugeot 306Rallye 095 F ’98-’99 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1199kg 142 7.8 6.9 19.2 137 + Essentially a GTi 6 for less dosh - Limited choice of colours 33333
Renault TwingoGT 248 F £14,250 3/898 109/5750 125/2000 1001kg 111 9.6 - - 113 +Nippy performance - Less fun than a rear-engined Renault Sport-fettled car should be 33322
Renault Sport Twingo 133 175 F ’08-’13 4/1598 131/6750 118/4400 1050kg 127 8.7 - - 125 +RenaultSportexperienceforpocketmoney-OptionalCupchassisgivesbouncyride 33334
Renault Sport Clio 200Auto 184 F £19,725 4/1618 197/6000 177/1750 1204kg 166 6.7 6.9 17.9 143 + Faster,more refined,easier todrive-WemisstherevvyNAengineandmanual ’box 33342
Renault Sport Clio 220 Trophy 229D £22,425 4/1618 217/6050 206/2000 1204kg 183 6.6 - - 146 +Willing chassis - Awful paddleshift gearbox 33342
Renault Sport Clio 200Cup 247 F ’09-’13 4/1998 197/7100 159/5400 1204kg 166 6.9 6.6 16.7 141 + The hot Clio at its best - They don’tmake ’em like this anymore 33333
Renault Sport Clio 197 Cup 115 F ’07-’09 4/1998 194/7250 158/5550 1240kg 161 6.9 - - 134 +Quick, polished and capable - Not asmuch sheer fun as 182Cup 33332
Renault Sport Clio 182 066 F ’04-’05 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1110kg 165 7.1 6.6 17.5 139 + Took hot hatches to a new level - Flawed driving position 33333
Renault Sport Clio 182 Cup 187 F ’04-’05 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.9 - - 139 + Full of beans, fantastic value - Sunday-market upholstery 33333
Renault Sport Clio Trophy 231 F ’05-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.9 6.6 17.3 140 +Themost fun you can have on three (sometimes two)wheels - Just 500were built 33333
Renault Sport Clio 172 (Phase 2) 034 F ’01-’03 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1110kg 156 7.2 7.1 20.0 138 +Poised, predictable, fast - Lacks aggressive edge 33334
Renault Sport Clio 172 Cup 048 F ’02-’03 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1011kg 171 6.9 6.5 17.7 138 +Bargain old-school hot hatch - Nervous in thewet, no ABS 33332
Renault Sport Clio 172 (Phase 1) 146 F ’00-’01 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1035kg 167 7.2 6.6 18.2 138 +Brilliantly accomplished - Imperfect driving position 33334
Renault ClioWilliams 233 F ’93-’96 4/1988 148/6100 126/4500 981kg 153 7.8 7.6 20.8 134 +One of the best hot hatches ever - Can be fragile 33333
Renault 5 GT Turbo 195 F ’87-’91 4/1397 118/5750 122/3000 855kg 140 7.3 - - 120 +ClioWilliams’ grand-daddy - Fewunmodified ones left 33333
Renault Sport Clio V6 255 231 F ’03-’05 6/2946 251/7150 221/4650 1400kg 182 6.0 - - 144 + Supercar dramawithout the original’s edgy handling - Uninspired interior 33333
Renault Sport Clio V6 029 F ’99-’02 6/2946 227/6000 221/3750 1410kg 164 6.6 5.8 17.0 145 +Pocket supercar -Mid-engined handling can be tricky 33332
RenaultMégane RS 246 F c£29,000 4/1798 276/6000 288/2400 1430kg 196 5.8 - - 155 + Shot throughwith realmagic - Looks underpowered comparedwith some rivals 33334
Renault SportMégane 275Cup-S/Nav 275 223D ’16 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1394kg 198 5.8 - - 158 + The same engine as the Trophy-R - They don’tmake it anymore 33333
Renault SportMégane 265Cup 195 F ’12-’15 4/1998 261/5500 265/3000 1387kg 191 6.0 6.4 14.8 158 +Ahot hatch benchmark - Cupholder could be better positioned 33333
Renault SportMégane 275 Trophy 212 F ’14-’15 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1376kg 200 5.8 - - 159 +Another cracking Trophymodel - Stripped-out Trophy-R is evenmore thrilling 33333
Renault SportMégane 275 Trophy-R 231 F ’14-’15 4/1998 271/5500 265/3000 1297kg 212 5.8 - - 158 +As absorbing as a 911 GT3 RS on the right road - Too uncompromising for some; pricey 33333
Renault SportMégane 250Cup 139 F ’09-’12 4/1998 247/5500 251/3000 1387kg 181 6.1 6.1 14.6 156 + Fantastic chassis… - …partially obscured by new-foundmaturity 33334
Renault SportMégane dCi 175 Cup 119 F ’07-’09 4/1995 173/3750 265/2000 1470kg 119 8.3 8.3 23.5 137 +Adiesel with a genuinely sporty chassis - Could takemore power 33332
Renault SportMégane 230 F1 TeamR26 195 F ’07-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1345kg 171 6.5 6.2 16.0 147 + The car the R26.R is based on - F1 Teamstickers in dubious taste 33333
Renault SportMégane R26.R 231 F ’08-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1220kg 189 6.0 5.8 15.1 147 +One of the true hot hatch heroes - Two seats, plastic rearwindows 33333
SEATMii - £9655 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.4 - - 99 + Like Volkswagen’s Up butmore expensive -Still predictably slow 33322
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 225 F ’16-’18 4/1798 189/4300 236/1450 1185kg 162 6.7 - - 146 +Quick, competent, refined, andmanual only - Not exciting enough 33342
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 183D ’10-’15 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1259kg 144 6.9 - - 142 +Punchy engine, unflappable DSG - Lacks engagement, DSGonly 33322
SEAT LeonCupra 300 241 F £30,155 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1300kg 231 5.7 6.2 12.7 155 +Already potent Cupra gets yet another 10bhp - TheMk7.5 Golf R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra R 244D £34,995 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1378kg 226 5.8 - - 155 + Sharper handling and better body control - High price and limited availability 33332
SEAT LeonCupra 290 227 F ’16-’17 4/1984 286/5900 258/1700 1300kg 224 5.9 6.4 13.4 155 + Serious pace and agility for Golf GTImoney, nowwith an extra 10bhp - TheMk7Golf R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra 280 220 F ’14-’15 4/1984 276/5600 258/1750 1300kg 216 5.8 - - 155 + Serious pace and agility for Golf GTImoney - TheMk7Golf R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra 105 F ’07-’11 4/1984 237/5700 221/2200 1375kg 175 6.4 - - 153 +Great engine, composure - Doesn’t have the adjustability of the old Cupra R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra R 139 F ’10-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1375kg 193 6.2 6.1 14.0 155 +Bold car, blinding engine - Lacks the character of its rivalmegahatches 33342
SEAT LeonCupra R 225 067 F ’03-’06 4/1781 222/5900 206/2200 1376kg 164 6.9 - - 150 +Cross-country pace, practicality, value -Not as thrilling as some 33332
SkodaCitigo - £8275 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.4 - - 101 + Like Volkswagen’s Up, but 2mph faster flat out - 101mph isn’t something to boast about 33322
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk2) 146D ’10-’14 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1218kg 148 7.3 - - 139 +Clever twinchargedengineandDSG’box-Doyouhomeworkonthereliabilityof theengine 33342
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk1) 077 F ’03-’07 4/1896 130/4000 229/1900 1315kg 100 9.6 - - 127 + Fun and frugal hot hatch - A little short on steering feel 33342
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk3) 187 D £24,885 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1345kg 164 6.8 - - 154 +Quick, agile, roomier than aGolf - Ride is harsh forwhat could be a family car 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS 230 (Mk3) 215 D £25,130 4/1984 227/4700 258/1500 1345kg 171 6.7 - - 155 + Limited-slip diffmakes for a sharper steer - It could handlemore than the extra 10bhp 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS TDI 4x4 (Mk3) 223D £28,050 4/1968 181/3500 206/1750 1475kg 125 7.6 - - 142 + Four-wheel drive tightens the vRS chassis - Diesel andDSGonly 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk2) 163 F ’05-’13 4/1998 197/5100 206/1700 1395kg 143 7.3 - - 149 +Drives like aGTI but costsmuch less - Green brake calipers? 33332
Subaru ImprezaWRXS 125D ’08-’10 4/2457 251/5400 288/3000 1395kg 180 5.5 - - 130 +An improvement over the basicWRX - Still not theWRXwewanted 33342
Subaru Impreza STI 330S 124 F ’08-’10 4/2457 325/5400 347/3400 1505kg 219 4.4 - - 155 +Abit quicker than the regular STI… - …but not better 33332
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk2) 175 F ’12-’17 4/1586 134/6900 118/4400 1045kg 130 8.7 - - 121 + Still a great pocket rocket - Not quite as adjustabie as the original 33334
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk1) 132 F ’05-’11 4/1586 123/6800 109/4800 1030kg 121 8.9 - - 124 + Entertaining handling, well built - Lacking in steering feedback 33334
Toyota Yaris GRMN 248 F £26,295 4/1798 209/6800 184/5000 1135kg 187 6.3 - - 143 +Appealingly feisty supercharged supermini - Artificial steering; they’re onlymaking 400 33332
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 211 F £19,245 4/1598 202/5800 206/1900 1278kg 161 6.8 - - 143 +Begs to bewrung out - You’ll need the £2400Performance Pack 33332
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 154 F ’07-’14 4/1598 189/5850 192/1980 1166kg 165 7.2 - - 140 + Looks snazzy, punchy engine - Lacks feel, uncouth comparedwith rivals 33342
Vauxhall Corsa VXRNürburgring/Clubsport 164 F ’11-’13/’14 4/1598 202/5750 206/2250 1166kg 176 6.8 - - 143 +VXR getsmore power and a limited-slip diff - But they come at a price 33332
Vauxhall Astra/GTCVXR (Mk2) 207 F £29,665 4/1998 276/5500 295/2500 1475kg 190 6.0 - - 155 + Loonyturbopace-LackstheRenaultSportMégane’sprecision 33332
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk1) 102 F ’05-’11 4/1998 237/5600 236/2400 1393kg 173 6.4 6.7 16.7 152 + Fast and furious - Lacks a little composure and precision 33332
VolkswagenUp 171 F £9320 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.4 - - 99 +Accomplished city car is dynamically sound… - …but predictably slow 33322
VolkswagenUpGTI 248 F £13,750 3/999 113/5000 147/2000 995kg 115 8.8 - - 122 + Infectious appetite for fun - City car roots are still there 33332
Volkswagen LupoGTI 034 F ’01-’04 4/1598 123/6500 112/3000 1038kg 120 8.2 8.9 30.1 127 + Looks, performance, chassis - Lacks the fizz of the 106GTI 33332
Volkswagen PoloGTI 244D £21,140 4/1984 197/4400 236/1500 1280kg 156 6.7 - - 147 +Decent performance;mature ride and handling - Lacks driver involvement 33342
Volkswagen PoloGTI 211 F ’15-’17 4/1798 189/4200 236/1450 1197kg 160 6.7 - - 146 +Smooth and brawny - Fiesta ST ismore engaging 33342
Volkswagen PoloGTI 154 F ’10-’14 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1184kg 153 7.4 - - 142 +Modern-dayMk1 Golf GTI gets twin-clutchDSG - It’s a little bit bland 33342
VolkswagenGolf GTI (Mk7.5) 233D £27,865 4/1984 227/4700 258/1500 1289kg 179 6.4 - - 155 + Still themost capable all-round hot hatch - Should bemore thrilling 33334
VolkswagenGolf GTI Performance (Mk7.5) 245 F £29,820 4/1984 242/5000 273/1600 1312kg 187 6.2 - - 155 +AGTIwith an extra 15bhp and an LSD - Could still bemore thrilling 33334
VolkswagenGolf R (Mk7.5) 235D £32,310 4/1984 306/5500 280/2000 1408kg 221 5.1 - - 155 +Outrageous yet accessible performance -Manual gearshift isn’t the best 33333
VolkswagenGolf GTD (Mk7) 200D ’13-’17 4/1968 181/3500 280/1750 1302kg 141 7.5 - - 143 +Pace, fuel economy, sounds good for a diesel - Lacks the extra edge of theGTI 33332
VolkswagenGolf GTE (Mk7) 236 F ’15-’17 4/1395 201 258 1524kg 134 7.6 - - 138 + Themost enjoyable plug-in hybrid in its price range - Golf GTI still quicker andmore fun 33342
VolkswagenGolf GTI (Mk7) 236 F ’13-’17 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1276kg 173 6.5 - - 153 + Brilliantly resolved - Lacks the punch of newer rivals 33334
VolkswagenGolf GTI Clubsport Edition 40 (Mk7) 230D ’16-’17 4/1984 286/5350 280/1700 1300kg 224 6.3 - - 155 +A faster, sharper,more entertaningGTI - Some rivals aremore exciting on track 33334
VolkswagenGolf GTI Clubsport S (Mk7) 248 F ’16 4/1984 306/5800 280/1850 1285kg 242 5.8 5.8 12.8 165 +Runner-up at evoCar of the Year 2016 -Only 400were built 33333
VolkswagenGolf R (Mk7) 220 F ’14-’17 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1401kg 215 5.1 5.2 12.4 155 +AVW ‘R’model you can take seriously -Mégane 275 just edges it as a pure driver’s car 33333
VolkswagenGolf GTI (Mk6) 172 F ’09-’13 4/1984 207/5300 207/1700 1318kg 160 6.9 6.4 16.5 148 +Still a very accomplished hot hatch - 207bhp isn’t a lot anymore 33332
VolkswagenGolf R (Mk6) 140D ’10-’13 4/1984 266/6000 258/2500 1446kg 187 5.7 - - 155 +Great engine, tremendous pace and poise - High price, adaptive dampers optional 33334
VolkswagenGolf GTI (Mk5) 195 F ’04-’09 4/1984 197/5100 207/1800 1336kg 150 7.3 6.7 17.9 145 +Character and ability; theGTI’s return to form - Lacking firepower? 33333
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VolkswagenGolf R32 (Mk5) 087 F ’06-’09 6/3189 246/6300 236/2500 1466kg 170 6.5 5.8 15.2 155 + The traction’s great and you’ll love the soundtrack -We’d still have aGTI 33332

VolkswagenGolf R32 (Mk4) 053 F ’02-’04 6/3189 237/6250 236/2800 1477kg 163 6.6 6.4 16.3 154 +Charismatic - Boomy engine can be tiresome 33332
VolkswagenGolf GTI 16v (Mk2) 195 F ’88-’92 4/1781 139/6100 123/4600 960kg 147 7.9 - - 129 + Still feels everyday useable - Toomany have beenmodified 33333
VolkswagenGolf GTI (Mk1 , 1.8) 224 F ’82-’84 4/1781 112/5800 109/3500 860kg 132 8.2 - - 114 + The car that started it all - Tricky to find an unmolested one 33332
Volvo V40T5R-Design Polestar 242D £36,010 4/1969 250/5500 295/2000 1507kg 169 6.2 - - 149 +An intriguing alternative to the norm - Rivals offermore for less 33422

Volvo C30T5R-Design 122 F ’08-’12 5/2521 227/5000 236/1500 1347kg 165 6.7 6.6 16.9 149 +Good-looking, desirable Volvo - Lacks edge of best hatches; avoid the auto version 33342

Alfa RomeoGiulia 2.0 Turbo Super 234D £31,180 4/1995 197/5000 243/1750 1429kg 140 6.6 - - 146 +Keen engine, enjoyable handling - Firm low-speed ride 33334
Alfa RomeoGiulia Veloce 244 F £38,260 4/1995 276/5250 295/2250 1429kg 196 5.7 - - 149 + Supple and satisfying - Engine reluctant to rev 33334
Alfa RomeoGiulia Quadrifoglio 244 F £61,595 6/2891 503/6500 443/2500 1620kg 315 3.9 - - 191 + If Ferrari built a saloon (really) - Lacks the final polish of German rivals 33333
Alfa RomeoStelvio 234D £43,690 4/1995 276/5250 295/1750 1660kg 169 5.7 - - 143 +Agile feel, quick steering, attractive cabin - Engine not truly inspiring 33332
Alfa RomeoStelvioQuadrifoglio 244D £69,500 6/2891 503/6500 442/2500 1830kg 279 3.8 - - 176 +Rivals theMacanGTS -Needs optional P Zero Corsa tyres to give its very best 33332
Alpina D3 Biturbo (F30) 192D £47,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - - 173 + 173mph froma 3-litre diesel! Brilliant chassis, too - Auto only 33334
Alpina B3 Biturbo (F30) 188D ’13-’16 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1630kg 252 4.3 - 190 +Understated appearance,monster performance - E90M3 is better on the limit 33334
Aston Martin Rapide 141 F ’10-’13 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1990kg 240 5.3 - - 188 + Better than its DB9 sibling - More of a 2+2 than a proper four-seater 33332
Aston Martin Rapide S 201 D £147,950 12/5935 552/6650 465/5500 1990kg 282 4.4 - - 203 +Oozes star quality; gearbox on 2015MY cars a big improvement - It’s cosy in the back 33332
Audi S3 Saloon 192D £35,405 4/1984 306/5500 280/1800 1430kg 210 5.3 - - 155 +Onpaper amatch for the original S4 - In realitymuch less interesting 33322
Audi RS3 Saloon 243 F £45,250 5/2480 394/5850 354/1700 1515kg 264 4.1 - - 155 +Mini RS4 looks; stonking pace - Not themost involving driving experience 33342
Audi S4 (B9) 225D £44,600 6/2995 349/5400 369/1370 1630kg 218 4.7 - - 155 + Strong response and delivery from turbo engine - Chassis feels softer than before 33332
Audi S4 (B8) 166D ’08-’16 6/2995 328/5500 324/2900 1650kg 202 5.0 - - 155 +Great supercharged powertrain, secure chassis - The RS4 33342
Audi RS4Avant (B9) 246 F £62,175 6/2894 444/5700 442/1900 1790kg 252 4.1 - - 155 +Very ‘real world’ fast - Somemay feel it lacks character and drama 33332
Audi RS4Avant (B8) 216 F ’12-’15 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1795kg 251 4.7 4.5 10.5 174 + Looks and sounds the part, thunderously fast - Unnatural steering, dull dynamics 33342
Audi RS4 (B7) 231 D ’05-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1650kg 255 4.7 4.5 10.5 155 + 414bhp at 7800rpm! And there’s an estate version too - Busy under braking 33333
Audi RS4 (B5) 192 F ’00-’02 6/2671 375/6100 325/2500 1620kg 236 4.9 4.8 12.1 170 + Effortless pace - Not the lastword in agility; bendswheel rims 33332
Audi RS2 214 F ’94-’95 5/2226 315/6500 302/3000 1595kg 201 4.8 4.8 13.1 162 + Storming performance (thanks to Porsche) - Try finding one 33332
Audi S5 Sportback 233D £44,000 6/2995 349/5400 369/1370 1660kg 214 4.7 - - 155 +More capable than you think; strong V6 engine - Gearbox frustrating in automode 33342
Audi S6 091 D ’06-’11 10/5204 429/6800 398/3000 1910kg 228 5.5 - - 155 + Fast, and discreetwith it - VerymutedV10 33342
Audi RS6Avant (C7) 203 F £81,355 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1935kg 290 3.9 3.6 8.2 155 +Performance, foolproof powertrain, beefy looks - Feels a bit one-dimensional 33332
Audi RS6Avant Performance (C7) 224D £88,270 8/3993 597/6100 553/2500 1950kg 311 3.7 - - 155 + The extra power is no hassle for the chassis - But it is a stern test of your self-control 33332
Audi RS6Avant (C6) 116 F ’08-’10 10/4991 572/6250 479/1500 1985kg 293 4.5 4.3 9.7 155 +Was theworld’smost powerful estate - Power isn’t everything 33332
Audi RS6Avant (C5) 052 F ’02-’04 8/4172 444/5700 413/1950 1865kg 242 4.6 4.8 11.6 155 + The ultimate estate car? - Numb steering 33332
Audi S7 Sportback 171 D £65,950 8/3993 414/5000 406/1400 1945kg 216 4.6 - - 155 + Looks and drives better than the S6 it’s based on - Costs several thousandsmore 33342
Audi RS7 Sportback 208 F £86,985 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1930kg 291 3.9 - - 155 + Stonking performance, great looks - Numbdriving experience 33322
Audi S8 Plus 217 D £100,510 8/3993 597/6100 553/2500 1990kg 305 3.8 - - 155 + Fantastic drivetrain, quality and refinement - Dynamic Steering feels artificial 33332
Audi RSQ3 206D ’13-’16 5/2480 335/5300 332/1600 1655kg 206 4.8 - - 155 + Surprisingly characterful; better thanmany RSs - High centre of gravity 33334
Audi SQ5 237D £51,200 6/2995 349/5400 369/1370 1870kg 190 5.4 - - 155 + Fine chassis; deceptive pace - Lacks excitement 33322
Bentley Flying Spur V8 200D £132,800 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2342kg 217 5.2 - - 183 + Effortless performancewith real top-end kick - Determinedly unsporting 33342
Bentley Flying Spur V8 S 230D £142,800 8/3993 521/6000 502/1700 2342kg 226 4.9 - 190 +Old-school approach to comfort and luxury - Old-school tech 33342
Bentley Flying Spur 185D £154,900 12/5998 616/6000 590/1600 2400kg 261 4.6 - - 199 + ForthosewhostillwanttheirFlyingSpurwithaW12-Car feels itsweight;enginesoundsdull 33342
Bentley Bentayga V8 247D £136,200 8/3996 542/6000 568/1960 2313kg 238 4.5 - - 180 +The pick of the Bentayga range - A top-endRange Rover is still more polished 33342
Bentley Bentayga 217 D £162,700 12/5950 600/5000 664/1350 2365kg 258 4.1 - - 187 + Sublime quality, ridiculous pace - Inert driving experience, SUV stigma 33342
BentleyMulsanne 178 F £229,360 8/6752 505/4200 752/1750 2610kg 197 5.3 - - 184 +Drives like amodern Bentley should - Shame it doesn’t look like one too 33342
BentleyMulsanne Speed 235D £252,000 8/6752 530/4000 811/1750 2610kg 206 4.9 - - 190 + Extravagent; effortless performance - Passengers havemore fun than you do 33342
BMW330dMSport (F30) 180D £38,590 6/2993 254/4000 413/2000 1540kg 168 5.6 - - 155 +Great engine, fine handling, good value - Steering confusesweightwith feel 33334
BMW340iMSport Touring (F31) 228D £42,055 6/2998 321/5500 332/1380 1615kg 202 5.5 - - 155 + Feelsome rear-drive chassis - Easy to drive it beyond its comfort zone 33332
BMW328i (F30) 165D ’11-’15 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1430kg 172 6.1 - - 155 +New-age four-pot 328i is great all-rounder -Wemiss the six-cylinder soundtrack 33334
BMW435i GranCoupe 203D ’14-’16 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1585kg 194 5.5 - - 155 + Superb straight-six, fine ride/handling balance - 335i saloonweighs and costs less 33334
BMWM3 (F80) 211 F £57,355 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1560kg 277 4.3 4.1 8.6 155 + Looks, performance, practicality - Body control on rough roads; engine lacks character 33334
BMWM3Competition Package (F80) 237 F £59,595 6/2979 444/7000 406/1850 1560kg 289 4.2 - - 155 + The car the F80M3 should have been from the start - Less refined at low speeds 33334
BMWM3 (E90) 123 F ’08-’11 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1605kg 262 4.9 4.9 10.7 165 + Every bit as good as the E92M3 coupe -No carbon roof 33333
BMWM3CRT (E90) 179 F ’11-’12 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1580kg 285 4.4 - - 180 +Saloon chassis +weight savings +GTS engine = best E90M3 - Just 67weremade 33333
BMWM5 (F90) 244 F £89,640 8/4395 592/5600 553/1800 1855kg 324 3.4 - - 155 + Fun in two- or four-wheel drive - Insufficient steering connection and engine character 33334
BMWM5 (F10) 208 F ’11-’16 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1870kg 300 4.4 - - 155 + Twin-turbocharging suitsM5well - Can feel heavy at times 33333
BMWM5 (E60) 129 F ’04-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1755kg 289 4.7 - - 155 +Close to being the ultimate supersaloon - SMGgearbox feels old-tech 33334
BMWM5 (E39) 110 F ’99-’03 8/4941 394/6600 369/3800 1795kg 223 5.3 4.9 11.5 155 +Magnificent V8-engined supersaloon -We’d be nitpicking 33333
BMWM5 (E34) 110 F ’92-’96 6/3795 335/6900 295/4750 1725kg 197 5.8 4.9 13.6 155 + TheGodfather of supersaloons - The family can come too 33333
BMWM5 (E28) 182 F ’86-’88 6/3453 282/6500 251/4500 1431kg 200 6.1 - - 156 + The original storming saloon - Understated looks 33333
BMWM6GranCoupe 190D £95,665 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1875kg 299 4.2 - - 155 + Enormous performance, stylish looks - Price looks silly next to rivals, M5 included 33332
BMWM760Li xDrive 233D £132,310 12/6592 602/5500 590/1550 2180kg 281 3.7 - - 155 +Morecapablethanyou’dthink; strongengine-Toomuchofa limotobegenuinelyexciting 33322
BMWX5M50d 191 D £67,220 6/2993 376/4000 546/2000 2190kg 174 5.3 - - 155 + Straight-line pace - Driving experience identical to standard X5, despite theMbadge 33422
BMWX6M 212D £95,430 8/4395 567/6000 553/2200 2265kg 254 4.2 - - 155 +Big improvement on its predecessor - Coupe roofline still of questionable taste 33332
BMWX6M 134D ’09-’15 8/4395 547/6000 502/1500 2305kg 241 4.7 - - 171 + Fast, refined and comfortable - But it definitely lacks theM factor 33422
Cadillac CT6 226D £69,990 6/2997 411/5700 409/2500 1950kg 214 5.7 - - 149 +Caddy’s S-class rival scores on comfort - But not on driver involvement 33322
Cadillac CTS-V 148 F ’08-’15 8/6162 556/6100 551/3800 1928kg 293 3.9 - - 191 + Stands out amongM-cars andAMGs - The noveltymightwear off 33332
HondaAccord Type R 012 F ’98-’03 4/2157 209/7200 158/6700 1306kg 163 7.2 6.1 17.4 142 +One of the finest front-drivers of all time - Convincing your friends of that 33334
Infiniti Q50SHybrid 195D £41,450 6/3498 359/6800 402/5000 1762kg 207 5.4 - - 155 +Goodpowertrain, promising chassis - Lacklustre steering, strong rivals 33422
Jaguar XE 2.0dAWD 227D £35,335 4/1999 178/4000 317/1750 1615kg 112 7.9 - - 140 +Great chassis getsmore traction - Shame the engine isn’t as polished 33332
Jaguar XE S 237 D £48,045 6/2995 375/6500 332/3500 1655kg 230 5.0 - - 155 +AMG-beating power; handling - Expensive; cabin quality and space lags behind rivals’ 33332
Jaguar XE S 213 D ’15-’17 6/2995 335/6500 332/4500 1635kg 208 5.1 - - 155 +Neat handling, neat design - V6 loses appeal in the real world 33334
Jaguar XF S 214D £51,100 6/2995 375/6500 332/4500 1710kg 223 5.3 - - 155 +Outstanding ride and handling balance - Engine lacks appeal 33332
Jaguar XF SDiesel 219 D £50,100 6/2993 296/4000 516/2000 1750kg 172 6.2 - - 155 +Great chassis, good looks, better engine thanV6petrol - It’s still a diesel 33332
Jaguar XFR 181 D ’09-’15 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1800kg 284 4.7 4.8 10.2 155 +Brilliant blend of pace and refinement - Doesn’t sound as special as it is 33332
Jaguar XFR-S 208 F ’13-’15 8/5000 542/6500 501/2500 1800kg 306 4.6 - - 186 +XF turned up to 12 - Tyres aren’t cheap 33332
Jaguar XJR 191 D £91,755 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1875kg 294 4.6 - - 174 +Hot-rod vibe, fine cabin - Opinion-dividing looks 33332
Jaguar XJR575 242D £93,710 8/5000 567/6250 516/3500 1875kg 307 4.4 - - 186 +Big performance, genuine sporting spirit - Unfashionable package; depreciation 33332
Jaguar XJ 3.0 V6Diesel 148D ’10-’16 6/2993 271/4000 442/2000 1835kg 150 6.6 - - 155 +A great Jaguar - But not as great as the XJR… 33332

OUR CHOICE
AlfaRomeoGiuliaQuadrifoglio.At last, an Alfa Romeowe can love not
just for its badge, for the noise it makes and for being Italian, but because
it’s a great car. In fact, the Giulia Quadrifoglio is a saloon car that feels like a
sports car – and thankfully that sports car isn’t a 4C.

BEST OF THE REST
If you prefer your fast saloonsGerman, consider theMercedes-AMGC63S or
itsmore focused rival, theBMWM3. Moving up a size, theMercedes-AMGE63S
4Matic+ (left) is relentlessly rampant but has finesse too, while thePorsche
PanameraTurbo runs the E63 close and feels good for its 7min 38sec Ring time.
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Jaguar E-Pace P300 243D £45,660 4/1998 296/5500 295/1200 1894kg 159 6.4 - - 155 +Decent grip and balance - Dreary engine; heavier than aV6 F-Pace 33422
Jaguar F-Pace S 222D £53,365 6/2995 375/6500 332/4500 1884kg 202 5.5 - - 155 +Amatch for Porsche’s SUVs - SuperchargedV6 needs to beworked hard 33332
Kia Stinger 2.0GT-Line 247D £31,995 4/1998 244/6200 260/1400 1717kg 144 5.8 - - 149 +Out-Jaguars Jaguar’s XE andXF - Except in the looks department 33332
Kia Stinger GT S 242D £40,495 6/3342 365/6000 376/1300 1780kg 168 4.7 - - 168 +Playful handling, deep-chested performance - Engine lacks soul, steering lacks feel 33342
LexusGS F 243D £73,375 8/4969 471/7100 391/4800 1790kg 267 4.6 - - 168 +Glorious engine, balanced handling - Gearbox is off the pace 33332
Lexus IS F 151 F ’07-’12 8/4969 417/6600 372/5200 1714kg 247 5.2 4.7 10.9 173 + Shockingly good Lexus - TheM3’s available as a four-door too 33334
Lotus Carlton 245 F ’91-’93 6/3615 377/5200 419/4200 1658kg 231 5.4 4.8 10.6 176 + TheMillenniumFalcon of saloon cars - Every drive is awork-out 33333
Maserati Ghibli 186D £53,590 6/2979 325/5000 406/1750 1810kg 182 5.6 - - 163 +Burstingwith character; good value compared toQuattroporte - It’s still a big car 33332
Maserati Ghibli S 198D £64,510 6/2979 404/5500 406/4500 1810kg 227 5.0 - - 177 + Stands out from the crowd; sounds good too - Chassis lacks finesse, engine lacks reach 33342
Maserati Quattroporte S 184D £82,750 6/2979 404/5500 406/1750 1860kg 221 5.1 - - 177 + Tempting alternative to V8 - Feel-free steering, ride lacks decorum 33332
Maserati QuattroporteGTS 226D £115,980 8/3798 523/6800 479/2250 1900kg 280 4.7 - - 193 +Still pretty - Off the pace dynamically 33342
Maserati Quattroporte 085 F ’04-’08 8/4244 394/7000 333/4500 1930kg 207 5.6 - - 171 + Redefined big-car dynamics - Don’t use automode 33334
Maserati Quattroporte S 137 F ’08-’12 8/4691 425/7000 361/4750 1990kg 216 5.4 5.1 12.1 174 +AQPwith the bhp it deserves - Grille is a bit Hannibal Lecter 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 141 F ’08-’12 8/4691 433/7000 361/4750 1990kg 221 5.1 - - 177 + Themost stylish of supersaloons - Slightlywooden brakes, unforgiving ride 33332
Maserati LevanteDiesel 221 D £54,335 6/2897 271/4000 442/2000 2205kg 125 6.9 - - 143 + Impressive blend of ride and handling - Performance ismild for aMaserati 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLA45AMG 186D £43,245 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.6 - - 155 +Strong performance, classy cabin - Pricey comparedwith A45AMGhatchback 33322
Mercedes-BenzGLA45AMG 205 F £46,875 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1510kg 239 4.8 - - 155 +An aggressive and focused sports crossover - Lowondriver interaction 33332
Mercedes-AMGC43 4Matic Estate 228D £46,985 6/2996 362/5500 383/2000 1660kg 222 4.7 - - 155 + Incredibly fast and composed - Difficult to engagewith 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63 (W205) 209D £62,180 8/3982 469/5500 479/1750 1640kg 291 4.1 - - 155 + Fast and feelsome - Lacks the ultimate finesse and response of the C63 S 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63 Estate (W205) 216 F £63,380 8/3982 469/5500 479/1750 1710kg 279 4.2 - - 155 +Muchmore fun than it looks - Gearbox dim-witted at low speeds 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63S (W205) 211 F £68,930 8/3982 503/5500 516/1750 1655kg 309 4.0 - - 155 +Tremendous twin-turboV8power - Not quite as focused as anMdivision car 33332
Mercedes-Benz C63AMG (W204) 151 F ’08-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.5 4.4 9.7 155 +Monstrous pace and extremely engaging - Same-eraM3 is just a little better… 33334
Mercedes-Benz C55AMG (W203) 088 F ’04-’08 8/5439 367/5250 376/4000 1635kg 228 5.2 - - 155 + Furiously fast, commendably discreet - OvershadowedbyM3 andRS4 33332
Mercedes-Benz 190E 2.5-16 185 F ’89-’92 4/2498 204/6750 177/5500 1300kg 159 7.5 - - 146 +M-B’sM3 alternative - Not as nimble as the Beemer 33332
Mercedes-AMGE43 4Matic (W213) 236D £57,275 6/2996 395/6100 383/2500 1765kg 227 4.6 - - 155 + Someof the E63’s looks and performance - Not enough of its performance 33342
Mercedes-AMGE63 4Matic+ (W213) 242D £78,675 8/3982 563/5750 553/2250 1875kg 305 3.5 - - 155 +More rounded than the E63 S - Could be a little too discreet for some tastes 33334
Mercedes-AMGE63 S 4Matic+ (W213) 246 F £87,375 8/3982 604/5750 627/2500 1880kg 326 3.4 3.4 7.4 155 + Fast, refined, effective and fun - At nearly two tons, it’s not 911 nimble 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 187 D ’13-’16 8/5461 549/5500 531/1750 1770kg 315 4.2 - - 155 +Power, response and accuracy in spades - A little lacking in originality 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMGS (W212) 208 F ’13-’16 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - - 155 + Effortless power; intuitive and approachable - Sluggish auto ’box 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 165 F ’11-’13 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 1765kg 298 4.4 - - 155 + Turbo engine didn’t dilute the E63 experience - Sometimes struggles for traction… 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W212) 134D ’09-’11 8/6208 518/6800 465/5200 1765kg 298 4.5 - - 155 + Indulgent chassis, brilliant engine - Steering still vague 33332
Mercedes-Benz E63AMG (W211) 096D ’06-’09 8/6208 507/6800 465/5200 1765kg 292 4.5 - - 155 +Brilliant engine, indulgent chassis - Vague steering, speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz E55AMG 052 F ’03-’06 8/5439 469/6100 516/2650 1760kg 271 4.7 4.8 10.2 155 +M5-humbling grunt, cosseting ride - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz S63AMGL 246D £125,690 8/3982 604/5500 664/2750 1940kg 316 4.3 - - 155 +Performance doesn’t come at the expense of luxury - But pure driving thrills do 33332
Mercedes-AMGCLS53 4Matic+ 247D c£65,000 6/2999 451/6100 567/1800 1905kg 302 4.5 - - 155 + Impressive chassis and hybrid powertrain - 4Matic only, and heavy, too 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMGS 199D ’14-’17 8/5461 577/5500 590/1750 1795kg 327 4.1 - - 155 +Quick and characterful - Dated gearbox, no four-wheel-drive option in theUK 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 178 F ’11-’14 8/5461 518/5250 516/1700 1795kg 293 4.4 - - 155 +Monster performance, 549bhp an option - Not as desirable as a Bentley or Aston 33332
Mercedes-Benz CLS63AMG 099 F ’06-’11 8/6208 507/6100 464/2650 1830kg 281 4.5 - - 155 +Beauty, comfort, awesomeperformance -M5 has the edge on B-roads 33332
Mercedes-BenzGLE63AMGS 218D £96,950 8/5461 577/5500 560/1750 2270kg 258 4.2 - - 155 + Stonking pace, extreme refinement - Feels remote 33342
Mercedes-BenzGLE63AMGSCoupe 213 D £96,575 8/5461 577/5500 560/1750 2275kg 258 4.2 - - 155 + Subtler than anX6M -More force than finesse 33332
Mercedes-BenzML63AMG 176 F ’12-’15 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 2270kg 232 4.7 - - 155 +Great engine, surprisingly good dynamics - Samemoney buys a Boxster and anML350… 33332
Mercedes-BenzG63AMG 172D £135,025 8/5461 537/5500 560/2000 2475kg 220 5.4 - - 130 + It exists; epic soundtrack - Ancient chassis, silly price 33322
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-300SST 118 F ’08-’14 4/1998 290/6500 300/3500 1590kg 185 4.5 5.2 13.9 155 + First Evowith a twin-clutch transmission - Not as exciting as its predecessors 33342
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-330SST 134 F ’08-’14 4/1998 324/6500 322/3500 1590kg 207 4.4 - - 155 +Great engine and gearbox combo - It still lives in the shadowof the Evo IX 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-360 122D ’08-’14 4/1998 354/6500 363/3500 1560kg 231 4.0 - - 155 +Ridiculously rapid Evo - A five-speed gearbox?! 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 181 F ’09-’10 4/1998 403/6500 387/3500 1560kg 262 3.8 - - 155 +Most powerful factory Evo ever… - …about X grand toomuchwhen new 33342
Mitsubishi Evo IX FQ-340 088 F ’05-’08 4/1997 345/6800 321/4600 1400kg 250 4.2 4.3 10.9 157 +Gives Porsche drivers nightmares - Points. Lots of 33333
Mitsubishi Evo IXMR FQ-360 181 F ’05-’08 4/1997 366/6887 363/3200 1400kg 266 4.0 - - 157 +Well-executed engine upgrades - Prison food 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIII 055 F ’03-’05 4/1997 276/6500 289/3500 1410kg 199 5.1 - - 157 + The Evo grows up - Brakes need beefing up 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VIII MR FQ-300 057 F ’03-’05 4/1997 305/6800 289/3500 1400kg 221 4.9 - - 157 + Extra pace, extra attitude - Extramoney 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VII 031 F ’02-’03 4/1997 276/6500 282/3500 1360kg 206 5.1 5.0 13.0 140 +Terrific all-rounder - You tell us 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VI TommiMäkinen Edition 231 F ’00-’01 4/1997 276/6500 275/2750 1365kg 205 4.6 - - 150 +Our favourite Evo - Subtle it is not 33333
Porsche Panamera 4SDiesel 232D £91,788 8/3956 416/3500 627/1000 2050kg 206 4.3 - - 177 + Sharpchassis, impressivetech-Performancedoesn’tmeetexpectations 33342
Porsche Panamera Turbo 237 F £115,100 8/3996 542/5750 568/1960 1995kg 276 3.6 3.4 8.3 190 +Searingpacewithbodycontrol that’sa real stepup;superbrearwing, too-Still veryheavy 33332
Porsche Panamera Turbo Sport Turismo 239D £118,828 8/3996 542/5750 568/1960 2035kg 271 3.8 - - 188 + Looksgreat;drivesbetter than itsweightwouldsuggest -Notexactlya load-lugger 33332
Porsche PanameraGTS 208 F ’11-’16 8/4806 434/6700 383/3500 1925kg 229 4.4 - - 178 +VivaciousV8,entertainingbalance-Canfeel lightonperformancenexttoturbochargedrivals 33334
Porsche Panamera Turbo 137 F ’10-’16 8/4806 493/6000 516/2250 1970kg 254 4.2 3.6 8.9 188 + Fast, refined and dynamically sound - It still leaves us cold 33342
Porsche Panamera Turbo S 159D ’11-’13 8/4806 542/6000 590/2250 1995kg 276 3.8 - - 190 +Pace, excellent ergonomics - Steering feel, ride 33342
PorscheMacan S 205 F £48,287 6/2997 335/5500 339/1450 1865kg 183 5.4 - - 157 +No less compelling than theMacan Turbo - Although lacks its ultimate speed and agility 33332
PorscheMacanGTS 244 F £55,158 6/2997 355/6000 369/1650 1895kg 190 5.2 - - 159 +Handles like an SUV shouldn’t - Still looks like an SUV 33334
PorscheMacan Turbo 207D £63,981 6/3604 394/6000 406/1350 1925kg 208 4.8 4.5 11.1 165 +Doesn’t feel like an SUV -Not amatch for a proper sports saloon 33334
PorscheMacan Turbo Performance Package 236D £69,505 6/3604 434/6000 442/1500 1925kg 229 4.4 - - - + Staggeringly quick and hugely capable - Do you really need thismuch power? 33332
PorscheCayenne Turbo (Mk3) 243D £99,291 8/3996 542/5750 568/1960 2175kg 254 4.1 - - 177 +Huge performance, surprising agility - It’s still a two-ton-plus SUV 33332
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V6) 211 D ’15-’17 6/3604 434/6000 442/1600 2110kg 209 5.2 - - 163 + The driver’s Cayenne… - …butwhywould a driverwant an SUV? 33334
PorscheCayenneGTS (Mk2, V8) 173 D ’12-’15 8/4806 414/6500 380/3500 2085kg 202 5.7 - - 162 +Dynamically the best SUVof its era - At two tons, it’s still no sports car 33334
PorscheCayenne Turbo (Mk2) 212 D ’10-’17 8/4806 513/6000 533/2250 2185kg 239 4.5 - - 173 +Remarkable performance, handling, completeness - Vague steering, dated engine 33332
PorscheCayenne Turbo S (Mk2) 184D ’10-’17 8/4806 562/6000 590/2500 2235kg 255 4.1 - - 176 +More power and torque than a Zonda S 7.3 - In an SUV 33332
Range Rover EvoqueCoupe Si4 160D £44,545 4/1999 237/6000 251/1900 1670kg 144 7.0 - - 135 + Striking looks, sporting dynamics - Hefty price, and petrol version is auto-only 33332
Range Rover Velar P380 239D £70,210 6/2995 375/6500 332/3500 1884kg 202 5.7 - - 155 +Amore advanced, opulent alternative to an F-Pace - Itsweight ultimately limits its agility 33332
Range Rover Sport SDV8 - £87,350 8/4367 334/3500 546/1750 2359kg 144 6.5 - - 140 +Abrilliant long-distancemachine - Doesn’t live up to the ‘Sport’ branding 33332
Range Rover Sport V8 Supercharged 186D £87,680 8/5000 503/6000 460/2500 2335kg 219 5.0 - - 155 +Deceptively quick and capable sports SUV - It’s still got aweight problem 33332
Range Rover Sport SVR 248D £99,680 8/5000 567/6000 516/3500 2310kg 249 4.5 - - 176 +Characterful and amusingly rapid - Heavy, thirsty and just a bit obnoxious 33332
Range Rover SDV8 180D £83,900 8/4367 334/3500 516/1750 2360kg 144 6.5 - - 140 +Lighterandmorecapablethanbefore,evenmore luxurious -DieselV6model feelsmorealert 33332
Rolls-RoyceGhost 186D £223,368 12/6592 563/5250 575/1500 2360kg 242 4.7 - - 155 + It’s quicker than you think - It’smore enjoyable driven slowly 33332
Rolls-Royce Phantom 054 F £318,120 12/6749 453/5350 531/3500 2560kg 180 5.7 - - 149 +Rolls reinvented for the 21st century - The roads are barely big enough 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 201 F £31,995 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1534kg 196 5.2 - - 158 + Fast Subaru saloon soldiers on -Without a power increase 33332
SubaruWRXSTI 151 D ’10-’13 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1505kg 200 5.2 - - 158 + Fast Subaru back as a saloon -Without the blue paintandgoldwheels 33334
Subaru Impreza STI (‘Hawkeye’) 090 F ’05-’07 4/2457 276/6000 289/4000 1495kg 188 5.3 - - 158 + Stunning to drive - Not so stunning to look at 33332
Subaru ImprezaGB270 109D ’07 4/2457 266/5700 310/3000 1410kg 192 5.2 - - 143 + Fitting final fling for the Impreza badge on a fast Subaru - End of an era 33334
Subaru Impreza RB320 105 F ’07 4/2457 316/6000 332/3750 1495kg 215 4.8 - - 155 + Fitting tribute to a rallying legend - Too hardcore for some? 33334
Subaru ImprezaWRXSTI PPP (‘Blobeye’) 073 F ’03-’05 4/1994 300/6000 299/4000 1470kg 207 5.4 5.2 12.9 148 +ASubaruwith real edge - Bit too edgy in thewet 33334
Subaru Impreza Turbo (‘Classic’) 011 F ’93-’00 4/1994 215/5600 214/4000 1235kg 177 5.8 5.4 14.6 144 +Destined for classic status - Thirsty 33333
Subaru Impreza RB5 187 F ’99 4/1994 237/6000 258/3500 1235kg 195 6.1 5.0 14.1 144 +Perfect blend of poise and power - Limited numbers 33333
Subaru Impreza P1 200 F ’00-’01 4/1994 276/6500 260/4000 1283kg 219 4.7 4.9 13.3 150 +One of our favourite Imprezas - Doesn’t come cheap 33333
Subaru Impreza 22B STI 188 F ’98-’99 4/2212 276/6000 268/3200 1270kg 220 5.3 5.0 13.1 150 + The ultimate Impreza - Prices reflect this 33333
TeslaModel S P100D 235 F £129,400 - 595 713 2108kg 287 2.4 2.9 7.7 155 +KillerRWYBperformance - Can take 30minutes towarmup for a Ludicrous+ launch 33334
TeslaModel S P85D 208D ’15-’16 - 457 687 2239kg 314 3.2 - - 155 +Dualmotors and 4WDequals extraordinary acceleration - Lack of charging points 33334
TeslaModel S Performance 196 F ’14 - 410 443 2100kg 201 4.2 - - 130 + Intoxicating performance, soothing refinement - Generic styling, charging limitations 33334
Vauxhall Insignia Grand Sport 2.0T 4x4 237 D £27,710 4/1998 257/5300 295/2500 1649kg 158 6.9 - - 155 +Amore spacious and stylish Insignia - Still lacking the performance gene 33322
Vauxhall Insignia Grand Sport GSi BiTurbo 246D £32,975 4/1956 207/4000 354/1500 1772kg 145 7.3 - - 145 + Fine ride, strong real-world pace - Doesn’t feel different enough fromnon-GSi Insignias 33422
Vauxhall Insignia VXRSuperSport 189D ’13-’17 6/2792 321/5250 321/5250 1825kg 179 5.6 - - 170 +A 170mphVauxhall - Should be amore engaging steer 33342
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Vauxhall Vectra VXR 102D ’06-’09 6/2792 276/5500 262/1800 1580kg 177 6.1 - - 161 +Great engine, effortless pace, good value - Numb steering, lumpy ride 33332
Vauxhall VXR8GTS 215 D ’15-’17 8/6162 576/6150 546/3850 1834kg 319 4.2 - - 155 +Monsterengine;engagingdrivingexperience-Woeful interior 33332
Vauxhall VXR8GTS-R 245 F ’17 8/6162 587/6150 546/3850 1880kg 317 4.2 - - 155 +Blisteringperformance;burstingwithcharacter -Theendofanera 33332
Volvo V60Polestar 222D £49,665 4/1969 362/6000 347/3100 1721kg 214 4.8 - - 155 + Subtle, well-executed performance car - Plays a little too safe 33342

OUR CHOICE
Lotus Elise Sport 220. Delivering just the right amount of power from its
supercharged 1.8-litre engine tomake themost of its low kerb weight, the
Sport 220 is gutsy, grippy, accurate and enthusiastic. And, of course, it rides
beautifully. It’s the sweetest spot in the already-very-sweet Elise range.

BEST OF THE REST
For evenmore precision and outright performance, a Lotus3-Eleven430 is hard
to beat, while theCaterhamSeven remains an exemplar of sports car purity in all
its guises.More habitable and everyday useable, theAbarth 124Spider (left) is
capable of putting a big smile on your face even at sane speeds.

SPORTS CARS / CONVERTIBLES

Abarth 124 Spider 238 F £26,920 4/1368 168/5500 184/2500 1060kg 161 6.8 - - 143 +A little carwith a big soul - Vague and lifeless front end 33332
Alfa Romeo4CSpider 223 F £59,505 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 940kg* 256 4.5 - - 160 +Stunninglybeautiful;bettersteeringthancoupeversion -Still hasthecoupe’sother foibles 33342
Alfa Romeo 8C Spider 161 F ’09-’11 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1675kg 273 4.4 - - 181 + Beautymeets beast. They hit it off - Boot is useless for touring 33334
Ariel Atom3 245 248 F £30,573 4/1998 245/8600 177/7200 520kg* 479 3.1 - - 145 + Even better than its predecessors - Can still be a bit draughty 33334
Ariel Atom3.5 Supercharged 180D £38,000 4/1998 310/8400 169/7200 550kg* 573 2.7 - - 155 +Asmad as ever - Rain 33333
Ariel Atom3.5R 205 F £64,800 4/1998 350/8400 243/6100 550kg* 647 2.6 - - 155 +Remarkable balance, poise and pace - Pricey 33333
Ariel Atom3Supercharged 138 F ’09-’12 4/1998 300/8200 162/7200 550kg* 554 3.3 - - 155 + It’s brilliant - It’smental 33333
Ariel AtomMugen 165 F ’12-’13 4/1998 270/8300 188/6000 550kg* 499 2.9 - - 150 +Perfect engine for the Atom’s chassis - Only tenweremade 33333
Ariel Nomad 248 F £33,000 4/2354 235/7200 221/4300 670kg* 365 3.4 - - 134 +Off-road capabilitiesmake for a super plaything - NoBluetooth 33333
Aston Martin V8 Vantage Roadster (4.7) 130 F ’09-’16 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1710kg 250 4.8 - - 180 + Sportiest, coolest drop-top Aston in years - Feels dated compared to contemporaries 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage S Roadster 161 F ’11-’17 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1690kg 258 4.8 - - 189 + Sounds amazing, looks even better - Still not the best drop-top in its class 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage Roadster 175 F ’12-’14 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1760kg 294 4.5 - - 190 +As good as the coupe, with amplified V12 rumble - Just a smidgen shakier 33334
AstonMartin V12 Vantage SRoadster 212 F ’14-’17 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1745kg 329 4.1 - - 201 +Abrilliant two-seat roadster… - …let downby a frustrating automatedmanual gearbox 33334
AstonMartin DB9Volante 150D ’04-’15 12/5935 510/6500 457/5500 1890kg 274 4.5 - - 183 +Consummate cruiser and capablewhen pushed - Roof-upwind noise 33334
AstonMartin DB11 Volante 247 F £161,900 8/3982 503/6000 498/2000 1870kg 273 4.1 - - 187 + Impressivelywide range of dynamic personalities - Cabin could be better at this price 33334
Audi TTSRoadster 207D £42,565 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1450kg 214 5.2 - - 155 +A serious proposition, ranking close behind a Boxster S - Coupe still looks better 33332
Audi TTSRoadster 122 D ’08-’14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1455kg 187 5.6 - - 155 + Effortlessly quick - Long-termappeal open to question 33332
Audi TT RSRoadster 133 D ’09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1510kg 225 4.7 - - 155 + Terrific engine… - …is the best thing about it 33342
Audi R8V8Spyder 186D ’11-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/6000 1660kg 259 4.8 - - 187 +More delicate and subtle than the V10 - TheV10 sounds even better 33332
BACMono 189 F £165,125 4/2261 305/7700 206/6000 580kg* 534 2.8 - - 170 + Themost single-minded track car available - Thatmeans no passengers… 33334
BMWZ4 sDrive 35iMSport (Mk2) 186D ’13-’17 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1505kg 204 5.2 - - 155 + Looks, hard-top versatility, drivetrain - Clumsy chassis is upset by ragged surfaces 33342
BMWZ43.0si (Mk1) 094D ’06-’09 6/2996 265/6600 232/2750 1310kg 205 5.7 - - 155 + Terrific straight-six - Handling not as playful aswe’d like 33332
BMWZ4MRoadster 091 F ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1410kg 244 5.0 - - 155 + Exhilarating and characterful; that engine - Stiff suspension 33334
BMWMRoadster 002 F ’98-’02 6/3246 325/7400 258/4900 1375kg 240 5.1 - - 155 +M3motor; hunky looks -MCoupe drives better 33342
BMWZ8 026 F ’00-’03 8/4941 400/6600 369/3800 1585kg 256 4.7 4.8 11.1 155 +M5-powered super-sportster -M5’smore fun to drive 33322
CaterhamSeven 160 239 F £19,495 3/660 80/7000 79/3400 490kg* 166 6.9 - - 100 +The fabulous Seven formula at itsmost basic - Gets priceywith options 33334
CaterhamSeven SuperSprint 247 D £29,995 3/660 95/7000 82/5600 490kg* 197 6.9 - - 100 +Accessible limitswith proper pace - You need to enjoy being exposed to the elements 33334
CaterhamSeven 270 219 F £23,995 4/1596 135/6800 122/4100 540kg* 254 5.0 - - 122 + Feisty engine, sweetly balanced,manic and exciting - The temptation ofmore power 33333
CaterhamSeven 310 227 D £25,495 4/1596 152/7000 124/5600 540kg* 286 4.8 - - 126 + Intense and exciting - Sticky tyres limit the amount of throttle adjustability 33334
CaterhamSeven 360 209 F £27,495 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 560kg* 327 4.8 - - 130 + Extra power iswelcome - You’ll need the six-speed gearbox tomake themost of it 33333
CaterhamSeven 420 223 F £30,495 4/1999 210/7600 150/6300 560kg* 381 3.8 4.0 10.3 136 + It’s the onewebuilt for ourselves - Trickier on the limit than lesser-powered Sevens 33333
CaterhamSeven 420RDonington Edition 240D £47,500 4/1999 210/7600 150/6300 560kg* 381 3.8 - - 136 +One of the best Sevenswe’ve driven -Only ten are beingmade 33333
CaterhamSevenCSR 094 F £46,495 4/2261 256/7500 200/6200 565kg* 460 3.1 3.8 - 155 +Brilliant for high days, holidays and trackdays -WetWednesdays 33334
CaterhamSeven 620S 220D £45,495 4/1999 310/7700 219/7350 610kg* 516 3.4 - - 155 + Ludicrous, near-620Rpace, with added habitability -Well, ‘habitable’ for a Seven… 33333
CaterhamSeven 620R 239 F £50,490 4/1999 310/7700 219/7350 572kg* 551 2.8 - - 155 +Banzai on track, yet still relevant on the road - £50k for a Seven? 33333
CaterhamSevenRoadsport 125 105 F ’07-’14 4/1596 125/6100 120/5350 539kg* 235 5.9 - - 112 +Great debut for Ford-enginedmodel - Bigger drivers need SVmodel 33334
CaterhamSeven Supersport 165 F ’11-’14 4/1596 140/6900 120/5790 520kg* 273 4.9 - - 120 +One of the best Caterhams is also one of the cheapest of its era - It’s quiteminimalist 33333
CaterhamSeven Supersport R 180D ’13-’14 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 535kg* 342 4.8 - - 130 +One of the best road-and-track Sevens - Impractical, noisy, uncomfortable 33334
CaterhamSeven Superlight R300 150 F ’09-’12 4/1999 175/7000 139/6000 515kg* 345 4.5 - - 140 +Possibly all the Caterhamyou need - They’re not cheap 33333
CaterhamSeven Superlight R500 123 F ’08-’14 4/1999 263/8500 177/7200 506kg* 528 2.9 - - 150 +Better power-to-weight ratio than aVeyron - Until you add the driver 33333
CaterhamSevenR300 068 F ’02-’06 4/1796 160/7000 130/5000 500kg* 325 4.7 - - 130 +Our 2002 Trackday Car of the Year - Not forwimps 33333
CaterhamSevenR500 200 F ’99-’06 4/1796 230/8600 155/7200 460kg* 510 3.4 3.6 8.8 146 + TheK-series Seven at its very best - No cup holders 33333
Elemental Rp1 238D £98,700 4/1999 320/ n/a 332/2000 630kg 516 2.7 - - 165 + Sensational, explosive, captivating, exploitable - Pricewill test your level of commitment33333
Ferrari Portofino 247 F £166,180 8/3855 591/7500 560/3000 1664kg 361 3.5 - - 199 +Better than theCalifornia - Not better than aDB11 Volante 33332
Ferrari California T 229D ’14-’17 8/3855 553/7500 557/4750 1729kg 324 3.6 - - 196 + Turbocharged engine is a triumph - Still places daily useability above outright thrills 33342
Fiat 124 Spider 228 F £21,050 4/1368 138/5000 177/2250 1050kg 134 7.5 - - 134 + It’s an affordable Italian(ish) sports car - Lacks Italian brio 33322
Honda S2000 243 F ’99-’09 4/1997 237/8300 153/7500 1260kg 191 6.2 - - 150 +An alternative and rev-happy roadster - A Boxster’s better 33332
Jaguar F-typeConvertible 3.0 V6 340PS 186 F £59,550 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1587kg 214 5.7 - - 161 + Beautiful, enjoyable, responsive - Noticeably the junior F-type 33332
Jaguar F-typeConvertible 3.0 V6 380PS 183 F £70,300 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1604kg 238 5.5 - - 171 + Amore rounded F-type than theV8s -We like V8s 33334
Jaguar F-type RConvertible AWD - £98,145 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1665kg 331 4.1 - - 186 +Pace, characterful engine - Costs nearly £25kmore than the hot V6 33334
Jaguar F-type SVRConvertible 230D £118,165 8/5000 567/6500 516/3500 1720kg 335 3.7 - - 195 +Huge performance - Unpleasant soundtrack; unsettled on bumpy roads 33342
Jaguar F-type SConvertible 183 F ’13-’17 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1604kg 238 5.5 - - 171 + Better-damped andmore rounded than theV8S - ABoxster S is cheaper 33334
Jaguar F-type Project 7 212 F ’15 8/5000 567/6500 501/2500 1585kg 363 3.9 - - 186 +Noise, performance, adjustability - Expensive, and not theGT3 rival wewould have liked 33334
Jaguar XKRConvertible 130 F ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1725kg 296 4.8 - - 155 + Fantastic 5-litre V8 - Loses sporting ground to itsmain foes 33332
Jaguar XKR-SConvertible 167 F ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1725kg 319 4.4 - - 186 + Loud andmad;most exciting Jag in years - It was also themost expensive in years 33334
KTMX-BowGT 183D £95,880 4/1984 281/6400 310/3200 875kg 326 4.1 - - 144 + Extraordinary ability, now in amore road-friendly package - Price 33334
KTMX-BowR 165 F £87,480 4/1984 296/6300 295/3300 816kg 369 3.9 - - 144 + Sharper handling,more power - Pity it’s not even lighter, and cheaper 33332
KTMX-Bow 138 F ’08-’12 4/1984 237/5500 229/2000 818kg 294 3.8 - - 137 +Mad looks; real quality feel - Heavier and pricier than you’d hope 33332
Lotus Elise Sport - ’17 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 856kg 159 6.5 - - 127 + 1.6-litre Elise is light and fantastic - Smaller engine could put someoff 33333
Lotus Elise Sprint - ’17 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 830kg 164 6.2 - - 127 + Even lighter version of the 1.6 Elise - It’ll cost you nearly £200per kilo saved 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 220 244 F £39,300 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 904kg 244 4.6 - - 145 +Perfect power-to-weight ratio -Abitshortoncreaturecomforts 33333
Lotus Elise Sprint 220 236D £44,300 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 878kg 251 4.5 - - 145 +Makes themost of its lightness -Heavyweightprice 33333
Lotus Elise Cup 250 238D £47,400 4/1798 243/7200 184/3500 917kg 269 4.3 - - 154 + Elise gets quicker again -Prioritisesgripoveradjustability 33333
Lotus Elise Cup 260 243 F £59,500 4/1798 250/7200 195/5500 902kg 282 4.2 - - 151 +Quickest Elise yet - Just30beingbuilt 33333
Lotus Elise Club Racer 183 F ’11-’15 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 852kg 160 6.5 - - 127 +Even lighter, evenmorefocusedthanastandard 1.6Elise -Areyoupreparedtogothisbasic? 33333
Lotus Elise SClub Racer 189D ’13-’15 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 905kg 244 4.6 - - 145 +Purist approach intensifies ability -Lightest,option-freespecrequirescommitment 33333
Lotus Elise R 068 F ’04-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 860kg 223 5.4 5.6 13.9 138 +Amost thrillsome Elise - Blaring engine note 33333
Lotus Elise SC 131 F ’08-’11 4/1794 218/8000 156/5000 870kg 254 4.6 4.5 11.4 145 +All the usual Elisemagic - Supercharged engine lacks sparkle 33334
Lotus Elise S 104 F ’06-’10 4/1794 134/6200 127/4200 860kg 158 6.1 6.3 18.7 127 + Brilliant entry-level Elise - Precious little 33333
Lotus Elise 111S 049 F ’02-’04 4/1796 156/7000 129/4650 860kg 197 5.1 - - 131 + A genuinely useable Elise - Air-con? In an Elise? 33333
Lotus Elise Sport 135 040D ’03 4/1796 135/6200 129/4850 726kg 189 5.4 - - 129 +One of our fave S2 Elises - Brakes needmore bite and pedal feel 33333
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Lotus Elise (S1) 235 F ’96-’01 4/1796 118/5500 122/3000 731kg 164 5.9 6.1 18.5 126 +Amodern classic - A tad impractical? 33333
Lotus Exige S Roadster 186 F ’13-15 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1166kg 301 4.0 - - 145 + Like the hard-top Exige S, butmore road-friendly -981BoxsterS isabetterall-rounder 33333
Lotus Exige Sport 350Roadster 221 F £55,900 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1125kg 312 3.9 - - 145 +An Exigewithaddedsunny-dayappeal -ABoxsterwouldbemorepractical 33333
Lotus Exige Sport 380Roadster 231 F £67,900 6/3456 375/6700 302/5000 1110kg 343 3.7 - - 178 + Like the 350Roadster, but faster and even purer -ABoxsterwouldstill bemorepractical 33333
Lotus 3-Eleven 430 248 F £102,000 6/3456 430/7000 325/4500 920kg* 475 3.2 - - 180 +A fitting send-off for a brilliant Lotus - Just 20 beingmade, and they’re not cheap 33333
Lotus 3-Eleven 220 F ’16-’17 6/3456 410/7000 302/3000 925kg* 450 3.4 - - 174 +A fantastically exciting Lotus - If not exactly a groundbreaking one 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven 126 F ’07-’11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 720kg 267 4.5 - - 140 +Notfaroff thesupercharged2-Eleven’space-Youwantthesuperchargedone,don’tyou? 33334
Lotus 2-Eleven Supercharged 123 F ’07-’11 4/1796 252/8000 179/7000 745kg 344 4.0 - - 150 + Impressive on road and track - Not hardcore enough for some 33333
Lotus 340R 126 F ’00 4/1796 190/7800 146/5000 701kg 275 4.5 4.5 12.5 126 +Hardcore road-racer… - …that looks like a dune buggy fromMars 33333
Maserati GranCabrioMC 185D £112,400 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1973kg 234 4.9 - - 179 +Most powerful GranCabrio yet - TheGranCabrio is starting to show its age 33342
MazdaMX-5 1.5 (Mk4) 230 F £18,795 4/1496 129/7000 111/4800 975kg 134 8.3 - - 127 + LightestMX-5 since theMk1 - Lacks intensity 33342
MazdaMX-5 2.0 Sport Nav (Mk4) 228 F £24,195 4/1998 158/6000 147/4600 1000kg 161 7.3 - - 133 + Brilliant basic recipe - The desire for stiffer suspension andmore power 33342
MazdaMX-5 RF 2.0 (Mk4) 234 F £23,395 4/1998 158/6000 147/4600 1045kg 154 7.4 - - 134 +Drives just like its soft-top brother - Significantwind noisewith the roof down 33342
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport Tech (Mk3.5) 212 F ’09-’15 4/1999 158/7000 139/5000 1098kg 146 7.6 - - 138 +Handles brilliantly again; folding hard-top also available - Less-than-macho image 33334
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk3) 091 F ’05-’09 4/1798 124/6500 123/4500 1080kg 108 9.3 - - 122 +Gearchange, interior - Lost someof the charmof oldMX-5s; dubious handling 33342
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk2) 017 F ’98-’05 4/1839 146/7000 124/5000 1065kg 140 8.5 - - 123 +Affordable ragtops don’t getmuch better - Cheap cabin 33333
MazdaMX-5 1.6 (Mk1) 131 F ’89-’97 4/1597 115/6500 100/5500 971kg 120 8.8 - - 114 + The original and still (prettymuch) the best - Less than rigid 33333
Mercedes-AMGSLC43 222D £47,600 6/2996 362/5500 383/2000 1520kg 242 4.7 - - 155 + Twin-turboV6well-suited to baby roadster - But also highlights the chassis’ age 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMG 186 F ’12-’15 8/5461 416/6800 398/4500 1615kg 262 4.6 - - 155 +Quicker andmore economical than ever - Needs to be sharper, too 33322
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMG 087 F ’05-’10 8/5439 355/5750 376/4000 1575kg 229 4.9 - - 155 + Superb engine, responsive chassis - Nomanual option, ESP spoils fun 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMGBlack Series 110 F ’07-’08 8/5439 394/5750 383/3750 1495kg 268 4.5 4.9 11.2 174 +AMGgets serious - Dull-witted auto ’box, uneven dynamics 33342
Mercedes-AMGSL63 228D £116,430 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1770kg 331 4.1 - - 155 + Effortless performance - Needsmore involvement to gowith the pace 33332
Mercedes-AMGGTRoadster 239 F £111,360 8/3982 469/6000 465/1700 1595kg 299 4.0 - - 188 +AnAMGGTwith added fresh air - Ride and handling go slightly to pieces onUK roads 33342
Mercedes-AMGGTCRoadster 235D £140,660 8/3982 549/5750 501/1900 1660kg 336 3.7 - - 196 +As above butwithmore shove - Road noise can getwearing on long journeys 33342
Mercedes-Benz SL500 169D ’12-’16 8/4663 429/5250 516/1800 1710kg 255 4.6 - - 155 +Wafty performance, beautifully engineered - Lacks ultimate sports car feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 171 D ’12-’16 8/5461 530/5500 590/2000 1770kg 304 4.3 - - 155 +Monster performance, lighter than before - Still heavy, steering lacksconsistency 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 183D ’13-’16 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 1875kg 336 4.0 - - 155 +Chassis just about dealswith the power - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 117 D ’08-’13 8/6208 518/6800 464/5200 1970kg 278 4.6 - - 155 +More focused than old SL55AMG - Lost someof its all-round appeal 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 071 D ’04-’10 12/5980 604/4800 737/2000 2035kg 302 4.2 - - 155 +Gob-smacking performance - Costly to run 33334
Morgan 3Wheeler 198 F £31,140 2/1976 82/5250 103/3250 525kg* 159 6.0 - - 115 +Quirky, characterful, brilliant - Can becomea two-wheeler if you push too hard 33332
Morgan Plus 8 171 F £85,461 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1100kg* 334 4.5 - - 155 +Hilariousmix of old looks and newmechanicals-Refinementisdefinitelyold-school 33332
Morgan Plus 8 Speedster 202 F ’14 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1000kg* 368 4.2 - - 148 + Fantastic old-school roadster experience-Getsunsettledbybigbumps;only60weremade 33332
MorganAero 8 105 F £94,665 8/4799 362/6300 361/3400 1180kg* 312 4.5 - - 170 +Glorious sound, viewover bonnet, dynamics - Awkward-looking rear 33332
MorganAero SuperSports 145 F ’10-’11 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg* 312 4.2 - - 170 + It’s an Aero 8with a V8 and targa top - Limited edition, costing proper supercarmoney 33332
Nissan 370ZRoadster 143 F ’10-’14 6/3696 326/7000 269/5200 1554kg 213 5.5 - - 155 + The Zed’s old-school character remains intact - Its purposeful looks don’t 33332
Porsche 718 Boxster 224D £44,758 4/1988 296/6500 280/1950 1335kg 225 5.1 - - 170 +Chassis as good as ever - Four-cylinder’s tunelessdinwouldbehardto livewith 33342
Porsche 718 Boxster S 222 F £53,714 4/2497 345/6500 310/1900 1355kg 259 4.6 4.4 9.8 177 + Still sensationally capable - Turbofour-cylinderengine lacksappealof theold flat-six 33334
Porsche Boxster (981) 238 F ’12-’16 6/2706 261/6700 206/4500 1310kg 202 5.8 - - 164 +Goes and looks better than the 987 Boxster - Shameabouttheelectricsteering 33333
Porsche Boxster S (981) 186 F ’12-’16 6/3436 311/6700 265/4500 1320kg 239 5.1 - - 173 + Boxster steps out of 911’s shadow - But gets 911’s less appealing electric steering 33333
Porsche Boxster GTS (981) 203D ’14-’16 6/3436 325/6700 273/4500 1345kg 246 5.0 - - 174 + Superb dynamics, fantastic engine, great looks - Sportsuspension isvery firm 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (981) 223 F ’15-’16 6/3800 370/6700 310/4750 1315kg 286 4.5 - - 180 +An even faster, evenmore rewarding Boxster - Feedbacktrails theCaymanGT4’s 33333
Porsche Boxster S (987) 161 F ’05-’12 6/3436 306/6400 266/5500 1355kg 229 5.3 - - 170 + Second-gen Boxster’s as brilliant as ever - It’s a typically Porsche redesign 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 188 F ’10-’12 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1275kg 252 4.9 - - 166 + Lighter,more driver-centric Boxster - Collapsed-brolly roof not themost practical 33333
Porsche Boxster S (986) 070 F ’99-’04 6/3179 256/6200 229/4600 1320kg 200 5.7 - - 164 +Added power over the non-S Boxster is seductive - Very little 33333
Radical SR3 SL 174 F ’11-’14 4/2000 300/6000 265/4000 775kg* 393 3.4 - - 161 +Our 2011 Track Car of the Year, and it’s road-legal - You’ll need towrap upwarm 33333
Renault Sport Spider 231 F ’96-’99 4/1998 148/6000 136/4500 930kg 157 6.5 - - 131 + Rarity; unassisted steering - Heavier than you’d hope; disappointing engine 33322
Rolls-RoyceDawn 222D £264,000 12/6592 563/5250 575/1500 2560kg 223 4.9 - - 155 + Effortless driving experience - Driver involvementnotapriority 33334
ToyotaMR2 (Mk3) 187 F ’00-’06 4/1794 138/6400 125/4400 975kg 141 8.0 7.2 21.2 131 + Tight lines, taut dynamics -Minimal luggage space 33334
TVRTamora 070 F ’01-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1060kg 335 4.2 - - 175 +Well-sorted soft-top TVR - Awkward styling 33332
TVRChimaera 5.0 007 F ’93-’03 8/4997 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.4 - - 167 +Gorgeous noise, tarmac-rippling grunt - Details 33332
TVRGriffith 4.3 068 F ’92-’93 8/4280 280/5500 305/4000 1040kg 274 4.4 4.8 11.2 155 + The car thatmade TVR. Cult status -Mere details 33334
TVRGriffith 500 009 F ’93-’01 8/4997 320/5500 320/4000 1060kg 307 4.1 - - 167 +Gruff diamond - A few rough edges 33334
Vauxhall VX220 023 F ’00-’04 4/2198 145/5800 150/4000 875kg 168 5.9 - - 136 +Absurdly goodVauxhall - The badge? 33334
Vauxhall VX220 Turbo 066 F ’03-’05 4/1998 197/5500 184/1950 930kg 215 4.9 - - 151 +Nothing comes close for themoney -Marginal everyday usability 33333
Vuhl 05 220 F £59,995 4/2000 285/5600 310/3000 725kg 405 3.7 - - 152 + Impressivepaceandquality - Youcangetamorethrills fromaCaterhamathalf theprice 33332
Zenos E10 S 214 F £30,595 4/1999 250/7000 295/2500 725kg* 350 4.0 4.2 - 145 +Neutralandexploitable - Prescriptivebalance 33332

OUR CHOICE
BMWM4CompetitionPackage. It’s taken awhile to get there, but the
Competition Package is the car theM4 should have been from the start.
Less spiky,more trustworthy, and above all fast and fun, it feels like it has
been developedwith the driver’s best interests at heart.

BEST OF THE REST
TheAlpineA110 (left) is, at last, a true rival for Porsche’s Cayman. The 911 CarreraGTS
– in two-wheel-drive, manual spec – is our favourite Porsche coupe, however, though
the basic 911CarreraandCarreraS run it close. TheAudiRS5, meanwhile, has an
impressivelywide bandwidth of abilities, as does theBentleyContinentalGT.

COUPES / GTs

Alfa Romeo4C 209 F £51,505 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 895kg* 269 4.5 - - 160 +Carbonfibre tub,mini-supercar looks - Hot hatch engine, clunky gearbox 33342
Alfa Romeo8CCompetizione 120 F ’07-’09 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1585kg 288 4.2 - - 181 + Looks, exclusivity, noise, balance - Costmore now than they did new 33334
Alpine A110 244 F £51,805 4/1798 249/6000 236/2000 1103kg 229 4.5 - - 155 + Fun, playful and deceptively fast - If only it had amanual gearbox 33333
Alpina D4Biturbo 206 F £50,950 6/2993 345/4000 516/1500 1585kg 221 4.6 - - 173 + Fifth-gear oversteer - Sounds like a diesel; fuel economynot as good as youmight hope 33334
Alpina B4 SBiturbo 245D £63,000 6/2979 434/5500 487/3000 1615kg 273 4.2 - - 190 +Stonking engine, stealthy speed - Steering is slow and lacks feel 33332
Alpina B4Biturbo 206 F ’14-’16 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1615kg 254 4.2 - - 188 +More fluid than theM4; better traction, too - Not as precise as theM-car over the limit 33334
Aston Martin Vantage 248 D £120,900 8/3982 503/6000 505/2000 1530kg* 334 3.6 - - 195 + Performance that’s a huge leap forward - At this price, it’s no longer a 911 Carrera S rival 33334
AstonMartin V8Vantage (4.3) 109 F ’05-’07 8/4280 380/7000 302/5000 1630kg 237 5.0 5.2 12.0 175 +Gorgeous; awesome soundtrack -Can’tquitematcha911dynamically 33332
AstonMartin V8Vantage (4.7) 169D ’08-’16 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1630kg 262 4.8 - - 180 +Still feels special -Butalsoa littledated 33332
AstonMartin V8Vantage S 168 F ’11-’17 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.8 - - 190 +Keener engine, V12 Vantage looks - Slightly sluggish auto only 33334
AstonMartin V8VantageN430 218 F ’14-’16 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.8 - - 189 +Malleable, involving -Never feels rampantlyquick 33333
AstonMartin VantageGT8 229 F ’16-’17 8/4735 440/7300 361/5000 1530kg 292 4.4 - - 190 + Enough drama to fill a Netflixmini-series - Just 150made 33333
AstonMartin V12 Vantage 146 F ’09-’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.2 4.4 9.7 190 +The carwe hoped theV8Vantagewould be - Erm, a tad thirsty? 33333
AstonMartin V12 Vantage S 238 F ’13-’17 12/5935 563/6650 457/5500 1665kg 344 3.9 - - 205 +Amongst the best Astons evermade -Old-school automated ’box (so get themanual) 33333
AstonMartin VantageGT12 214 F ’15-’16 12/5935 592/7000 461/5500 1565kg 384 3.5 - - 185 + TheGT3-style Vantagewewaited so long for - Only 100made 33333
AstonMartin DB11 V8 241 D £144,900 8/3982 503/6000 498/2000 1760kg 290 4.0 - - 187 + Potent and characterful engine; sharper chassis thanV12 - Dowe still need the V12? 33332
AstonMartin DB11 235 F £157,900 12/5204 600/6500 516/1500 1875kg 325 3.9 4.0 8.1 200 +An excellent GT - Suffers in outright handling terms as a result 33334
AstonMartin DB9GT 214D ’15-’17 12/5935 540/6750 457/5500 1785kg 307 4.5 - - 183 +More power; still has bags of character - Needs an eight-speed auto ’box 33334
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AstonMartin DB9 178 F ’04-’16 12/5935 510/6500 457/5500 1785kg 290 4.6 - - 183 +A great start toGaydon-era Astons - Automatic gearbox could be quicker 33334
AstonMartin DBS 142 F ’07-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1695kg 306 4.3 - - 191 + Stupendous engine, gearbox, brakes - Pricey; can bite the unwary 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI (Mk3) 204 F £31,685 4/1984 227/4500 273/1650 1230kg 188 6.0 - - 155 +Desirable, grippy and effortlessly quick - Still not the lastword in interaction 33334
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI quattro (Mk3) 203D £34,895 4/1984 227/4500 273/1600 1335kg 173 5.3 - - 155 + Looks, interior, decent performance and handling - Lacks ultimate involvement 33332
Audi TTS (Mk3) 209 F £40,840 4/1984 306/5800 280/1800 1365kg 228 4.9 - - 155 +Dynamically interesting (for a TT) - Still not as interactive as a Cayman 33332
Audi TT RS (Mk3) 230 F £52,480 5/2480 394/5850 354/1700 1440kg 278 3.7 3.4 - 155 + Soundtrack; tremendous point-to-point pace - A bit one-dimensional in the long run 33334
Audi TTS (Mk2) 193 F ’08-’14 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1395kg 195 5.4 - - 155 +Ausefully quicker TT, with a great drivetrain - Still steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TT RS (Mk2) 158 F ’09-’14 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1450kg 235 4.7 4.4 11.1 155 + Sublime five-cylinder turbo engine - Rest of package can’t quitematch it 33332
Audi TT RSPlus (Mk2) 185D ’12-’14 5/2480 355/5500 343/1650 1450kg 249 4.3 - - 174 + Stonkingly fast cross-country - Shockingly expensive for a TT 33332
Audi TT Sport (Mk1) 081 D ’05-’06 4/1781 237/5700 236/2300 1390kg 173 5.7 - - 155 +Deliciously purposeful interior, crisp chassis - Numb steering 33332
Audi S5 233 F £47,875 6/2995 349/5400 369/1370 1615kg 220 4.7 - - 155 +Chassis rewards commitment… - …but doesn’t offer a challenge. Plain engine, too 33342
Audi RS5 240 F £62,900 6/2894 444/5700 442/1900 1655kg 273 3.9 3.6 9.0 155 + Lighter, quicker;makes green paint look good - Lacks the character of the old V8 33332
Audi RS5 206 F ’10-’16 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1715kg 263 4.5 4.3 - 155 +Brilliant engine and improved chassis - Lack of suspension travel; inconsistent steering 33332
Audi R8V8 201 F ’07-’15 8/4163 424/7900 317/4500 1560kg 276 4.6 4.1 9.9 188 +A true 911 alternative - Exclusivity comes at a price 33333
Bentley Continental GT 244 F £156,700 12/5950 626/5000 664/1350 2169kg 293 3.7 - - 207 +Astonishing agility for such a big, heavy car - Thirst 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8 178 F ’12-’17 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2220kg 229 4.8 - - 188 +Aproper driver’s Bentleywith decent economy -W12 suddenly seemspointless 33334
Bentley Continental GTV8S 204 F ’13-’17 8/3993 521/6000 502/1700 2220kg 238 4.5 - - 192 +An even better driver’s Bentley - Vastweightmakes its presence felt in harder driving 33334
Bentley Continental GT 152D ’03-’17 12/5998 567/6000 516/1700 2245kg 257 4.5 - - 198 +Near 200mph in utter comfort -Weight;W12’s thirst 33332
Bentley Continental GT Speed 230D ’12-’17 12/5998 633/5900 620/2000 2245kg 286 4.1 - - 206 +Desirabilitymeets exclusivity and performance -We’d still have the V8 33334
Bentley Continental Supersports 234D ’17 12/5998 700/6000 750/2050 2205kg 323 3.5 - - 209 +Massive performance, surprisingly agile - Styling and soundtrack far fromdescreet 33334
Bentley Continental GT3-R 203D ’14-’17 8/3993 572/6000 518/1700 2120kg 274 3.8 - - 170 + The best-handling Continental of its generation - Expensive; it still weighs 2120kg 33334
BMW 1-seriesMCoupe 188 F ’11-’12 6/2979 335/5900 369/1500 1495kg 228 4.9 - - 155 +Character, turbo pace and great looks - Cameandwent too quick 33333
BMWM240i Coupe 229D £35,865 6/2998 335/6800 369/1520 1470kg 232 4.8 - - 155 +Adjustable and plenty of fun - Lacks finesse and precision 33332
BMWM235i Coupe 225 F ’14-’16 6/2979 321/5800 332/1300 1455kg 224 5.0 5.2 12.7 155 +Powertrain, chassis, looks, size - Limited-slip diff is an option, not standard 33332
BMWM2 243 F £46,430 6/2979 365/6500 369/1450 1495kg 248 4.5 4.5 - 155 +More progressive chassis balance than theM4 - Feels unsettled on rough tarmac 33332
BMW440iMSport Coupe 233 F £43,430 6/2998 321/5500 332/1380 1540kg 212 5.2 - - 155 +Almost-too-powerful engine - Doesn’t feel special enough to drive 33332
BMWM4 218 F £60,420 6/2979 425/5500 406/1850 1560kg 277 4.3 - - 155 + Ferociously fast - A handful on less-than-perfect or less-than-bone-dry roads 33334
BMWM4Competition Package 244 F £63,420 6/2979 444/7000 406/1850 1560kg 289 4.2 4.4 9.2 155 + The car theM4always should have been - Not so good on 20-inchwheels 33334
BMWM4CS 247 F £91,050 6/2979 454/6250 442/4000 1580kg 292 3.9 - - 174 + The firstM4 you could enjoy on any road, in any conditions - It ain’t cheap 33334
BMWM4GTS 237 F ’16 6/2979 493/6250 442/4000 1510kg 332 3.8 3.7 8.0 190 +Vast improvement on lesserM4s - So it should be, given its price 33333
BMWM3 (E92) 196 F ’07-’13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1580kg 266 4.8 4.3 10.3 155 + Fends off all of its rivals… - …except the cheaper 1-seriesMCoupe 33333
BMWM3GTS (E92) 232 F ’10-’11 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1530kg 295 4.4 - - 190 +Highly exclusive; one of themost focusedM-cars ever - Good luck trying to find one 33333
BMWM3 (E46) 066 F ’00-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.2 5.1 12.3 155 +One of the best BMWsever. Runner-up in eCoty 2001 - Slightly artificial steering feel 33333
BMWM3CS (E46) 219 F ’05-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.2 - - 155 +CSL dynamicswithout CSL price - Looks like the standard car 33333
BMWM3CSL (E46) 200 F ’03-’04 6/3246 355/7900 273/4900 1385kg 260 4.9 5.3 12.0 155 + Still superb - Changes from the automated single-clutch ’box are… a…bit… sluggish 33333
BMWM3Evolution (E36) 148 F ’96-’98 6/3201 317/7400 258/3250 1515kg 215 5.5 5.4 12.8 158 +Performance, image - Never quite as good as the E30 33332
BMWM3 (E30) 165 F ’89-’90 4/2302 212/6750 170/4600 1165kg 185 6.7 6.7 17.8 147 + The bestM-car ever - Prices have got out of hand 33333
BMWZ4MCoupe 097 F ’06-’09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1420kg 242 5.0 - - 155 +A real driver’s car - You’ve got to be prepared to get stuck in 33334
BMWMCoupe 005 F ’98-’03 6/3246 321/7400 261/4900 1375kg 237 5.3 - - 155 +Quick and characterful - Lacks finesse 33332
BMWM6 (F13) 218 F £95,580 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1850kg 303 4.2 - - 155 +Mighty ability, pace, technology - You’ll want the Competition Package upgrade, too 33334
BMWM6 (E63) 106 F ’05-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1635kg 311 4.2 4.8 10.0 155 +AwesomeGT, awesome sports car - SMGgearbox nowoff the pace 33334
BMW i8 210 F £106,310 3/1499 357/5800 420/3700 1485kg 244 4.4 - - 155 +Brilliantly executed concept; sci-fi looks - Safe dynamic set-up 33334
Chevrolet Camaro Z/28 220 F ’14-’16 8/7008 505/6100 481/4800 1732kg 296 4.2 - - 175 + Scalpel-sharp engine, great chassis (really) - Feels very stiff onUK roads 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray (C7) 197 F £63,295 8/6162 460/6000 465/4600 1496kg 312 4.2 4.4 9.4 180 +Performance, chassis balance, supple ride - Body control could be better 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 (C7) 227 F £90,445 8/6162 650/6000 650/3600 1598kg 413 3.7 - - 196 +Mind-boggling raw speed; surprisingly sophisticated - Edgywhen really pushed 33334
FordMustang 2.3 EcoBoost 222D £33,645 4/2261 313/5500 319/3000 1655kg 192 5.8 - - 155 +Ninety per cent as good as the V8 -Missing ten per cent iswhatmakes theMustang 33342
FordMustang 5.0 V8GT 248D £41,095 8/4951 444/7000 390/4600 1668kg 270 4.6 - - 155 + 2018MY version gets improved dynamics - Still someway off Europe’s finest 33332
Honda Integra Type R (DC2) 200 F ’96-’00 4/1797 187/8000 131/7300 1101kg 173 6.7 6.2 17.9 145 +Arguably the greatest front-drive car ever - Too raw for some 33333
Infiniti Q60SSport 3.0T 228D £43,535 6/2997 400/6400 350/1600 1799kg 226 5.0 - - 155 + Impressive tech - Electronic systems reduce feeling of involvement 33342
Jaguar F-typeCoupe 2.0 i4 300PS 239D £50,795 4/1997 296/5500 295/1500 1525kg 197 5.7 - - 155 + Turbo four-cylinder engine sounds good - But it lacks top-end verve 33342
Jaguar F-typeCoupe 3.0 V6 340PS 204D £54,065 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1567kg 217 5.7 - - 161 +Drop-dead looks, brilliant chassis, desirability - Engine lacks top-end fight 33332
Jaguar F-typeCoupe 3.0 V6 380PS 211 D £64,815 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1584kg 241 5.5 - - 171 + Exquisite style,more rewarding (and affordable) than roadster - Scrappy on the limit 33334
Jaguar F-type RCoupeAWD 227D £92,660 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1730kg 318 4.1 3.5 8.1 186 +Better than the rear-drive R in thewet - Less involving in the dry 33334
Jaguar F-type SVRCoupe 224D £112,680 8/5000 567/6500 516/3500 1705kg 338 3.7 - - 200 +Amarginally better drive than theAWDR -Not by enough to justify the extra outlay 33334
Jaguar F-type RCoupe (RWD) 218 F ’14-’17 8/5000 542/6500 501/3500 1650kg 334 4.2 - - 186 + Looks, presence, performance, soundtrack - Bumpy and boistrous 33333
Jaguar XKR 168 F ’09-’14 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1753kg 292 4.8 - - 155 + Fast and incredibly rewarding Jag - The kidswill have to stay at home 33334
Jaguar XKR-S 168 F ’11-’14 8/5000 542/6000 502/2500 1753kg 314 4.4 - - 186 + Faster andwilder than regular XKR - The F-type RCoupe 33334
Lexus RC F 226 F £61,310 8/4969 470/6400 391/4800 1765kg 271 4.5 - - 168 +Great looks, noise, sense of occasion - Too heavy to be truly exciting 33332
Lexus LC 500h 241 D £76,595 6/3456 354 n/a 1985kg 181 5.0 - - 168 + Excellent comfort and refinement; fine chassis - Hybrid systemhurts the fun factor 33342
Lexus LC 500 231 D £76,595 8/4969 470/7100 398/4800 1935kg 247 4.7 - - 168 +Glorious engine, rewarding chassis for a GT car - Numb steering,messy ergonomics 33332
Lister Thunder 247 D £139,950 8/5000 666/6000 720/5940 1650kg 410 3.2 - - 208 +Deceptively fast reworked F-type - Never feels as ferocious as the figures suggest 33332
Lotus Exige S (V6) 209 F ’12-’15 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1176kg 298 3.8 - - 170 +Breathtaking road-racer; our joint2012Carof theYear -Gearshiftnotthesweetest 33333
Lotus Exige Sport 350 221 F £55,900 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1125kg 312 3.9 - - 170 + Further honed Exige, with vastly improved gearshift -Still noteasytoget intoandoutof 33334
Lotus Exige Sport 380 231 F £67,900 6/3456 375/6700 302/5000 1110kg 343 3.7 - - 178 + Intense, absorbing and brilliantly capable -Perhapsnotaneverydaycar 33334
Lotus Exige Cup 380 240D ’17 6/3456 375/6700 302/5000 1105kg 345 3.6 - - 175 +An absolute riot; feelsworth the £83k (new) price tag -Limitedbuildnumbers 33334
Lotus Exige Cup 430 243D £99,800 6/3456 430/7000 325/2600 1093kg 400 3.3 - - 180 +The ultimate Exige - Isn’tcheap 33333
Lotus Exige S (S2) 105 F ’06-’11 4/1796 218/7800 158/5500 930kg 238 4.3 - - 148 + Lightweightwith a hefty punch - Uninspiring soundtrack 33333
Lotus Exige (S1) 200 F ’00-’01 4/1796 192/7800 146/5000 780kg 247 4.6 - - 136 + Looks and goes like an Elise racer - A tad lacking in refinement 33333
Lotus Evora 138 F ’09-’15 6/3456 276/6400 258/4700 1382kg 203 5.1 5.6 13.6 162 + Sublime ride and handling. Our 2009Car of the Year - The Evora S 33333
Lotus Evora S 168 F ’10-’15 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1430kg 245 4.8 - - 172 +A faster and better Evora - But onewhich sparswith the Porsche 911 33333
Lotus Evora 400 216 F £72,000 6/3456 400/7000 302/3500 1395kg 291 4.2 - - 186 + Evora excitement levels take a leap - Gearbox still not perfect; punchy pricing 33334
Lotus Evora Sport 410 230 F ’17 6/3456 410/7000 310/3500 1325kg 314 4.2 - - 190 + Even lighter and sharper Evora - Engine and gearbox behind the best at this price 33334
Lotus EvoraGT430 246 F £112,500 6/3456 430/7000 325/4500 1299kg 336 3.8 - - 190 +Genuine race-car feel on the road - It ain’t cheap; just 60 beingmade 33334
Maserati GranTurismoSport 188 F £93,145 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1880kg 245 4.8 - - 186 +A real sense of occasion to drive; wonderful engine - Rather long in the tooth 33332
Maserati GranTurismoMC 239D £109,740 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1873kg 246 4.7 - - 187 +As above butwith knobs on - Those knobs don’tmake it feel any younger 33332
Maserati GranTurismo 114 F ’07-’17 8/4244 399/7100 339/4750 1880kg 216 5.2 5.5 12.7 177 + Striking, accomplishedGT - Doesn’t spike the pulse like anAston or 911 33332
Maserati GranTurismoMCStradale 193 F ’11-’17 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1800kg 256 4.5 - - 188 +Brilliant blend of road racer andGT -Gearbox takes a little getting used to 33332
MazdaRX-8 122 F ’03-’11 2R/1308 228/8200 156/5500 1429kg 162 6.4 6.5 16.4 146 +Nevermindthequirkiness, it’sagreatdrive -Wafer-thintorqueoutput; thirsty 33334
Mercedes-AMGC43 4Matic Coupe 233 F £47,605 6/2996 362/5500 383/2000 1660kg 222 4.7 - - 155 + Fast and instilledwith a real sense of quality - Not enough emphasis on fun 33332
Mercedes-AMGC63SCoupe (W205) 240 F £70,385 8/3982 503/5500 516/1750 1725kg 296 3.9 4.3 9.1 155 +Mouth-wateringmechanical package - Light steering; hefty kerbweight 33332
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGCoupe (W204) 162 F ’11-’14 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.5 4.4 10.3 155 +Aproper two-doorM3 rival - C63 saloon looks better 33334
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGBlackSeries(W204) 171 F ’12-’13 8/6208 510/6800 457/5200 1635kg 317 4.2 - - 186 + TheC63 turned up to 11 - Too heavy; not as fiery as Black Series cars of old 33334

Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMGBlack Series 248 F ’07-’09 8/6208 500/6800 464/5250 1760kg 289 4.2 - - 186 +AMGgoes Porsche-hunting - Dull-witted gearshift spoils the party 33334
Mercedes-Benz E4004Matic Coupe 234D £50,775 6/2996 328/5200 354/1600 1770kg 188 5.3 - - 155 +Good looks, classy cabin, relaxed performance - Notmuch here in theway of real thrills 33342
Mercedes-AMGS63Coupe 245D £127,515 8/3982 604/5500 664/2750 1990kg 308 4.2 - - 155 + Effortless pace, improved refinement - Interior not as special as those of rivals 33332
Mercedes-AMGS63Coupe 205D ’15-’17 8/5461 577/5500 664/2250 1995kg 294 4.2 - - 155 + Thunderously fast S-class built for drivers - Lacks badge appeal of a Continental GT 33332
Mercedes-AMGS65Coupe 209D £188,550 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 2110kg 299 4.1 - - 186 +Almighty power, fabulous luxury - Nearly £60kmore than the S63! 33332
Mercedes-AMGGT 227D £99,960 8/3982 469/6000 465/1700 1540kg 309 4.0 - - 189 +A true sports coupe that also does luxury - Takes time to reveal its talents 33332
Mercedes-AMGGTS 216 F £113,260 8/3982 515/6250 494/1800 1570kg 333 3.8 - - 193 + Fantastic chassis, huge grip - Artificial steering feel; downshifts could be quicker 33334
Mercedes-AMGGTC 241 D £129,260 8/3982 549/5750 501/1900 1625kg 343 3.7 - - 196 +As good at being aGT as it is a sports coupe - Difficult to drive fast and smoothly 33334
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Nissan 370Z 204 F £29,180 6/3696 323/7000 268/5200 1496kg 219 5.3 - - 155 +Quicker, leaner, keener than 350Z -Not quite a Cayman-killer 33332
Nissan 370ZNismo 209 F £39,375 6/3696 339/7400 274/5200 1496kg 230 5.2 - - 155 + Sharper looks, improved ride, extra thrills - Engine lacks sparkle 33334
Nissan 350Z 107 F ’03-’09 6/3498 309/6800 264/4800 1532kg 205 5.6 5.5 13.0 155 +Huge fun, and great value too -Muscle-car vibe not for everyone 33332
NissanGT-R (2017MY) 242 F £82,525 6/3799 562/6800 470/3600 1752kg 326 2.7 - - 196 +More refinement,much improved interior, still fast - Feels a touch less alert 33334
NissanGT-R Track Edition (2017MY) 229D £94,525 6/3799 562/6800 470/3600 1745kg 327 2.7 - - 196 +GT-R regains its sharpness - Getting pricey these days 33334
NissanGT-RNismo (2017MY) 232 F £151,525 6/3799 592/6800 481/3600 1725kg 349 2.7 - - 196 + Incredibly focused - Still too firm to be at its best onUK roads 33334
NissanGT-R (2012MY-2016MY) 238 F ’12-’16 6/3799 542/6400 466/3200 1740kg 316 2.7 3.2 7.5 196 +Quickerandbetter thanbefore-StoppingyourPorsche-owning friendscalling itaDatsun 33333
NissanGT-R Track Edition (2017MY) 229D £93,875 6/3799 562/6800 470/3600 1745kg 327 2.7 - - 196 +GT-R regains its sharpness - Getting pricey these days 33333
NissanGT-RNismo (2014MY) 205 F ’14-’16 6/3799 592/6800 481/3200 1720kg 350 2.6 - - 196 +Manages tomake regular GT-R feel imprecise - Compromised by super-firm suspension 33334
NissanGT-R (2010MY) 152 F ’10-’12 6/3799 523/6400 451/3200 1740kg 305 3.0 - - 194 +More powerful version of the original - But they’re notworlds apart to drive 33333
NissanGT-R (2008MY) 125 F ’08-’10 6/3799 473/6400 434/3200 1740kg 276 3.8 - - 193 +Our 2008Car of the Year - Youwon’t see 20mpg often 33333
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R34) 248 F ’99-’02 6/2568 276/7000 289/4400 1560kg 180 4.8 4.7 12.5 165 +Big, brutal, and great fun - Needsmore than the standard 276bhp 33333
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R33) 196 F ’97-’99 6/2568 276/6800 271/4400 1540kg 182 4.9 5.4 14.3 155 + Early proof that Japanese high-tech couldwork (superbly) - Limited supply 33333
Peugeot RCZ 1.6 THP 200 155 F ’09-’15 4/1598 197/5500 202/1700 1421kg 141 7.6 7.3 18.1 147 +Distinctive looks, highly capable handling - Could be a bitmore exciting 33332
Peugeot RCZR 209 F ’14-’15 4/1598 266/6000 243/1900 1280kg 211 5.9 - - 155 +Rewarding and highly effectivewhen fully lit - Dated cabin, steering lacks feel 33334
Porsche 718 Cayman 229D £42,897 4/1988 296/6500 280/1950 1335kg 225 5.1 - - 170 +Chassis remains a dream - Sounds like a ToyotaGT86 33332
Porsche 718 CaymanS 230 F £51,853 4/2497 345/6500 310/1900 1355kg 259 4.6 4.4 - 177 + Faster and better to drive than ever - Bring earplugs 33334
Porsche 718 CaymanGTS 247 F £59,866 4/2497 360/6500 310/1900 1375kg 266 4.6 - - 180 +Cracking package of upgrades - Flat-four soundtrack still disappoints 33334
PorscheCaymanS (981) 202 F ’13-’16 6/3436 321/7400 273/4500 1320kg 247 5.0 4.5 10.5 175 + TheCayman comes of age - Erm… 33333
PorscheCaymanGTS (981) 219 F ’14-’16 6/3436 335/7400 280/4750 1345kg 253 4.9 - - 177 + Tweaks improve an already sublime package - Slightly ‘aftermarket’ looks 33333
PorscheCaymanGT4 (981) 221 F ’15-’16 6/3800 380/7400 310/4750 1340kg 288 4.4 - - 183 + evoCar of the Year 2015 (even though the 991 GT3RSwas there!) - Second-hand prices 33333
PorscheCaymanS (987) 231 F ’06-’13 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1350kg 237 5.2 - - 172 + Still want that 911? - Yeah, us too 33334
PorscheCaymanR (987) 158 F ’11-’13 6/3436 325/7400 273/4750 1295kg 255 5.0 - - 175 + Total handling excellence - Styling additions not to all tastes 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (991.2) 218 F £77,891 6/2981 365/6500 332/1700 1430kg 259 4.6 - - 183 + Forced induction hasn’t ruined theCarrera - Puristswon’t be happy 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera T (991.2) 245 F £85,576 6/2981 365/6500 332/1700 1425kg 260 4.5 - - 182 + Lightweightwindows, no rear seats, an LSD… -Only 5kg lighter than a basic Carrera 33332
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991.2) 217 F £87,335 6/2981 414/6500 369/1700 1440kg 292 4.3 - - 191 + Blindingly fast - You’ll want the sports exhaust 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera GTS (991.2) 238 F £95,795 6/2981 444/6500 406/2150 1450kg 311 4.1 - - 193 + In rear-drivecoupeformat, it’severythinga911shouldbe-NotallGTSsare rear-drivecoupes 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991.1) 201 F ’12-’15 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1415kg 283 4.5 4.3 9.5 188 +ACarrerawith supercar pace - Electric steering robs it of some tactility 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera 4S (991.1) 179 F ’13-’15 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1465kg 273 4.5 - - 185 +More satisfying than rear-drive 991.1 Carreras - Choose your spec carefully 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera 4GTS (991.1) 208D ’15 6/3800 424/7500 324/5750 1470kg 293 4.4 - - 189 + The highlight of the 991.1 Carrera line-up - Pricey for a Carrera 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.2) 121 F ’08-’11 6/3800 380/6500 310/4400 1425kg 271 4.7 - - 188 +Poise, precision, blinding pace - Feels a bit clinical 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.1) 070 F ’04-’08 6/3824 350/6600 295/4600 1420kg 246 4.6 - - 182 + evoCar of the Year 2004 - Tech overload? 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (996, 3.4) 008 F ’98-’01 6/3387 300/6800 258/4600 1320kg 231 5.2 - - 174 + evoCar of the Year 1998; beautifully polished - Some like a bit of rough 33333
Radical RXCTurbo 500R 227D ’16 6/3496 600/6700 465/4200 1070kg* 561 2.8 - - 185 + Immense accessible performance - Fit, finish and detailing lack finesse 33334
Radical RXCTurbo 500 209D ’15 6/3496 530/6100 481/5000 1100kg* 490 2.6 - - 185 +Huge performance, intuitive adjustability, track ability - Compromised for road use 33334
Radical RXCTurbo 205 F ’14 6/3496 454/6000 500/3600 940kg* 491 2.6 - - 185 + Eats GT3s for breakfast -Might not feel special enough for its price 33334
Rolls-RoyceWraith 205D £240,768 12/6592 624/5600 590/1500 2360kg 260 4.6 - - 155 +Refinement, chassis, drivetrain - Shared componentry lets cabin down 33334
Subaru BRZ 248 F £22,495 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1230kg 163 7.6 - - 140 + Finechassis, greatsteering-Weakengine, not the slide-happy car they promised 33332
ToyotaGT86 234 F £26,410 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1240kg 161 7.6 6.9 16.5 140 +More fun than its Subaru BRZ cousin - Same lack of torque, poor interior quality 33332
ToyotaMR2 (Mk1) 237 F ’84-’89 4/1587 122/6600 105/5000 977kg 127 8.2 - - 124 +Mid-engined fun comes nomore affordable - Finding a good onewill take time 33334
TVRT350C 057 F ’03-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1187kg 300 4.5 4.7 10.0 175 + Looks, engine - Unsupportive seats; chassis lacks ultimate polish 33332
TVRSagaris 097 F ’05-’07 6/3996 406/7500 349/5000 1078kg 383 3.7 - - 185 + Looks outrageous - 406bhp feels a touch optimistic 33334
TVRTuscan S (Mk2) 076 F ’05-’07 6/3996 400/7000 315/5250 1100kg 369 4.0 - - 185 +Possibly TVR’s best ever car - Aerodynamic ‘enhancements’ 33334
TVRCerbera Speed Six 004 F ’98-’04 6/3996 350/6800 330/5000 1130kg 315 4.4 5.0 11.4 160+ +Accomplished and desirable - Check chassis for corrosion 33334
Volkswagen SciroccoGT 2.0 TSI / GTS 155 F £26,050 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1369kg 158 6.5 - - 153 +Golf GTI price and performance - Interior lacks flair 33332
Volkswagen Scirocco R 200D £30,690 4/1984 276/6000 258/2500 1426kg 187 5.7 - - 155 +Great engine, grown-up dynamics - Perhaps a little too grown-up for some 33332

OUR CHOICE
McLaren 720S. The looks take a little getting used to, but there’s no arguing
with the driving experience, which blends scalpel-sharp precisionwithmind-
boggling pace and suspension thatworkswith the road tomake it all useable.
And it’s faster than a P1 on track, too. An electrifying experience.

BEST OF THE REST
TheFerrari488GTB has a spectacular turbochargedV8 and the chassis to exploit
it, while the LamborghiniHuracánPerformante (left) counterswith a rip-roaring
naturally aspiratedV10. The Lambo’s relative, theAudiR8V10, is a corking entry-level
supercar, and the latestPorsche911GT3 is as great to drive as they have always been.

SUPERCARS

AstonMartin Vanquish (Mk2) 203 F £192,995 12/5935 568/6650 465/5500 1739kg 332 3.8 - - 201 +Much better than theDBS it succeeds, especially in 2015MY form - It’s no Ferrari F12 33334
AstonMartin Vanquish S (Mk2) 235 F £199,950 12/5935 595/7000 465/5500 1739kg 348 3.5 3.9 8.3 201 +Noise, poise, drama and charm -Not as rounded as theDB11 33334
AstonMartin Vanquish S (Mk1) 110 F ’05-’07 12/5935 520/7000 425/5800 1875kg 282 4.8 4.9 10.1 200 +Vanquish joins the supercar greats - A tad intimidating at the limit 33333
AstonMartinOne-77 179 F ’10-’12 12/7312 750/6000 553/7600 1740kg 438 3.7 - - 220+ +The engine, the looks, the drama -Gearbox hatesmanoeuvring; only 77weremade 33333
Audi R8V10RWS 247 F £112,450 10/5204 533/7800 398/6500 1590kg 341 3.7 - - 199 + The first rear-wheel-drive Audi for 40 years - Drives largely like its 4WDcounterpart 33334
Audi R8V10 234 F £123,330 10/5204 533/7800 398/6500 1640kg 330 3.5 - - 198 +All the R8 you really need - Somemay hanker after amanual gearbox 33334
Audi R8 Spyder V10 239 F £132,020 10/5204 533/7800 398/6500 1720kg 315 3.6 3.2 7.2 197 +Opentopevenbetter forenjoyingthatV10-Beingmistakenforaposer; crampedseating 33332
Audi R8V10 Plus 229 F £138,330 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1580kg 387 3.2 - - 205 +Timeless drivetrain, huge performance - Needs to be driven hard to really engage 33333
Audi R8V10 181 D ’10-’15 10/5204 518/8000 391/6500 1620kg 325 4.1 3.9 8.4 194 +Real supercar feel - The V8 is cheaper, and still superb 33334
Audi R8V10 Plus 190 F ’13-’15 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1570kg 351 3.8 - - 198 +AnR8 fit to take on the 458 and 12C - Firm ridemay be toomuch for some 33333
Audi R8GT 169 F ’10-’12 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1520kg 369 3.6 - - 199 + Everythingwe love about the R8 -Not as hardcore aswewanted 33333
Audi R8 LMX 208 F ’15 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1595kg 358 3.4 - - 198 +More of everything thatmakes the R8 great - S-tronic transmission not perfect 33333
BMWM1 110 F ’78-’81 6/3500 277/6500 239/5000 1303kg 216 5.9 - - 161 + Early supercar icon - A bit under-endowed these days 33332
Bugatti Chiron 244 F c£2.5m 16/7993 1479/6700 1180/2000 1995kg 753 2.5 - - 261 + Backs up the numberswith feel and emotion - Limited top speed(!) 33333
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 134 F ’05-’11 16/7993 987/6000 922/2200 1888kg 531 2.5 2.8 5.8 253 +Superbly engineered four-wheel-drive quad-turbo rocket - Er, lacks luggage space? 33333
Bugatti VeyronGrand Sport 133 F ’09-’15 16/7993 987/6000 922/2200 1990kg 504 2.7 - - 253 +Warp speed and ferocious noise sans-roof - Ridiculous brolly/roof thing 33333
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 Super Sport 151 F ’10-’11 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1838kg 654 2.5 - - 258 +Was once theworld’s fastest supercar - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti VeyronGrand Sport Vitesse 185 F ’11-’15 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1990kg 604 2.6 - - 255 +Was theworld’s fastest convertible - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti EB110 078 F ’91-’95 12/3500 552/8000 451/3750 1618kg 347 3.6 - - 213 + Superbly engineered four-wheel-drive quad-turbo rocket - It just fizzled out 33334
Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 133 F ’09-’13 8/6162 638/6500 604/3800 1528kg 424 3.4 3.8 7.6 205 +Huge pace and character - Take plenty of brave pills if there’s rain 33342
Ferrari 488GTB 228 F £183,984 8/3902 661/6500 561/3000 1475kg 455 3.0 - - 205+ +Staggeringly capable - Lacks a little of the 458’s heart and excitement 33333
Ferrari 488 Spider 216 D £204,411 8/3902 661/6500 561/3000 1525kg 440 3.0 - - 203+ +All the usual 488 thrills, butwith thewind in your hair - See left 33333
Ferrari 458 Italia 221 F ’09-’15 8/4497 562/9000 398/6000 1485kg 384 3.4 3.2 6.8 202+ +An astounding achievement - Paddleshift only 33333
Ferrari 458 Speciale 248 F ’14-’15 8/4497 597/9000 398/6000 1395kg 435 3.0 - - 202+ + evoCar of the Year 2014 - If you don’t own a regular 458, nothing 33333
Ferrari F430 163 F ’04-’10 8/4308 483/8500 343/5250 1449kg 339 4.0 - - 196+ + Just brilliant - Didn’t you read the plus point? 33333
Ferrari 430 Scuderia 121 F ’07-’10 8/4308 503/8500 347/5250 1350kg 378 3.6 3.5 7.7 198 + Successful F1 technology transplant - Likes to shout about it 33333
Ferrari 360Modena 163 F ’99-’04 8/3586 394/8500 275/4750 1390kg 288 4.5 - - 183+ +Worthy successor to 355 - Not quite as involving as it should be 33334
Ferrari 360Challenge Stradale 242 F ’03-’04 8/3586 420/8500 275/4750 1280kg 333 4.1 - - 186 + Totally exhilarating road-racer - Automated single-clutch ’box dates it 33333
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Ferrari F355 Berlinetta 231 F ’94-’99 8/3496 374/8250 268/6000 1350kg* 281 4.7 - - 183 + Looks terrific, sounds even better -Are you kidding? 33333
Ferrari 812 Superfast 238 F £253,004 12/6496 789/8500 529/7000 1630kg 492 2.9 - - 211 +Over-delivers on your expectations - Not a classic beauty 33333
Ferrari F12 Berlinetta 190 F ’12-’17 12/6262 730/8250 509/6000 1630kg 455 3.1 - - 211+ + 730bhp isn’t toomuch power for the road - Super-quick steering is an acquired taste 33333
Ferrari F12tdf 230 F ’17 12/6262 769/8500 520/6250 1520kg 514 2.9 - - 211+ +Alarmingly fast - Doesn’t flow like a 458 Speciale 33334
Ferrari 599GTB Fiorano 101 F ’06-’12 12/5999 611/7600 448/5600 1690kg 368 3.7 3.5 7.4 205 + evoCar of the Year 2006 - Banks are getting harder to rob 33333
Ferrari 599GTO 161 F ’11-’12 12/5999 661/8250 457/6500 1605kg 418 3.4 - - 208+ +One of the truly great Ferraris - Erm, the air con isn’t very good 33333
Ferrari 575MFioranoHandling Pack 200 F ’02-’06 12/5748 508/7250 434/5250 1688kg 298 3.7 4.2 9.6 205+ + Fiorano packmakes 575 truly great - It should have been standard 33333
Ferrari 550Maranello 169 F ’96-’02 12/5474 478/7000 420/5000 1690kg 287 4.4 - - 199 + Everything - Nothing 33333
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso T 246D £200,165 8/3855 602/7500 560/3000 1865kg 328 3.5 - - 199 + Effortless, comfortable GT -Misses the richer soundtrack of the V12 33334
Ferrari GTC4 Lusso 225D £230,430 12/6262 680/8000 514/5750 1920kg 360 3.4 - - 208 +Rear-wheel steering increases agility - Not as engaging as other Ferraris 33334
Ferrari FF 194 F ’11-’15 12/6262 651/8000 504/6000 1880kg 347 3.7 - - 208 + Four seats and 4WD, but a proper Ferrari - Looks divide opinion 33334
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti 090 F ’04-’11 12/5748 533/7250 434/5250 1875kg 289 4.0 4.3 9.8 199 +Awesomely capable grand tourer - See above 33333
Ferrari LaFerrari 203 F ’13-’15 12/6262 950/9000 664/6750 1574kg 613 3.0 - - 217+ +Perhaps the greatest Ferrari ever - Brakes lack a touch of precision on track 33333
Ferrari Enzo 203 F ’02-’04 12/5999 651/7800 485/5500 1365kg 485 3.7 3.5 6.7 217+ + Intoxicating, exploitable - Cabin detailing falls short of a Zonda or F1 ’s 33333
Ferrari F50 186 F ’95-’97 12/4699 513/8500 347/6500 1230kg* 424 3.9 - - 202 +Abetter drivers’ Ferrari than the 288, F40 or Enzo - Not better looking, though 33333
Ferrari F40 222 F ’87-’92 8/2936 471/7000 426/4000 1100kg* 437 4.1 - - 201 + Brutally fast - It’s in the dictionary under ‘turbo lag’ 33333
FordGT 241 F $450,000 6/3497 647/6250 550/5900 1385kg* 475 2.8 - - 216 + Everything it does on track - Toomany of the things it does on the road 33334
FordGT 200 F ’04-’06 8/5409 550/6500 500/3750 1583kg 353 3.9 - - 205 +Our 2005Car of the Year - Don’t scalp yourself getting in 33333
Hennessey VenomGT 180 F ’11-’17 8/7000 1244/6500 1155/4000 1244kg 1016 2.5 - - 270 +0-200mph in 14.5sec, and it handles too - Looks like an Exige 33333
HondaNSX 246 F £144,765 6/3493 573 476/2000 1776kg 328 2.9 3.0 6.9 191 + Blisteringly quick and brilliantly engineered - Limited range on a full tank 33333
HondaNSX (NA2) 188 F ’97-’05 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1410kg 196 5.7 - - 168 + ‘The useable supercar’ - 276bhp sounds a bitweedy today 33334
HondaNSX-R (NA2) 100 F ’02-’03 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1270kg 221 4.4 - - 168 + evoCar of the Year 2002 -Hard to find in theUK 33333
Jaguar XJ220 157 F ’92-’94 6/3498 542/7200 475/4500 1470kg 375 3.7 - - 213 + Britain’s greatest supercar… - …until McLaren built the F1 33332
KoenigseggOne:1 202 F c£2.0m 8/5065 1341/7500 1011/6000 1360kg 1002 2.9 - - 273 +One of themostpowerfulcarswe’vetested- It’ssoldout.Wecouldn’taffordoneanyway 33333
Koenigsegg Agera R 180 F ’11-’14 8/5032 1124/7100 885/2700 1435kg 796 2.8 - - 273 +As fast and exciting as your body can handle - It’s Veyronmoney 33333
KoenigseggCCXREdition 118 F ’08-’10 8/4800 1004/7000 796/5600 1280kg* 797 2.9 - - 250+ +One of theworld’s fastest cars - Spiky power delivery 33333
Lamborghini Huracán RWD 229 F £155,400 10/5204 572/8000 397/6500 1389kg* 385 3.4 - - 199 +More seductive than the 4WDHuracán - Feels like there’smore to come 33334
Lamborghini Huracán 209D £186,760 10/5204 602/8250 413/6500 1422kg* 430 3.2 - - 201+ +Defies the numbers; incredible point-to-point pace - Takeswork to find its sweet-spot 33334
Lamborghini Huracán Performante 242 F £215,000 10/5204 631/8000 442/6500 1382kg* 464 2.9 - - 201+ + The realisation of theHuracán’s ever elusive potential - Kitchen-worktop carbonfibre 33333
Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 180D ’08-’13 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1410kg* 398 3.7 - - 202 +Still amissile fromA to B - Feels a little dated next to some rivals 33332
Lamborghini Gallardo LP550-2 Balboni 138 F ’09-’10 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1380kg* 399 3.9 - - 199 +Mad, rear-wheel-drive Lambo - Limited numbers 33334
Lamborghini LP570-4 Superleggera 152 F ’10-’13 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1340kg* 426 3.4 3.5 - 202 + Lessweight andmore power than original Superleggera - LP560-4 runs it very close 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo 094 F ’03-’08 10/4961 513/8000 376/4250 1430kg* 364 4.0 4.3 9.4 196 +On a full-bore start it spins all fourwheels. Cool - Slightly clunky e-gear 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo Superleggera 104 F ’07-’08 10/4961 522/8000 376/4250 1420kg* 373 3.8 - 196 + Lighter,more agile - Grabby carbon brakes, clunky e-gear 33334
Lamborghini Aventador S 246 F £271,146 12/6498 730/8400 509/5500 1575kg* 471 2.9 - - 217 +Amore agile,more connectedAventador - Synthetic steering 33334
Lamborghini Aventador SV 216 F £321,723 12/6498 740/8400 509/5500 1525kg* 493 2.8 - - 217+ +More exciting than the standard Aventador - ISR gearbox inconsistent 33333
Lamborghini Aventador 194 F ’11-’17 12/6498 690/8250 509/5500 1575kg* 445 2.9 - - 217 +Most important new Lambo since theCountach - Can feel a little clumsy 33334
LamborghiniMurciélago LP640 093 F ’06-’11 12/6496 631/8000 487/6000 1665kg* 385 3.8 - - 211 + Compelling old-school supercar - You’d better be on your toes 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP670-4 SV 200 F ’09-’11 12/6496 661/8000 487/6500 1565kg* 429 3.3 3.2 7.3 212 +A supercar in its truest, wildest sense - Be prepared for stares 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago 089D ’01-’06 12/6192 572/7500 479/5400 1650kg* 351 4.0 - - 206 +Gorgeous, capable and incredibly friendly - V12 feels stressed 33333
Lamborghini Diablo VT 6.0 019 F ’00-’02 12/5992 543/7100 457/5500 1625kg* 343 3.9 - - 208 +Best-built, best-looking Diablo of all - People’s perceptions 33334
Lexus LFA/LFANürburgring 200 F ’10-’12 10/4805 552/8700 354/6800 1480kg 379 3.7 - - 202 +Absurd and compelling supercar - Badge and price don’t quitematch 33333
MaseratiMC12 079 F ’04-’05 12/5998 621/7500 481/5500 1445kg 437 3.8 - - 205 +Rarer than an Enzo - The Ferrari’s better 33332
McLaren 540C 234 F £135,000 8/3799 533/7500 398/3500 1311kg* 413 3.5 - - 199 +An excellent junior supercar - The 570S is still better to drive 33333
McLaren 570S 229 F £149,000 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1440kg 397 3.2 - - 204 +A truly fun and engaging sports car -McLaren doesn’t call it a supercar! 33333
McLaren 570S Track Pack 235D £159,750 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1415kg 404 3.2 - - 204 + Feels likea675LTthat’sbeendialleddownacoupleofnotches -Engine response lacks edge 33333
McLaren 570S Spider 239 F £164,750 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1498kg 381 3.2 - - 204 + Evenmore fun and engagement than hard-top 570S - Industrial engine note 33333
McLaren 570GT 228 F £157,000 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1495kg 382 3.4 - - 204 +Blurs the line between grand tourer and supercar brilliantly - 570S ismore involving 33333
McLaren 570GTSport Pack 246D £161,900 8/3799 562/7500 443/5000 1486kg 384 3.4 - - 204 + 570GT lookswith 570S responses - It should be the standard set-up 33333
McLaren 720S 244 F £218,020 8/3994 710/7250 568/5500 1283kg* 562 2.9 2.9 5.6 212 + evoCar of the Year 2017 - Favours precision over emotion 33333
McLaren 650S 196 F ’14-’17 8/3799 641/7250 500/6000 1428kg 456 3.0 - - 207 +Better brakes, balance and looks than 12C;more power too -Which all comes at a price 33334
McLaren 675LT 228 F ’15-’17 8/3799 666/7100 516/5500 1328kg 510 2.9 - - 205 +Runner-up at eCoty 2015; asks questions of the P1 - Aventador price tag 33333
McLaren 675LT Spider 222D ’16-’17 8/3799 666/7100 516/5500 1368kg 495 2.9 - - 203 +Spectacularly fast; involving, too -Mightmess up your hair 33333
McLaren 12C 228 F ’11-’14 8/3799 616/7500 442/3000 1434kg 435 3.3 - - 207 + Staggering performance, refinement - Engine noise can be grating 33332
McLaren P1 228 F ’13-’15 8/3799 903/7500 664/4000 1490kg 616 2.8 - - 217 + Freakish breadth of ability - At itsmind-bending best on track 33333
McLaren F1 228 F ’94-’98 12/6064 627/7500 479/4000 1138kg 560 3.2 - - 240 +Still themost single-minded supercar ever - There’ll never be another 33333
Mercedes-AMGGTR 236 F £143,260 8/3982 577/6250 516/1900 1555kg 377 3.6 3.3 7.1 198 + Fun and blisteringly fast; a true rival for the 911 GT3 - A touch showy, perhaps 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMG 159 F ’10-’15 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1620kg 335 3.9 4.1 8.4 197 +Great engine and chassis (gullwing doors too!) - Slightly tardy gearbox 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGBlack Series 204 F ’13-’15 8/6208 622/7400 468/5500 1550kg 408 3.6 - - 196 +Stunning engine, superb body control - Be careful on less-than-smooth roads… 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLRMcLaren 228 F ’03-’07 8/5439 617/6500 575/3250 1693kg 370 3.8 - - 208 +Zonda-pace, 575-style drivability - Dreadful brake feel 33332
NobleM600 186 F c£200,000 8/4439 650/6800 604/3800 1198kg* 551 3.5 3.8 7.7 225 + Spiritual successor to the Ferrari F40 - It’s a bit pricey 33333
Pagani Huayra 185 F c£1m 12/5980 720/5800 737/2250 1350kg* 542 3.3 - - 224 +Our joint 2012 Car of the Year - Engine isn’t as nape-prickling as the Zonda’s 33333
Pagani Zonda 760RS 170 F £1.5m 12/7291 750/6300 575/4500 1210kg* 630 3.3 - - 217+ +One of themost extremeZondas ever - One of the last Zondas ever (probably) 33333
Pagani Zonda S 7.3 096 F ’02-’05 12/7291 555/5900 553/4050 1280kg* 441 3.7 - - 220 + evoCar of the Year 2001 (in earlier 7.0 form) - Values have gone up a fair bit since then 33333
Pagani Zonda F 186 F ’05-’06 12/7291 602/6150 575/4000 1230kg* 497 3.6 - - 214+ + Everything an Italian supercar ought to be - Looks a bit blingy next to aCarrera GT 33333
Pagani ZondaCinqueRoadster 147 D ’09-’10 12/7291 669/6200 575/4000 1210kg* 562 3.4 - - 217+ + The best Zonda ever - Doesn’t comeup in the classifieds often 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (991.2) 247 F £111,802 6/3996 493/8250 339/6000 1413kg 355 3.9 - - 198 +Almost impossible to criticise - Not the easiest car to place an order for 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (991.2) 243 F £207,506 6/3800 690/7000 553/2500 1470kg 477 2.8 - - 211 + A proper, angry turbocharged Porsche - Too noisy for trackdays; ‘limited availability’ 33334
Porsche 911 GT3 (991.1) 206 F ’16-’16 6/3799 468/8250 324/6250 1430kg 333 3.5 - - 196 + evoCar of the Year 2013 - PDKonly 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (991.1) 223 F ’15-’16 6/3996 493/8250 339/6250 1420kg 353 3.3 3.0 7.1 193 + Sensationally good to drive - TheCaymanGT4 is even better 33333
Porsche 911 R (991.1) 229 F ’16 6/3996 493/8250 339/6250 1370kg 366 3.8 - - 200 + evoCar of the Year 2016 - Limited availability 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.2) 182 F ’09-’11 6/3797 429/7600 317/6250 1395kg 312 4.1 4.2 9.2 194 + Even better than the car it replaced - Give us aminute… 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (3.8, 997.2) 200 F ’10-’11 6/3797 444/7900 317/6750 1370kg 329 4.0 - - 193 +Wenamed it our favourite car from the first 200 issuesofevo-Forpeople likeus,nothing 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS4.0 (997.2)File 187 F ’11-’12 6/3996 493/8250 339/5750 1360kg 368 3.8 - - 193 + evoCar of the Year 2011 - Unforgiving on-road ride; crazy used prices 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (997.2) 204 F ’10-’13 6/3600 611/6500 516/2250 1370kg 453 3.5 - - 205 +More powerful than aCarrera GT. Handles, too - Erm… 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.1) 182 F ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1395kg 298 4.3 4.3 9.4 192 +Runner-up at evoCar of the Year 2006 - Ferrari 599GTBs 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (997.1) 105 F ’07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1375kg 302 4.2 - - 193 + evoCar of the Year 2007 - A chunkmoremoney than the already brilliant GT3 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.2) 221 F ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1380kg 272 4.5 4.3 9.2 190 + evoCar of the Year 2003 - Chassis a bit too track-focused for some roads 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (996.2) 068 F ’04-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1360kg 280 4.4 - - 190 +An evenmore focused version of the superbGT3 - Limited supply 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (996.2) 072 F ’04-’06 6/3600 475/5700 472/3500 1420kg 338 4.0 - - 198 +Revisionsmade it evenmore of a star than the 456bhp 996.1 GT2 - Care still required 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.1) 242 F ’99-’01 6/3600 360/7200 273/5000 1350kg 271 4.8 4.5 10.3 187 + evoCar of the Year 1999 - Porsche didn’t build enough 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (991.2) 234 F £128,692 6/3800 533/6400 524/1950 1595kg 340 3.0 - - 198 +Makes the Turbo S seemunnecessary - But you still would… 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991.2) 223 F £147,540 6/3800 572/6750 553/2250 1600kg 363 2.9 2.6 6.0 205 + Enormous performance - Not as thrilling as some rivals 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991.1) 217 F ’13-’15 6/3800 552/6500 553/2200 1605kg 349 3.1 - - 197 + Superb everyday supercar - At times disguises the thrills it can offer 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.2) 218 F ’09-’13 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1570kg 319 3.7 3.2 7.3 194 + The Turbo at the very top of its game - Favours outright grip over adjustability 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.1) 094 F ’06-’09 6/3600 472/6000 457/1950 1585kg 303 3.7 4.0 8.7 193 +Monster cornering ability - A bitwoolly on its standard settings 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (996) 017 F ’00-’06 6/3600 414/6000 413/2700 1540kg 273 4.2 4.1 10.0 190 + evoCar of the year 2000; the 911 for all seasons -We can’t find any reasons 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (993) 066 F ’95-’98 6/3600 402/5750 398/4500 1500kg 272 4.3 - - 180 +Stupendous all-weather supercar - It doesn’t rain enough 33333
Porsche 918 Spyder 233 F ’13-’15 8/4593 875/8500 944/6600 1674kg 531 2.6 - - 211 + Blistering performance; cohesive hybrid tech - Addedweight and complexity 33333
PorscheCarrera GT 200 F ’04-’06 10/5733 604/8000 435/5750 1380kg 445 3.9 - - 205 + Felt ahead of its time -Needsmodern tyres to tame its spikiness 33333
Ruf CTR ‘Yellowbird’ 097 F ’87-’89 6/3366 469/5950 408/5100 1170kg 345 4.8 - - 211 + A true legend -We can’t all drive like Stefan Roser 33333
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D R E A M D R I V E

BLEARILY YOU MAKE YOUR WAY BACK
across the dark landing, navigating the
creaky floorboards like a somnambulating
ninja so that no noise should trigger more
crying from the small set of lungs next
door. You sink into bed and, as your eyes
close, you wonder if perhaps you can get
just one more hour until a demand for
milk is made…

The street lights flicker, illuminating
the road ahead in pools of orange. There’s
something a bit Initial D, a bit Midnight
Touge about the scene, yet it looks like
your commute to the station. It is your
commute to the station. But there won’t
be many trains running out of Milton
Keynes Central at this time of night. A
dual carriageway stretches ahead of you,
part of the much-mocked MK grid system
laid out in the 1960s. And at the end of
the half-mile stretch of tarmac is… a

MILTON KEYNES
roundabout. One of 130 roundabouts.
The perfect playground.

You look across at the large piece of
metal pipe protruding from the floorpan.
Things begin to make sense. The yellow
stripe marking 12 o’clock on the steering
wheel starts to take on more significance.

Select first with a clunk, pull back on
the big handbrake, lots of revs, then
sidestep the clutch to leave a perfect
11 on the road as you rattle up through
the gears.

Hard on the brakes, second gear, don’t
match the revs but instead clutch-kick the
rear of the car out to the right. Hold the
slide on the throttle until the last moment,
then lift off, and as the rear tyres grip and
flick the back of the car across to the left,
let the wheel run smoothly through your
hands. Pick up the throttle so as not to
hit the lock-stops and then hold the drift
past all four exits as you complete a full

Where better for drifting away
than an urban jungle in the dead
of night – the perfect playground
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lap of the circular road furniture.
Spot the exit through the side window,

bring the car smoothly back into
something like a straight line and admire
the ghostly white miasma in your mirrors
as you accelerate away. It’s like the
roundabout has blown a flawless smoke
ring at the sky.

You make your way across the city in
a series of growls, chuffs and chirrups,
the rear wheels spinning in unison with
the locked diff. The larger, more open
roundabouts allow for faster drifts; quick,
positive pulls on the big handbrake lever
pitching the Nissan 200SX into high-
speed slides. A petrol station attendant
looks up as a wall of sound and smoke
provides the briefest of interludes to
his otherwise noiseless night shift. It’s
past so fast that it might have been an
apparition were it not for the lingering
vaporised rubber, illuminated by the
forecourt lights.

In a flash you realise you’ve passed the
station, so you prepare to back it into the
next roundabout and return on the other
side of the road. There’s a wail of protest
from the tyres. Perhaps they’re down to
the canvas? Oh, no. It’s more of a cry.
Time for milk. Just a dream.

‘HOLD THE DRIFT PAST ALL
FOUR EXITS AS YOU COMPLETE
A FULL LAP OF THE CIRCULAR

ROAD FURNITURE’
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Supercar Finance is one of the UK’s leading experts in arranging bespoke finance
for high value vehicles.

We have 20 years’ specialist experience in arranging affordable and competitive
funding solutions for our customers.

Whether you’re buying privately or from a dealer, or releasing equity from an
existing vehicle, our expert advisers will help you with a finance solution that is
ideally tailored to your requirements.

To find out more please call us now or visit our website.
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